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1. Summary and conclusions 
 
Introduction 

The Welsh Government commissioned Beaufort Research, in partnership with Cazbah, to 
carry out a research and engagement exercise into attitudes towards school year reform in 
Wales. The project included obtaining reactions to ideas for alternative models for the 
school year.  

A broad range of audiences were engaged in the process covering learners, the education 
workforce, parents / carers, businesses, stakeholders and the general public. Online 
quantitative surveys, online engagement events, online focus groups and in-depth 
interviews were used to obtain opinions on the topic. In total, 13,016 people took part 
across these different methods. Fieldwork was conducted from December to March 2022. 

Key findings 

Participants are reasonably content with the current school year but there is some 
openness to considering change 

The majority of participants were content with the shape of the current school year in 
Wales. In the quantitative surveys, parents, learners, the education workforce and 
businesses showed higher satisfaction levels than the public generally. Around eight in ten 
parents / carers (76%), 7 to 18 year olds in education (76%), those working in education in 
Wales (78%) and businesses / managers (79%) said they felt the current school year was 
‘appropriate for people’s lives nowadays’ (or, for learners, were ‘happy with how the school 
year terms and holidays are spread out at the moment’), compared with seven in ten (69%) 
of the public saying this. Stakeholders were less content than other groups, with around six 
in ten in the online events saying they were content with the ‘current organisation of the 
school year’. 

Even so, participants were more likely to be ‘reasonably’ than ‘very’ content  with it. This, 
combined with the qualitative feedback among different groups and responses to a series of 
survey statements on change, indicate that there is openness to exploring alternative 
models.  

People have not necessarily thought about the subject of the school year structure a great 
deal before being asked, so for some there is an acceptance of the status quo. When the 
topic is covered in more detail, there is a high degree of openness to change based on the 
quantitative survey findings.                                                                               

However, some of those with reservations about change felt very strongly that no reform 
could take place without ‘hard evidence’ of why reform is needed and what difference 
change would make. 

Some argued that if learner attainment and supporting more vulnerable learners were key 
rationales for change, targeted interventions should be used for these learners and their 
families, rather than changing a current model that was deemed beneficial to many.  
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A known system that works, beneficial six-week break, England alignment and lack of 
evidence of issues among reasons given for being satisfied with the current school year 

Around half of the public (54%) surveyed felt the current pattern of the school year ‘fitted 
well with their family or work commitments’, as did over seven in ten parents / carers 
(74%) and businesses (71%). Moreover, over six in ten participants in the education 
workforce survey (64%) felt the current school year ‘supports learner progression and 
attainment and addresses disadvantage’. A sizeable minority of almost three in ten (29%) 
were of the opposite opinion, however.  

Those in favour of the current school year in the in-depth discussions highlighted a range of 
perceived benefits. It was a familiar system that worked and to which the sector, learners, 
parents and businesses had adapted and harmonised. Some were more accepting rather 
than feeling strongly about the current model.  

The six-week summer break was valued among learners (e.g. for wellbeing, spending time 
with friends, no school work pressures and getting a job), the education workforce (e.g. a 
chance to properly revive and refresh even though some work was still required; and its 
importance for recruitment and retention), tourism businesses (e.g. crucial revenue weeks 
and a good source of casual staff among older learners) and some families (e.g. flexibility for 
family holidays, quality family time, activities with the children and visiting family overseas). 
When asked directly about the appropriateness of the six-week summer holiday in the 
surveys, however, a higher proportion of each audience (including the education workforce) 
felt it should be shorter than were content with its current length. 

The current school year also aligned with England, benefiting families, schools and 
businesses with involvement across the border, as well as learners from an exam 
timetabling perspective.  

The view was expressed that keeping the current Easter holidays was very important for 
faith schools and how their curriculum was organised. Traditionally, these holidays also 
marked the start of the tourism season in Wales and enabled working parents to build the 
bank holidays into annual leave.  

Most participants in the surveys, however, had no strong opinion on whether the Easter 
Bank Holiday should fall during a school holiday or term-time. Around six in ten of both the 
public and businesses said they had no preference, as did just over half of the education 
workforce and parents. But learners were slightly more likely to prefer Easter to be during a 
school holiday than not minding either way (at 44% compared with 41% respectively).  

 
An overly long summer break and issues with term lengths emerge as key reasons for 
being dissatisfied with the current school year 

Perceived issues arising from the six-week summer break were prominent among the 
disadvantages associated with the current school year. Children were thought to experience 
learning loss especially those from disadvantaged and vulnerable backgrounds and those at 
Welsh medium schools from non-Welsh speaking homes.  

The absence over six weeks of the supportive school environment, combined with its 
routine, was considered particularly detrimental to vulnerable learners and those with 
additional learning needs. 
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A small number of nurseries providing Flying Start childcare found they would ‘lose’ the 
more vulnerable children over the school summer break resulting in health and wellbeing 
issues and concerns for the children’s welfare.  

More broadly, learners could become bored towards the end of the summer break and be 
affected by a lack of routine. 

The long summer break was sometimes challenging from a parenting perspective for 
example organising and paying for childcare and having to take a family holiday at the most 
expensive time of year. It was also argued that many women who ran smaller businesses 
had to prioritise childcare during summer holidays as its cost was greater than potential 
profits. 

Variable and longer terms were further key issues identified, reportedly adversely affecting 
learners and education staff (e.g. with fatigue, learner behaviour, losing momentum and 
burnout) and schools (e.g. planning units of work). Fixed term dates would, according to 
some, deliver more benefits, addressing some of the issues mentioned above.   

 
A shortened summer break and more even terms feature among participants’ suggestions 
for an alternative school year 

Participants in the focus groups and in-depth interviews who were open to an alternative 
school year suggested shortening the summer break by a week or two for the reasons 
described above. Views on where the removed weeks should be repositioned varied. 
Examples included to other warmer times of year, to break up the longer autumn term and 
at Christmas.  

Learners and businesses were more likely to design a year very similar to the current year 
because they were largely happy with the status quo. 

Parents and stakeholders in the focus groups and interviews tended to suggest a four-week 
summer break. 

Additional suggestions centred on attempting to make the terms more even. Some 
education workforce participants, for example, suggested more even term lengths and a 
shorter autumn term.  

 
Despite reasonable satisfaction levels with the current school year, there is a good deal of 
openness to certain alternative models tested – and a slight majority of education 
workforce participants choose an alternative model to the current one 

Examples of responses to each model are given overleaf. It should be noted that some 
participants did not think there was any existing evidence to support changing to any of the 
models shown.  
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Model A: has three school terms of about 13 weeks. Each term has a one-week break 
halfway through. The autumn term is shorter than the current one with three weeks at 
Christmas. There is a five week summer break instead of six weeks. 
 

Example perceived benefits include: Example perceived drawbacks include: 

• It is closest to the current school year so 
more positively received among those 
wanting to keep the existing structure. 

• It offers a good opportunity for staff to 
refresh and revive. 

• The teaching profession is still attractive 
with a long summer break.  

• The autumn term is shorter, benefiting 
learners and staff. 

• Three weeks at Christmas is attractive to 
some families; it could also mean more 
visits to tourist attractions. 

• It will not make much difference and is 
not worth the effort implementing. 

• The extra week at Christmas means more 
time indoors for children and will be 
detrimental to vulnerable learners. 

• It is not viable for some tourism 
businesses to lose a highly profitable 
week in the summer. 

 
Model B: has five school terms of about seven to eight weeks. There is a four-week summer 
break instead of six weeks and three weeks at Christmas. There are two-week breaks in 
October, February / March and May. 
 

Example perceived benefits include: Example perceived drawbacks include: 

• A shorter summer suits younger learners, 
vulnerable learners and those with 
additional learning needs. 

• It feels more balanced and spread out. 
• A shorter summer break will reduce 

learning loss.  
• It provides more flexibility on when 

families can take longer holidays. 
• It creates more certainty with school 

planning and is easier to teach units of 
work.  

• Two-week breaks create more 
opportunities for staff to recharge their 
batteries. 

• A shorter summer break does not allow 
learners and education workforce staff to 
properly switch off and revive. 

• Returning in August creates school 
organisational complexities. 

• It will increase holiday prices with a 
contracted summer holiday period. 

• It contracts an essential income period 
for many tourism businesses, severely 
impacting the industry. 

• The extra week at Christmas means more 
time indoors for children. 

• Misalignment with England is identified 
as a problem. 
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Model C: has six school terms lasting about six to seven weeks. Each school holiday is about 
two weeks long except in the summer which is a three-week break. 
 

Example perceived benefits include: Example perceived drawbacks include: 

• It provides greater consistency across the 
school year benefitting learning and 
learning loss, vulnerable children and 
those with additional learning needs. 

• It gives learners a break to look forward 
to more often.  

• Regular breaks mean less risk of teacher 
and learner burnout. 

• It offers more opportunity for family time 
and to book holidays at different times of 
year. 

• The summer break is too short and will 
adversely affect teacher and learner 
wellbeing. 

• Too many of the holiday weeks are during 
poor weather periods and darker 
evenings. 

• It feels too regimented and monotonous. 
• It creates a high risk of teachers leaving 

the profession. 
• There are concerns regarding 

misalignment with UK exam timetabling 
arrangements. 

• The short summer break will significantly 
reduce tourism business income and 
threaten business viability. 

• It will increase holiday prices with a 
contracted summer holiday period. 

 

Conclusions 

This research and engagement activity has elicited a wide range of opinions on the current 
school year in Wales and how, if at all, it could be reformed.  

Despite broad levels of reasonable satisfaction with the shape of the current school year in 
Wales, the results indicate, at an overall level, an openness to considering change to its 
structure. Key areas of focus are shortening the six-week summer break, term length and 
term evenness.  

However, some feel very strongly that reform cannot take place without compelling hard 
evidence (that is not based on perception or opinion) on why it is needed and what 
difference it would make. Reassurances would also be needed that the whole system would 
be considered (e.g. the impact on exam series and ensuring that Wales based learners were 
not disadvantaged, and the impact on the education workforce’s conditions). There are also 
worries within the tourism sector that reducing the summer break would have serious 
consequences for what is a critical industry for Wales’s economy.  

If the Welsh Government decides to take the policy forward, further engagement is 
recommended to ensure sufficient representation from different groups. Parents and carers 
of children with additional learning needs, those from particularly disadvantaged 
backgrounds, faith schools and those who follow a faith, specific business sectors and 
childcare providers would all benefit from greater representation in the Welsh 
Government’s consultation process. Additionally, in-depth exploration would be needed of 
the consequences of change for exam series, including their potential impact on learners, 
and for families and schools based on the border between England and Wales, as well for 
businesses with staff across the two nations. 
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2. Research background, objectives and method 
 
2.1 Background 
 
Within its Programme for government (Programme for government 2021 to 2026 | 
GOV.WALES), the Welsh Government has committed to ‘explore reform of the school day 
and the school year’. The Government is exploring this reform to help narrow educational 
inequalities, support learner and staff wellbeing and bring the school day and year more in 
line with contemporary patterns of family life and employment. 
 
The current school year in Wales, with which this report is concerned, begins in September 
and ends in mid-July. It supports 190 days or 380 teaching sessions of approximately six and 
a half hours. It is a broadly symmetrical model with three terms of around 10 weeks, plus or 
minus up to three weeks.  
 
The half terms also vary in length between four and seven weeks. Each term has a one-week 
half-term break. The summer break is about six weeks, and the Christmas and Easter breaks 
are about two weeks each. 
 
Policymakers, educationalists, and governments across the world are debating and 
considering changing the rhythm of the school year as a long-term policy response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The rationale varies but shared concerns include avoiding and 
addressing learning loss, better alignment with changing working and family patterns, equity 
in attainment and greater opportunities for wider social and cultural experiences1. 
 
Pandemic aside, the current structure of the school year reflects historical work and life 
arrangements that date from the 19th century. Over recent years many aspects of the 
Welsh education system have developed and changed2. These include a new school 
curriculum for Wales3, more support for learners with additional learning needs, and the 
way teachers are trained among other areas. There has not been a serious discussion about 
the way the school calendar is structured for a long time, despite it being central to the way 
children and young people learn and how we manage our working and personal lives. 
 
 
A Welsh Government Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA), ‘Effects of changes to the school 
year and alternative school calendars: review of evidence (summary)’4 published in January 
2022, explored and evaluated available evidence on the effects of reforms to school 
calendars, and alternative school calendars. The REA findings were mixed and inconclusive. 
A key recommendation from the work, therefore, was that any proposed programme of 

 
1 See https://research.senedd.wales/research-articles/reimagining-schooling-in-wales-reforming-the-school-
year-and-day/ 
2 For examples, see https://research.senedd.wales/research-articles/implementing-major-education-reforms/; 
https://www.qualificationswales.org/english/news/qualifications-for-the-future-reimagining-qualifications-in-
wales/; https://www.qualificationswales.org/english/qualifications/vocational-qualifications/sector-reviews/ 
3 See https://gov.wales/education-changing 
4 See https://gov.wales/effects-changes-school-year-and-alternative-school-calendars-review-evidence-
summary-html  

https://gov.wales/programme-for-government-2021-to-2026
https://gov.wales/programme-for-government-2021-to-2026
https://research.senedd.wales/research-articles/implementing-major-education-reforms/
https://www.qualificationswales.org/english/news/qualifications-for-the-future-reimagining-qualifications-in-wales/
https://www.qualificationswales.org/english/news/qualifications-for-the-future-reimagining-qualifications-in-wales/
https://gov.wales/effects-changes-school-year-and-alternative-school-calendars-review-evidence-summary-html
https://gov.wales/effects-changes-school-year-and-alternative-school-calendars-review-evidence-summary-html
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school calendar change in Wales should incorporate high quality and thorough evidence 
gathering, at all stages, from planning and consultation stages, through to setting out a clear 
rationale, and to assessing implementation and impact. 
 
The Welsh Government is therefore keen to gather views on the current school year and 
opinions on the potential for reform. It is also important to understand what key audiences 
think any change might mean for the relationship between the rhythm of the school year 
and work and family patterns. 
 
Beaufort Research, in partnership with Cazbah, were commissioned to carry out research 
and engagement on this subject with a wide range of audiences. These activities will feed 
into formal consultation on reforming the school year in Wales.  
 
2.2 Research objectives  
 
The overall aim was to gain insight into attitudes towards the structure of the school year in 
Wales and appetite for change by: 

• Gathering views on the current school year including perceived benefits and drawbacks 

• Exploring how, if at all, key audiences would like to see the school year adjusted 

• Obtaining reactions to three alternative school year models: 

o Model A has three school terms of about 13 weeks. Each term has a one-week break 
halfway through. The autumn term is shorter than the current one. There is a five-
week summer break instead of six weeks;  

o Model B has five school terms of about seven to eight weeks. There is a four-week 
summer break instead of six weeks. There is a three-week winter break instead of 
two weeks. There are two-week breaks in October, February / March and May.  

o Model C has six school terms lasting about six to seven weeks. Each school holiday is 
about two weeks long except in the summer which is a three-week break. 
 

2.3 Research method  
 
The breadth of audiences we needed to cover and the range of topics required a mixed 
methodology. Online quantitative surveys, online video focus groups, in-depth individual 
interviews, and online stakeholder events were employed to ensure a broad spectrum of 
voices were heard.  
 
The table overleaf summarises the sample and events composition. 

Audience Research and engagement activity 

Learners 
Fieldwork 
December 
2021 – 
February 2022 

• 3,131 responses to a bilingual online survey for learners aged 7 - 18 years 
in education in Wales. Most responses were generated via a link 
promoted via Welsh Government and stakeholder channels, while a 
smaller proportion came from a survey using an online panel. The survey 
sample included 1,031 learners aged 7 to 11, 1,045 learners aged 12-15, 
651 learners aged 16 to 18 and 404 learners who did not provide their 
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age. Other profile data such as region, school year, gender and ethnic 
background was captured and is included in the data tabulations.  

• 3 x 1-hour online video focus groups: 1 with year 65 learners (8 
participants), 1 with year 10 learners (5 participants), 1 with year 12 
learners (9 participants, Welsh language) – 22 participants in total. A mix 
of female (12 participants), male (9 participants) and non-binary (1 
participant) learners, socio-economic grouping (SEG)6, and regions 
(Bridgend, Cardiff, Ceredigion, Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gwynedd, Vale of 
Glamorgan, Wrexham, and Ynys Môn). The sample included 3 participants 
from minority ethnic backgrounds, 2 from faith schools and 7 from 
schools with above local authority average for free school meals. 

Parents / 
carers 
Fieldwork 
November 
2021 – 
January 2022 

• Beaufort Wales Omnibus bilingual online survey7 November 2022 of 433 
parents / carers of children aged 18 and under. 

• 3 x 60-75 minute online video focus groups, 1 with parents of primary 
school aged children (6 participants), 2 with parents of secondary school 
aged children (16 participants, 1 Welsh language group) – 22 participants 
in total. A mix of women (14 participants) and men (8 participants), SEG, 
and regions (Cardiff, Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion, Pembrokeshire, and 
Vale of Glamorgan), including: 

o 6 with children at schools with above local authority average for free 
school meals 

o 11 with children at Welsh medium / bilingual schools 

o 2 from minority ethnic backgrounds 

o 6 who follow a faith 

o 3 with children with additional learning needs. 

Education 
workforce 
Fieldwork 
January – 
March 2022 

• 8,696 responses to a bilingual online survey for the education workforce 
with a link promoted via Welsh Government and stakeholder channels. All 
participants worked in the education sector in Wales. The sample 
included 1,125 head teachers and deputy head teachers, 1,120 heads of 
department, 3,337 teachers, 2,018 teaching assistants and 1,096 other 
education workers (including administrative staff, education officers, 
governors, technicians, catering staff and those in a variety of other roles). 

• 3 x 60-75 minute online video focus groups, each a mix of primary and 
secondary school staff, and a mix of men and women – 23 participants in 
total: 1 with school support staff, 1 with teachers (Welsh language group), 
1 with headteachers, including: 

o 12 participants who work with children with additional learning 
needs 

 
5 In Wales and England year 6 is 10-11 year olds, year 10 is 14-15 year olds, and year 12 is 16-17 year olds. 
6 A social classification system used in market research and other sectors. The classification assigns every 
household to a grade (A, B, C1, C2, D, E), usually based upon the occupation and employment status of the 
Chief Income Earner. 
7 The Beaufort Wales Omnibus is a representative survey sample of 1,000 adults across Wales. The Omnibus is 
carried out five times a year using an online panel. 
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o 11 schools with above local authority average for free school 
meals 

o 1 Pupil Referral Unit  

o 1 faith school 

o A mix of regions covering Caerphilly, Cardiff, Carmarthenshire, 
Ceredigion, Gwynedd, Rhondda Cynon Taf, Swansea, Vale of 
Glamorgan. 

• Representation at the online stakeholder events (see below). 

Stakeholders 
Fieldwork 
January – 
February 2022 

• 2 x 90 minute online video engagement events including Minister 
introductions, breakout sessions and plenary with a total of 98 
stakeholders. Broad representation from the education sector (primary, 
secondary, Further Education, local authorities, qualifications, regulation, 
training), business (finance, leisure, tourism, transport, childcare), 
children and young people services, faith organisations, public bodies, and 
third sector organisations supporting young people. 

• 10 online in-depth interviews, including organisations concerned with 
academia, business, education, faith, health, and supporting young 
people. 

Businesses 
Fieldwork 
November 
2021 – 
January 2022 

• Beaufort Wales Omnibus bilingual online survey November 2022 of 314 
business owners / senior decision makers / line managers / supervisors. 

• 2 x 60-75 minute online video focus groups (1 Welsh language) with small 
and medium size businesses: sectors included tourism, childcare, 
hospitality, manufacturing, professional services, and retail from a mix of 
regions – 14 participants in total. 

• Representation via the stakeholder interviews and events (see above). 

General public 
Fieldwork 
November 
2021 

• Beaufort Wales Omnibus bilingual online survey November 2022 of a 
representative sample of 1,000 adults aged 16+ living in Wales. 

 
Sample selection 
There were four surveys in total and the questionnaires are in the report appendices. 
The online link to the two quantitative surveys for the education workforce and young 
people was shared widely by the Welsh Government and Cazbah via newsletters, partners 
and stakeholders. Packs were created, including a short animation video, to help partners 
and stakeholders promote the surveys. The surveys remained open for three weeks. Data 
from the learners survey was weighted at the analysis stage to make it representative of the 
universe of young people aged 7 – 18 in education in Wales8. It was not possible to weight 

 
8 Data was weighted using a combination of two sources:  
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Schools-and-Teachers/Schools-Census/Pupil-
Level-Annual-School-Census/Pupils/pupils-by-localauthorityregion-yeargroup 
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-Training/Further-
Education-and-Work-Based-Learning/Learners/Further-
Education/uniquelearnersenrolledfurthereducationinstitutions-by-age-modeoflearning-gender 
 

https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Schools-and-Teachers/Schools-Census/Pupil-Level-Annual-School-Census/Pupils/pupils-by-localauthorityregion-yeargroup
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Schools-and-Teachers/Schools-Census/Pupil-Level-Annual-School-Census/Pupils/pupils-by-localauthorityregion-yeargroup
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-Training/Further-Education-and-Work-Based-Learning/Learners/Further-Education/uniquelearnersenrolledfurthereducationinstitutions-by-age-modeoflearning-gender
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-Training/Further-Education-and-Work-Based-Learning/Learners/Further-Education/uniquelearnersenrolledfurthereducationinstitutions-by-age-modeoflearning-gender
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-Training/Further-Education-and-Work-Based-Learning/Learners/Further-Education/uniquelearnersenrolledfurthereducationinstitutions-by-age-modeoflearning-gender
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education workforce survey data, however, as no universe data exists for everyone working 
in education settings in Wales. 
 
The Wales Omnibus survey (gathering the views of the Welsh public, parents / carers and 
businesses / managers) was based on a representative quota sample of 1,000 adults aged 
16+ living in Wales. The survey used the Cint™ online exchange platform. Cint™ and its 
products comply with industry quality standards and Insights Association standards9. Cint™ 
also complies with ISO 20252. Multiple data quality checks are built into the system 
including GEO IP check and CAPTCHA at registration, unique participant identification and 
fraudulent behaviour checks. On top of this, Beaufort builds in its own quality control 
questions and measures within the survey and excludes participants who fail these checks. 
 
The additional online survey with young people also used the Cint™ online exchange 
platform to boost the numbers of survey completions achieved. The survey was subject to 
interlocking demographic quota controls of age within gender. A further separate quota 
control was set on social grade and there were survey completions with residents of every 
local authority in Wales. At the analysis stage, the data is weighted by age group, gender, 
local authority grouping and social grade to match Census 2011 figures and ensure it is 
representative of the Wales population. 
 
Regarding the in-depth discussion stages, the parents and young people focus group 
participants were recruited using Beaufort’s network across Wales of Recruiter 
Accreditation Scheme (RAS) accredited qualitative recruiters who cover different regions in 
Wales. The scheme has been developed by the Market Research Society (MRS) and the 
Association for Qualitative Research (AQR). Our RAS recruiters pass a third-party assessment 
which tests their knowledge, skills and competence in the field of qualitative recruitment. 
The specification for the focus groups was agreed with the client.  
 
The focus groups with the education workforce and business participants were recruited 
using a mix of our qualitative recruiters and making calls from Beaufort’s offices. The 
specification for these focus groups was also agreed with the client.  
 
The stakeholder online events were convened using a combination of the Welsh 
Government and Cazbah targeting key organisations and promoting the event via a number 
of different channels to which any organisation could respond. The Welsh Government 
provided extensive lists of stakeholder organisations to invite to the online events. The in-
depth interviews with stakeholders were recruited by Beaufort from a longlist provided by 
the Welsh Government.  
 
2.4 Research method limitations  
 
Responses to the education workforce survey and the great majority of responses to the 
learners survey came via the distribution of an open survey link promoted via Welsh 
Government and stakeholder channels. The survey link was distributed as widely as possibly 

 
9 ESOMAR, MRS, AMA, ARF, MRIA, ADIA 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAPTCHA
https://esomar.org/
https://www.mrs.org.uk/
https://www.ama.org/
https://thearf.org/
https://mria-arim.ca/
https://dataandinsights.com.au/
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via these channels over a number of weeks. In addition, we ensured that the survey could 
not be completed more than once from the same IP address, to prevent multiple responses.  
 
With open link surveys we have no control over who chooses to take part, which could 
result in self-selection bias. This arises when survey respondents are allowed to decide 
entirely for themselves whether they want to participate in a survey. Respondents who 
choose to participate may not be entirely representative of the entire target population. 
 
To mitigate against this for the learner research, we carried out an additional survey of 
learners aged 7 to 18 years using an online panel, where sampling was controlled, to further 
widen the distribution. This data is included in the overall learners sample. Also, data from 
the learners survey was weighted at analysis by gender, academic year group and regional 
consortia area to make it as representative as possible of the universe of young people in 
education in Wales. This was not possible with the education workforce survey, however, 
since there is no universe data available for weighting that includes all of those working in 
education settings.  
 
The research method limitations mean that certain groups affected by a change to the 
school year structure may or may not be underrepresented. The surveys, for example, did 
not record separate views of parents or carers of children with additional learning needs. 
While the qualitative stage did include a small number of these parents as well as education 
workforce staff and stakeholders who worked with children with additional learning needs, 
the sample is not representative. Similarly, the research is unable to provide a 
representative view from people from particularly disadvantaged backgrounds or those who 
follow a faith.  A further limitation is that the Wales Omnibus survey which was used to 
capture the views of businesses as well as the general public did not record the sector in 
which those businesses operated. 
 
In terms of the qualitative stage, we did not rely on participant self-selection, which reduced 
the likelihood of only those taking part who have strong opinions on the subject. However, 
there are limitations in that it was not possible to cover all the different characteristics of 
learners, the education workforce, parents / carers and businesses. The online approach 
also meant that those who might be digitally excluded did not take part.  
 
2.5 Questionnaires, discussion guides and reporting 
 
The survey questionnaires and focus group, interview and stakeholder event topic guides 
(see Annex B) were developed based on discussion with and input from the Welsh 
Government. The questionnaires and topic guides largely covered the same key themes: the 
benefits and drawbacks associated with the current school year, appetite for change and 
reactions to alternative school year models. The specific models were discussed in the focus 
groups, with stakeholders during the online events and in-depth interviews, and were 
covered in the online surveys with learners and the education workforce.  
 
Using the approved topic guides, Beaufort facilitated the focus groups and stakeholder 
interviews; and Cazbah organised, facilitated and analysed the stakeholder events.  
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The focus groups and stakeholder interviews were audio-recorded and transcripts made 
with participants’ permission to support the analysis process. Scribes were used to capture 
the outputs from the stakeholder events together with polling questions during the 
sessions.  
 
An inductive approach to the analysis was used whereby the researchers categorised the 
data to develop themes that emerged from the content of the surveys, focus groups, 
interviews and events. The categories and themes were broadly framed within the key 
research objectives and topic areas. Bold text is used in the report to identify themes and 
change of topic. 
 
Anonymous verbatim comments made by participants in the focus groups and stakeholder 
interviews are included in the report. These comments should not be interpreted as defining 
the views of all. Instead, they give insight into individual views on the points identified. Each 
comment has an attribution which indicates the type of participant: learner; parent; 
education workforce; stakeholder; and business. ‘Stakeholder’ in the report covers those 
attending the online events as well as those taking part in an in-depth interview. 
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FINDINGS 
 

3. Overall levels of satisfaction with the school year  
 
Key points based on participants’ feedback 
• People are reasonably content with the current school year. 

• It is felt by most audiences to be ‘appropriate for people’s lives nowadays’ and learners 
are generally happy with ‘how the school year terms and holidays are spread out’.  

• There is an acceptance of the status quo but when the topic is discussed in more detail, 
there is often openness to change.  

• Participants in the in-depth discussions, especially stakeholders, tend to feel that the 
Welsh Government should explore whether there is a need to restructure the school year. 

• Those with reservations about change can feel strongly that no reform can take place 
without ‘hard evidence’ – and decisions should not be based on perception or opinion. 

 

3.1 Overall satisfaction levels across the different groups of participants  
 
At an overall level, participants across the different audiences in the quantitative surveys 
were more likely to be reasonably content than discontent with the structure of the current 
school year. Parents, learners, the education workforce and businesses showed higher levels 
of satisfaction than the public generally (see Figure 1). Stakeholders were less content than 
other groups.  

In summary:  

• Seven in ten of the general public (70%) felt the current school year was ‘appropriate10’ 
for ‘people’s lives nowadays’ while one in four (25%) did not see it as appropriate. Most 
(49% overall) felt it was fairly appropriate, with 20% saying very appropriate. Other 
audiences surveyed were also much more likely to see it as ‘fairly appropriate’ than ‘very 
appropriate’. Of those of the opposite view, 19% regarded it as not very appropriate and 
5% not at all appropriate. 6% could not give an opinion or said it was not relevant to 
them; 

• A higher proportion of parents / carers (almost eight in ten - 77%) felt the current 
school year was ‘appropriate’ and a lower proportion (22%) thought that it was not 
appropriate; 

• Three in four learners were happy11 with ‘how the school year terms and holidays are 
spread out at the moment’, compared with around one in six (16%) who were unhappy; 

• A similar proportion of the education workforce (78%) agreed it was ‘appropriate’ for 
‘people’s lives nowadays’ while one in five (21%) did not think it appropriate. Those 
working in the education sector were most likely to feel it was ‘very appropriate’; 

 
10 ‘Appropriate’ is the aggregate of ‘very appropriate’ and ‘fairly appropriate’ responses;  ‘not appropriate’ is 
the aggregate of ‘not very appropriate’ and ‘not at all appropriate’ responses. 
11 ‘Happy’ is the aggregate of ‘very happy’ and ‘happy’; ‘unhappy’ is the aggregate of ‘unhappy’ and ‘very 
unhappy’. 
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• Likewise, almost eight in ten businesses, line managers and supervisors (78%) felt it 
was ‘appropriate’ for ‘people’s lives nowadays’ while one in five (19%) did not see it as 
appropriate (see Figure 1). 

While most stakeholders attending the online events and responding to a poll at the start of 
the session said they were satisfied with ‘the current organisation of the school year’, fewer 
were satisfied with the status quo than the general public and other audiences. Around six 
in ten stakeholders were satisfied, while around three in ten were dissatisfied. 
 
Figure 1: Views on how appropriate current school year structure is for people’s lives 
nowadays* (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) 
* Learners were asked How happy are you with how the school year terms and holidays are spread 
out at the moment? 

 
Despite this overall contentment with the current school year, the levels of ‘fairly 
appropriate ’ responses, certain quantitative responses to changes that could be made 
(covered in 6.2) and the qualitative feedback all indicate an openness among many to 
exploring whether the school year is suitably structured. Some of the feedback from 
participants in the focus groups suggests that people have not necessarily thought about the 
subject of the school year structure a great deal before being asked, so there is an 
acceptance of the status quo. When the topic is discussed in more detail, there is a high 
degree of openness to change, based on the survey findings. 
 
Even though most of each audience in the quantitative surveys agreed they were quite 
happy with the school year as it is (ranging from 52% of the general public up to 66% of the 
education workforce), a majority of each audience (apart from teachers and those working 
in education) also agreed that It’s time the school year was changed to reflect modern lives.  
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The proportion agreeing that change to the school year was needed ranged from 51% of 
learners up to 68% of parents / carers. Participants working in education were split on this 
issue, however – 45% agreed that change was needed while 46% disagreed.  

 
Figure 2: Attitudes to school year - 1 (%)  

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) * Learners scale was Agree a lot to Disagree a lot 
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Figure 3: Attitudes to school year - 2 (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) * Learners statement was modified to It’s time the school year was changed 
to fit in better with people’s lives nowadays and scale was Agree a lot to Disagree a lot 

 
3.2 Views on whether the Welsh Government should be reviewing the school year  
 
The following qualitative feedback should be considered in the context of the overall 
quantitative findings which show an openness to change.  
 
Participants in the focus groups and stakeholder interviews tended to feel that the Welsh 
Government should explore whether there is a need to restructure the school year. The 
summer break was acknowledged by some as probably a little too long for learners and 
parents. (For context, the quantitative surveys found that a higher proportion of each 
audience would like to see the summer break shortened.) The changes in working patterns 
and the impact of the coronavirus pandemic were further reasons given for exploring the 
subject and ensuring the year was best suited to learners. Although there was an openness 
to a discussion about the school year, some could not identify a strong rationale for change.  

 
I think it would be good to find out what people think because if you don’t have the 
public’s opinion then you’re not going to know who wants what and you’re not going 
to know how to set it out to suit people’s opinions. (Learner) 
 
Dwi'n credu bod e'n bwysig bod nhw'n edrych mewn iddo fo achos mae bywyd wedi 
newid ers iddyn nhw ddechrau'r gwylie 'ma ac mae bywyd wedi mynd ar garlam a 
dwi'n credu bod plant yn cael rhyw fath o burnout erbyn diwedd y tymor. A dwi'n 
gwybod bod athrawon yn teimlo'r un peth. Mae rhieni, dwi'n teimlo, yr un peth 
diwedd Rhagfyr. Mae isie nhw ystyried falle shwt mae bywydau plant wedi newid er 
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mwyn eu llesiant nhw hefyd. Dim jyst pethau fel arholiadau sy'n bwysig rhagor ond 
pethau arall-gyrsiol. A falle bod o'n bryd i Lywodraeth Cymru symud yr amser. (I think 
it's important that they look into it because life has changed since they started these 
holidays and life has speeded up and I think that children are having some kind of 
burnout by the end of the term. And I know teachers feel the same. Parents, I feel, 
are the same at the end of December. They want to consider how children's lives may 
have changed for the sake of their wellbeing as well. It's not just things like exams 
that matter anymore, but extracurricular things. And it might be time for the Welsh 
Government to move the time.) (Parent) 
 
We talk about wellbeing hugely, and I don’t think the rhythms, and what we have 
actually suits modern life, and when we think about it, these holidays are archaic, 
they were set up with a sort of long summer harvest, which doesn’t suit the needs of 
children or adults today. (Education workforce) 
 
I think changes on this scale can always be quite difficult to implement because 
actually people don’t like change and they do think it’s been fine forever, and I 
suppose even if nothing happens this time, it just lays the ground and people start 
thinking about it and questioning why we are still doing what we’re doing really. So 
no, I think it’s a really good thing. (Stakeholder) 
 

Most stakeholders attending the qualitative online events thought it was important that 
the Welsh Government explores ‘more appropriate ways of organising the school year’. 
Around eight in ten who responded to a poll during the discussions deemed it important, 
with around half feeling it was very important. Just under two in ten did not think it very 
important.  
 
Some participants in the in-depth discussions among the education workforce, stakeholders, 
older learners, and businesses, however, felt that evidence was needed on why the school 
year should change. A few were sceptical throughout the discussions and thought the Welsh 
Government was changing things just for the sake of it and wasting money; or felt that they 
had to do it because of a manifesto promise.  

 
Very many of my colleagues throughout my own union, throughout my school, 
throughout my local authority, faith school colleagues have responded with just that. 
Were we to make any change whatsoever within our schools that wasn’t on the basis 
of hard evidence, we would be pilloried for it and we work very, very hard to make 
sure that everything within our schools in terms of the decisions we make is evidence-
based, piloted at a small level on the back of evidence. (Education workforce) 
 
Dwi'n meddwl mae o'n wast o bres, yn bersonol. Mae 'na bethau gwell yn ysgolion 
fedran nhw newid. . . . Allan o bob dim 'san nhw 'di gallu dewis gwario pres ar a 
meddwl am, pam bod nhw'n trio newid y flwyddyn ysgol, wnelo bod nhw isio 
distractio o bethau eraill? (I think it's a waste of money, personally. There are better 
things in schools they can change. . . . Out of all the things they could have chosen to 
spend money on and think about, why are they trying to change the school year, 
apart from them wanting to distract from other things?) (Learner) 
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Furthermore, some queried, did it make sense to change the school year, if it only improved 
the circumstances for a small number of learners? Even then, vulnerable learners would 
still spend the majority of every day at home regardless of how the year was structured, 
commented an education workforce participant. However, an education workforce 
participant countered that learners from any background could be vulnerable in different 
ways over the summer break, with working parents leaving older children to their own 
devices for large amounts of time.  
 
Some participants thought that if the main driver for reform was to better support learner 
attainment, vulnerable children and learner wellbeing, the Welsh Government should be 
focusing on a more targeted approach, for example funding out-of-school activities for 
learners most likely to be affected – especially over the summer break. Changes, 
commented a couple of participants, should not be made to a system deemed currently 
beneficial to many learners, staff and families in the hope that it might make a difference to 
more vulnerable learners, all without evidence.  
 

Pob parch, dim cyfrifoldeb ni chwaith ydi poeni am les a gweithgareddau plant dros 
yr haf chwaith. Mae 'na gyfrifoldeb ar Lywodraeth Cymru ac ar gyngor sir. Nhw sydd 
'di cwtogi. Nhw sydd 'di stopio youth clubs. Nhw sydd 'di stopio bob dim. (With 
respect, it’s also not our responsibility either, to worry about children's welfare and 
activities over the summer. The Welsh Government and county council have a 
responsibility. It is they who have made cuts. They've stopped youth clubs. They have 
stopped everything.) (Education workforce) 

 
A few education workforce participants and stakeholders wanted to know how other 
countries planned their school years and whether research had taken place to establish 
evidence of effective approaches. A couple of participants remarked that Finland had a 12 
week break in their summer, intensive education in winter, yet had one of the best 
education systems in the world and a happier population. However, participants also 
acknowledged the need to adapt to local circumstances, like the lack of winter daylight in 
Scandinavian countries. 

 
Among those who did not think the Welsh Government should be exploring the topic, it was 
also argued that certain business sectors had faced very challenging circumstances during 
the pandemic. They should not then have to face more upheaval while they were still 
attempting to recover, particularly if there were no obvious advantages to them. An 
economic impact assessment would be expected and essential, added one participant.  
 

I think at this time when businesses have to deal with quite a lot, to create another 
challenge at the moment in the business environment is a lot to ask. Ironically, it 
would impact some of the sectors that probably need as much help as they can get at 
the moment, you know visitor attractions, hospitality, tourism. (Business) 
 

In a few cases, stakeholders and education workforce participants believed that the 
education sector was already under pressure. There were thought to be more pressing 
priorities like the school curriculum reform, changes to teachers’ professional learning, and 
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additional learning needs reform. These participants felt that they and learners did not need 
more change added to this challenging period which came on the back of difficulties caused 
by the coronavirus pandemic.   
 
In contrast, a couple of stakeholders felt that now was an appropriate time to review the 
school year precisely because of the new curriculum for Wales. It would be essential, they 
believed, that the learner was placed at the heart of any school year reform, alongside how 
it could be adjusted to suit the new curriculum. A participant also reasoned that aspects 
such as reform of the school day, accessing ‘robust’ vocational work experience and sport 
and leisure opportunities would impact on how the school year could be reformed; and so 
should be included in the same conversation. The pandemic, they concluded, had 
demonstrated that systems could change and adapt more quickly than previously thought.  
 

Un fantais o fod yn trafod hyn rŵan ar gynffon y pandemig ydi bod popeth wedi cael 
ei droi ben ei waelod yn ystod y ddwy flynedd ddiwetha', felly does 'na ddim byd yn 
ymddangos yn amhosib y bydda o bosib wedi ymddangos yn annhebygol neu'n 
amhosib yn flaenorol. (One advantage of discussing this now on the tail of the 
pandemic is that everything has been turned upside down over the last two years, so 
nothing seems impossible which may have seemed unlikely or previously impossible.) 
(Stakeholder) 

 
The report now explores in more detail participants’ thinking behind their overall views on 
the subject.  
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4. Reasons for being satisfied with the current school year in Wales 
 
Key points based on participants’ feedback 
• The current system is known, understood and thought to work. 

• Most people feel it fits well with their family or work commitments (where they have an 
opinion) and most of the education workforce believe it ‘supports learner progression 
and attainment and addresses disadvantage’. 

• The six-week summer break provides teaching staff with a genuine opportunity to refresh 
and revive (and they still have to work for some of the time). 

• The summer break means learners can spend lots of time with friends and family. 

• The summer break is the one time learners preparing for exams can forget about 
studying; and they can earn money with casual work. 

• The current school year and six-week summer break work for the tourism sector. 

• It is aligned with England benefitting exam series planning, and parents and schools near 
the border with England. 

• The Easter school holidays are believed by a few to be very important to shaping the 
curriculum of some faith schools.  

• There is no compelling evidence for changing the school year. 
 
 
4.1 The system works and is understood 
 
Around half of the public taking part in the Wales Omnibus survey (54%) felt the current 
pattern of the school year fitted well12 with their family or work commitments (with 19% 
saying it fitted very well and 35% fairly well). Around one in seven (13%) were of the 
opposite opinion, while a high proportion (33%) answered ‘don’t know / not applicable’. 
These were most likely to be older people aged 55 and over, and those who were not 
parents, guardians or regular carers of children aged 18 or under.  
 
Parents / carers and businesses surveyed were more likely to feel there was a good fit than 
the general public, with 74% of the former and 71% of the latter group saying this. At the 
same time, a slightly higher proportion of parents / carers than the public overall felt it did 
not fit well (18% compared to 13% overall). 
 

 
12 ‘Well’ is the aggregate of ‘very well’ and ‘fairly well’ responses; ‘not well’ is the aggregate of ‘not very well’ 
and ‘not at all well’ responses. 
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Figure 4: Views on how well current school year fits with family or work commitments (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314) 
 
The minority of the public who felt it did not fit well primarily did so because of childcare 
issues around school holidays (see 5.1.2) – the main spontaneous reasons given were 
Working parents don’t have enough leave to cover the school holidays and Working parents 
have childcare problems in the holidays (mentioned by 21% and 18% of this group).  
 
Moreover, over six in ten of those taking part in the education workforce survey (64%) felt 
that the current school year ‘supports learner progression and attainment and addresses 
disadvantage’, with 21% agreeing strongly that it did so. Almost three in ten (29%) were of 
the opposite opinion, however, and disagreed with the statement. 
 
Echoing these findings, some participants in the focus groups and stakeholder events did 
not to see any need for change and felt the current structure was fine. Some learners, for 
example, commented that the school holidays currently felt suitably spread out, allowing 
time for revision and casual jobs. Some parents, education workforce participants, business 
participants and stakeholders argued that the current school year was well established and 
understood, its familiarity provided consistency for learners, parents, stakeholders and 
businesses, and life’s routines were engrained around it. There was thought to be a familiar 
rhythm to the current school year and it is a known system.  
 

It’s fine as it is. There’s not much point changing it now. It’s worked for ages. 
(Learner) 
 
Dwi'n hoffi fel - achos mae o fatha ar ôl hyn a hyn o wythnosau o ysgol, dach chi'n 
cael wsnos neu bythefnos off, ac mae o'n gadael chi ddal fyny hefo gwaith dach chi 
'di methu, neu os dach chi isio brêc. Hefyd hefo fatha exams ym mis Mai, mae cael y 
gwylia Pasg cyn hynna yn gadael chi gael lot o amser i jyst studio. (I like - because it's 
like after a few weeks of school, you get a week or two off, and it lets you catch up 
with work that you’ve missed, or if you want a break. Also with, like, exams in May, 
having the Easter holiday before that leaves you with a lot of time to just study.) 
(Learner) 
 
If it’s fine as it is, why change it? I haven’t thought about it before as it hasn’t been a 
problem for me. (Education workforce) 
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I think for myself it's just something that we’re used to, isn’t it? Just something that 
we’re used to, we can plan around it. (Parent) 
 
Mae 'di bod fel hyn am gymaint o flynyddoedd. So os mae ddim yn broblem, does 
ddim angen newid. (It's been like this for so many years. So if it's not a problem, 
there's no need to change.) (Business) 

 
Some businesses pointed out that they had harmonised operations to fit the year, planned 
staffing accordingly and, like some education workforce participants, had yet to see any 
evidence for needing to change the school year. School holidays largely coinciding with 
higher education holidays meant university students could be employed to cover 
permanent staff taking family holidays. They found it hard to imagine it any other way. 
Neither were business representatives hearing of issues being raised about the subject in 
business circles. The subject of flexible working and the working day seemed far more 
topical. 
 

M: I’m quite happy with it at the moment. I think it allows you to plan. M: Yeah, I 
agree. No issue with the term times at all whatsoever. (Businesses) 
 
We don’t have a lot of evidence of pressure coming through the system, whereas we 
talk a lot about more flexible working. . . . I suppose there is an advantage of keeping 
it in terms of it is a recognised cycle around which businesses have harmonised their 
own activity. (Stakeholder) 

 
Businesses in certain sectors had already adjusted to differences internationally which 
created a range of variables, explained a stakeholder. The example was given of the timber 
and construction sectors which had adjusted to ‘shut-down’ periods in the key territory of 
Scandinavia. If there were changes arising from a reconfigured school year, they would likely 
create additional complexity and pressure for businesses in those sectors. It would be 
important to know the extent to which the economy in Wales figured in the Welsh 
Government’s considerations for changing the school year, advised one stakeholder.  
 
Additionally, said another participant, tourism businesses would need to be able to calculate 
the extent to which their business would be spread out if change to the school year 
resulted in little overlap between Wales and England school holiday dates. Also, added a 
participant, reviewing the pressure points of a business that employs staff in England and 
Wales, it would likely become more difficult to navigate, the more variance there is between 
the nations’ school year. The individual believed that deploying more staff resource, 
therefore, would become more problematic. (Alignment with England is covered in more 
detail in 4.3.)  
 
4.2 The six-week summer break 
 
To provide some context for this qualitative feedback section, when asked directly in the 
quantitative surveys about the appropriateness of the current six-week school summer 
holiday, four in ten of the public (40%) were content with its current length – but a higher 
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proportion (49%) felt it should be shorter, with another 11% who would like to see it longer 
(see section 5.1 for more detail).  
 
Similarly, while around four in ten parents / carers (36%) and the education workforce (44%) 
were content with the length of the current school summer holiday, a higher proportion of 
each audience (52% and 53% respectively) would like to see it shortened. 
 
In contrast, almost six in ten learners (59%) felt it was the right length (compared with 31% 
saying it was too long).  
 
4.2.1 Learner and education workforce focus 
A prominent theme among some of the education workforce, learners, parents and 
stakeholders in the in-depth discussions was that the six-week break allowed learners and 
the education workforce to recharge their batteries properly. Some education workforce 
participants acknowledged that they enjoyed and valued the long break, for example being 
able to spend more quality time with a young family and truly switch off from work. Some 
also pointed out that they would still spend around two weeks over the summer preparing 
work for the new school year or in school for exam results. If the summer break was 
shortened, some cautioned, teachers would end up working during more of their school 
holiday time over the year because they would be catching up on tasks and preparing for 
terms ahead. It was therefore anticipated by a couple of stakeholders that many school staff 
would be reluctant to lose their six-week summer holiday. 
 

I think it’s fine as it is because even though it’s a long summer break it gives us a 
break from school, and it gives our mind a rest. (Learner) 
 
Yeah [I like the six weeks] because sometimes you get stressed in school. (Learner) 
 
Dwi'n hoffi'r gwylia hir. Fi'n cymryd fel pythefnos i baratoi ar gyfer swydd fi, ac wedyn 
fi'n neud lot o waith yn yr haf, ac wedyn fi'n cael yr amser off. So mae fe'n neis i gael 
amser heb orfod paratoi unrhyw beth. (I like the long holidays. I take two weeks to 
prepare for my job, and then I do a lot of work in the summer, and then I get the time 
off. So it's nice to have time without having to prepare anything.) (Education 
workforce)  
 

A further theme to arise from the in-depth discussions was that the six-week break meant 
learners of all ages could spend time with their friends and do activities while the weather 
was better, and the days were longer. Many would still be having learning opportunities 
outside of the school year, argued a couple of participants.  
 

M: I think it’s good that we get six weeks off. . . . F: Because we get a lot of time to 
just do activities outside of school. . . . M: I love having six weeks. (Learner) 
 
I don’t know, families have time to spend together and do things. I think there is a lot 
of learning and good stuff that does happen in that time. The disadvantaged families, 
probably that is a fair point. (Education workforce) 
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Additionally, commented some, the six-week summer break also gave older learners the 
opportunity to work and save money. So these learners were reluctant to shorten it. 
 

Mae chwech wsnos yn rhoi digon o amsar i bobl mynd i weithio os 'dyn nhw isio. . . . 
Fatha hefo chwech wsnos, alli di actually gweithio digon o amsar i neud pres, sydd yn 
handi. (Six weeks gives people enough time to go to work if they want to. . . . So with 
six weeks, you can actually work for enough time to make money, which is handy.) 
(Learner) 
 

The opportunity for extended casual work for learners was important from an employer 
perspective too, stated some business participants and stakeholders. The current calendar 
was thought to work well owing to the long summer break which enabled older learners to 
join the workforce, gain valuable work experience and ensure the tourism sector and others 
thrived during this period. 
 
The current summer break, according to a small number of education workforce 
participants and stakeholders, creates opportunities for physical activity, non-classroom-
based learning and extended community engagement with learners from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. The six weeks also allow sufficient time for holiday-based support 
programmes (e.g. social care interventions) to have an impact, added another participant.  
 

On the longer holidays, I don’t think it’s a good idea to shorten the holidays. You get 
more community engagement. I work in [this area] and they’ve got lots of things. You 
can do that with older kids as well. (Education workforce) 
 

The long summer holiday was therefore seen by some as a positive feature for the 
wellbeing of learners and teachers. It gave older learners enough time to mentally prepare 
for the next school year or continuing with further / higher education. It was the only 
holiday period where they would not have to do any revision or school work. Similarly, it 
was pointed out that it was the only time that education workforce staff could fully relax 
and recharge, particularly after exam periods. It helped them to rebuild resilience, summed 
up one participant. Some added that school staff during the year dealt with many pastoral 
issues with learners as they absorbed the issues that arose through reportedly underfunded 
social services which added to the everyday pressures teachers faced.   
 

Dwi'n teimlo hefyd fatha does 'na'm pwysa' gwaith gymaint dros yr ha' hefyd, so ti'n 
cael cyfla fatha . . . Yn ystod fatha gwyliau yn ystod y flwyddyn, dwi'n teimlo fatha ti 
hefo gwaith ysgol i ddal fyny hefo, ond ti'n cael cyfla i actually neud rhywbeth yn 
gwylia ha'. (I also feel like I'm not stressed about work so much over the summer, 
too, so you get the chance, like . . . In the holidays during the year, I feel like you have 
school work to do catch up on, but you get a chance to actually do something in the 
summer holidays.) (Learner) 
 
Mae o'n cymryd tua phythefnos i blant ddechrau ymlacio gwylie'r ha' a dod dros 
bwysau gwaith, yn enwedig adeg TGAU, Lefel A. Ac wedyn mae pythefnos, tair 
wthnos le maen nhw'n mwynhau, ac wedyn tua wthnos neu ddwy cyn mynd yn ôl i'r 
ysgol, maen nhw'n dechrau poeni eto be sy'n mynd i ddigwydd ym mis Medi pan 
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maen nhw'n mynd yn ôl. (It takes about two weeks for children to begin to relax in 
the summer holidays and get over the stress of work, especially at GCSE, A Level. And 
then there are two, three weeks where they enjoy themselves, and then about one or 
two weeks before going back to school, they start to worry again about what's going 
to happen in September when they go back.) (Parent) 
 

The summer break was viewed as an opportunity for learners and staff to ‘recalibrate’. As 
part of this benefit, explained one education workforce participant, senior leadership teams 
could make better decisions for the school based on having time to reflect rather than 
being constantly busy during the rest of the year when it was harder to make such decisions.  
 
Stakeholders and education workforce participants sometimes remarked during the 
qualitative discussions that the six-week summer break was an important factor for teacher 
recruitment and retention, helping the sector to compete with other graduate 
opportunities. A couple of participants commented that the longer school breaks were a 
trade-off with not having the ability to take any other days off during the year. If it was 
shortened, some teachers would leave the profession which already reportedly faced 
challenges with recruitment and retention, warned a few stakeholders and a member of the 
education workforce. In addition, now would not be the time to introduce a new model 
given the accumulation of other changes taking place, added one education workforce 
participant, combined with the upheaval and pressures on schools from the pandemic.  
 

I’d say for me it’s the length of breaks you get off [that I like]. Two weeks over 
Christmas and the summer as well. The [lack of] long weekends are kind of a sacrifice 
for longer holidays. (Education workforce) 
 
I think that school staff will be leaving in droves. . . . That’s not personal opinion, 
that’s fact. That’s what I’ve had fed back to me. Not solely because of this, it’s an 
accumulation. It’s because, I suppose, there’s been such overwhelming change for so 
long and on certain things you can’t make your voice heard. (Education workforce) 
 

When prompted, some learners agreed that teachers also needed a long break and that it 
would probably help their learning to have teachers who were not worn out. Taking a step 
back, the point was made among stakeholders that if teachers needed several weeks to 
recharge their batteries, then the teaching system itself needed reviewing to ease those 
pressures and improve wellbeing. In contrast, some business participants and one or two 
stakeholders disagreed, citing how hard others worked for a fraction of the time off that 
teachers received. 
 

I think the teacher’s mental health [is the most important]. Because if the teachers 
are like not on it then they won’t be like able to teach you and you could fall behind in 
school. (Learner) 
 

According to a few in the education workforce, a long summer break helped to create a 
sense of a fresh start for learners and staff at the beginning of a new academic year with 
renewed energy. This sense of a reset and initial momentum to the year was essential to 
preserve, they felt. One participant making this point also acknowledged that this sense of 
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transition did not necessarily need the full six weeks to achieve the same effect of a natural 
end to a key stage. 
 
4.2.2 Families and lifestyle focus 
From a lifestyle perspective, the six-week summer break was long enough to provide 
flexibility for families to plan holidays, felt some participants in the qualitative discussions, 
as well as allowing for some quality family time regardless of whether they travelled or not. 
It also gave parents with family overseas enough time to visit them which reduced the rates 
of parents taking children out of school during term time.  
 

I think the six-week holidays are good because you can get six weeks like you have 
time to go on holiday. (Learner) 
 
I’m from abroad so I need those six weeks to get over and see my family, really, 
because it’s been much more difficult for me since the children started school to be 
able to go home. There’s no point going for a week, so I really appreciate having the 
six weeks. (Parent) 
 
We’re [a very] ethnically diverse school. . . . So, for example we have a very high 
proportion of learners from [different parts of the world], and those opportunities to 
go home and visit family actually mean that there is less impact on the rest of the 
year. (Education workforce) 
 

Some participants were worried that a shorter summer break would mean even higher 
prices for family holidays and less choice on when to take that break during the warmer 
weather in the year.  
 
Longer family holidays were not considered the preserve of more wealthy parents, 
explained one stakeholder. Children could spend weeks over the summer with grandparents 
at the family caravan, for example, creating positive childhood memories.  
 
Some parents also reasoned that as their children grew older, childcare became less of an 
issue over longer school breaks and was easier to plan. The longer breaks were also less of a 
problem if a parent was self-employed or worked from home more often because of the 
pandemic, according to a few parents.  
 
4.2.3 Business focus 
Focusing on businesses, the point was made among stakeholders in the in-depth discussions 
that tourism was Wales’s second largest industry and relied heavily on income made during 
July and August. The current school year was therefore largely believed to work well from 
an economic perspective regarding the tourism sector.  
 

We have a fantastic summer period, so the holidays probably help drive revenue. We 
can put 20, 30 grand on a week. (Business) 

 
For some tourism and hospitality businesses who did not want to see the summer 
shortened, the six-week break in the summer (combined with decent weather) was 
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therefore crucial to the business financially. Furthermore, it was argued that the long 
summer holidays, when the days are longer and the weather better, enabled outdoor 
tourist attractions to maximise their income. If any summer holiday weeks were moved to 
the colder months, it would be disastrous for the industry and would result in redundancies, 
warned one tourism business participant. A couple of learners were also concerned a 
shorter summer break could affect the local economy in their area where tourism was 
important. Moreover it would, envisaged one stakeholder, increase competition for holidays 
and could mean potential customers choosing to holiday abroad instead of at other times of 
the year when the weather was more variable. It might not be so easy to retain that market 
in Wales, they reasoned.  
 

Os maen nhw'n torri gwyliau ha', os maen nhw'n neud o'n llai, bydd llai o bobl yn 
mynd i fatha prynu hufen iâ neu be bynnag, felly bydd yr economi lleol hefo llai o 
bres. (If they cut back the summer holidays, if they make it shorter, fewer people will 
go to buy ice cream or whatever, so the local economy will have less money.) 
(Learner) 
 
If you redistribute that to other parts of the year, well other parts of the year tend to 
be more wet, more windy, indeed more likely to be cooler, so a lot of benefit wouldn’t 
actually fall to smaller businesses. (Stakeholder) 

 
A hotel owner in Ceredigion, for example, and an Airbnb / shop owner in Snowdonia did not 
think visitors would visit the area during the winter months when the weather was poor. 
They therefore did not believe that spreading the holiday throughout the year would mean 
a longer business season. 
 
As outlined in the qualitative feedback in 4.2.1, the long summer break reportedly helped 
with seasonal staffing because of the number of older learners seeking casual work. Also, 
said some business participants, the summer break gave time to find and train staff, while 
allowing employers to stagger staff annual leave so business could remain operational.  
 

Gennych chi chwech wsnos i jyglo be dach chi isio neud. Ac mae o'n haws i ni fel 
busnas hefo 20 o staff i allu jyglo bod 'na dair neu bedair off dros gyfnod y chwech 
wsnos na be fysa fo cyfnod byr 'de. (You have six weeks to juggle what you want to 
do. And it's easier for us as businesses with 20 staff to be able to juggle if there are 
three or four members of staff off over the six-week period than it would be if the 
time was shorter.) (Business) 

 
According to one stakeholder, staff recruitment for the childcare sector was a challenge 
during the six-week summer holidays but it did enable childcare providers and play schemes 
to recruit seasonal workers more easily for holiday-only provision. This was believed to 
result in a wider choice for parents and greater opportunities for children. Similarly, as the 
current school year structure was common across pre-school and post-16 settings, from a 
play providers’ perspective, this meant sixth form learners and FE students were available as 
seasonal workers for summer play schemes.  
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A childcare sector business participant added that they always needed cover when a 
member of staff took annual leave. So a shorter summer break could mean more staff 
wanting to be off at the same time and a spike in staffing costs for the business. 
 
A few business participants did not think leisure and hospitality were high on the Welsh 
Government’s agenda given experiences during the coronavirus pandemic. A shortened 
summer break was interpreted as a shortened key trading period regardless of how the 
year was restructured. Expanding on this point, one business participant explained that 
while Ireland and Scotland both have different school holidays from Wales and England, 
there is insufficient tourism trade from these countries during their school holidays to 
support a change in Wales’s holidays. 
 
4.3 Alignment with England 
 
The current school year, pointed out some stakeholders in the qualitative discussions, was 
configured in the same way as in England and broadly in Northern Ireland. This meant there 
could be common timetabling arrangements for examinations for Wales, England, and 
Northern Ireland, with the exam period running approximately from mid-May until the end 
of June. They explained that it enabled learners in Wales to sit exams (for example GCSEs 
and A levels) on the same date and time as learners in England. Learners could also access 
some of those wider A levels and GCSEs in smaller uptake subjects where it was not viable 
to have them in Wales. For this reason, aligning with the majority of England’s school year 
was considered important.  
 
Some participants commented that broad alignment with the England school year was an 
advantage for other reasons. It helped families that lived in Wales near the border but 
worked in England, and families that had a child at a school in Wales and at a school in 
England. Alignment, some said, also made it easier for businesses with employees in 
England and Wales to plan with greater certainty as well as ensuring tourist sector 
businesses could be sufficiently resourced at busy times.  
 

One of the advantages for those businesses particularly that have multiple sites, it is 
broadly in train with England. So, for those workforces that cross borders, for those 
businesses that have multiple sites, again it makes it more predictable, and that is a 
benefit for businesses in planning. When you have a substantial variant, then 
obviously necessarily that change gets more problematic particularly for smaller 
businesses. (Stakeholder) 

 
4.4 School holidays coincide with Easter 
 
A small number of parents mentioned during the qualitative discussions that the way in 
which the Easter holiday coincided with two bank holidays reduced the amount of leave 
they had to take at work to look after the children. Having school holidays attached to 
Easter, commented an education workforce participant, was very important for some faith 
schools because it shaped their curriculum. It also traditionally marked the beginning of the 
tourism season in Wales, stated one stakeholder. Further findings on Easter holidays are 
discussed in 5.2. 
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As context, most of the participants in the quantitative surveys had no strong opinion on 
whether the Easter Bank Holiday weekend should fall during a school holiday or term-time. 
Six in ten of the public (61%) had no preference on the issue and the same was true of 55% 
of businesses / managers, 53% of teachers and others working in the education sector and 
52% of parents / carers.  
 
Three in ten of the public (30%) would prefer to have Easter fall during a school holiday, 
however, as would 35% of parents / carers, 33% of the education workforce and 31% of 
businesses / managers. Smaller proportions of all audiences would prefer to see Easter fall 
during school term time (at 9%, 13%, 14% and 14% respectively). 
 
Learners were more likely to prefer Easter to be during a school holiday, however – this was 
the preference of 44% of the young people aged 7 – 18 surveyed compared, with 41% who 
did not mind either way and 7% who would prefer Easter to be during term time. 
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5. Perceived issues associated with the current school year in Wales 
 
Key points based on participants’ feedback 
• The six-week summer break is considered too long - a higher proportion of survey 

participants felt it should be shorter than wanted it to remain at its current length (with 
the exception of learners). 

• There is a loss of learning especially for learners from disadvantaged and vulnerable 
backgrounds with the six-week summer break. 

• The absence over six weeks of the supportive school environment can be particularly 
detrimental to vulnerable learners and those with additional learning needs. 

• Loss of learning applies to Welsh language retention for some children. 

• Learners can become bored towards the end of the summer break. 

• Eight in ten parents / carers in the quantitative survey agreed that the length of the 
current school summer holiday makes childcare difficult for working parents.  

• In the quantitative surveys, most audiences agreed that it would be good to have a more 
consistent pattern of school terms and holidays. Variable and longer terms can adversely 
affect learners, education staff and schools, according to some participants in the in-
depth conversations. 

 
5.1 The six-week summer break 
 
The length of the current summer break dominated the in-depth discussions on what was 
less positive about the current school year structure. As discussed above, while around four 
in ten of all audiences (except learners) in the quantitative surveys were content with the 
length of the current summer holiday, a higher proportion generally felt it should be 
shorter. 53% of the education workforce surveyed felt six weeks in the summer was too 
long, as did 52% of parents / carers, 49% of the public and 44% of businesses / managers. 
Only 30% of learners were of this opinion, however. 
 
The majority of those saying six weeks was too long did not want significant change. Most 
who thought it was too long wanted it to be ‘slightly shorter’ – at 46% of the education 
workforce, 33% of parents / carers, 27% of the public and 24% of businesses / managers.  
 
Much smaller proportions of every audience felt six weeks was too short – at 17% of 
businesses / managers, 12% of parents / carers, 11% of the public and learners and 3% of 
the education workforce (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Views on length of current six-week school summer holiday (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) 
* The question wording and response options for Learners were slightly different: At the moment 
the school summer holiday lasts for 6 weeks. Is that too short, fine as it is or too long? Learner 
responses for ‘too long’ are shown as ‘should be slightly shorter’; learner responses for ‘too short’ 
are shown as ‘should be slightly longer’. 
 
5.1.1 Perceived impact on learners 
A key theme to emerge from the in-depth discussions was how the six-week summer break 
could lead to learning loss as learners lost momentum developed during the rest of the 
year, regardless of a child’s background. Learners were often believed to take more time to 
settle back to academic work after six weeks of not learning. Specific examples included 
learners transitioning from primary to secondary school, and secondary school learners who 
would likely have spent a good deal of the summer break on their phones, explained one 
education workforce participant. A stakeholder also quoted US based research that shows a 
long summer holiday could mean learners losing up to 40% of knowledge13. This issue was 
mentioned among the education workforce, learners, parents and stakeholders. One 
stakeholder added that the summer term could feel as though time in school was wasted 
because learners taking exams normally finished in early June. 
 

F: When we were doing home learning, when I went back into school I kind of 
struggled a bit. M: I find it hard to remember some things, especially stuff like maths. 
(Learners) 
 

 
13 See https://www.aera.net/Newsroom/Schools-Out-The-Role-of-Summers-in-Understanding-Achievement-
Disparities. See also https://gov.wales/effects-changes-school-year-and-alternative-school-calendars-review-
evidence-summary-html which looked at literature including studies from Wales, the wider UK, and the USA. 
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Beth ni'n gweld, maen nhw'n cwympo tu ôl lot mwy. Pob mis Medi, pob mis Hydref, 
ni'n ail dysgu'r stwff o'n i 'di dysgu. Ac mae hi'n cymryd lot o amser iddyn nhw 
switsho yn ôl 'mlaen ym mis Medi hefyd. (From what we see, they’re falling behind a 
lot more. Every September, every October, we re-learn the stuff I’d taught. And it 
takes a lot of time for them to switch back on in September, too.) (Education 
workforce) 
 
I think we have to focus on that long summer break and the loss of learning. I think in 
all of this, ultimately, we’ve got to think about what’s going to be best for the 
learners with the minimum impact. And hopefully it will improve staff wellbeing as 
well. (Stakeholder) 

 
Learning loss was also thought to be a problem for learners at Welsh-medium school who 
spoke little or no Welsh at home, resulting in six weeks without speaking the language. A 
few education workforce participants explained that the long break impacted on these 
learners’ language development and made it difficult for them to re-engage with the 
language. 
 

Being a Welsh-medium school with very high proportion of parents that don’t speak 
Welsh, the standard of Welsh language does deteriorate massively over the summer 
holidays, so it feels like we’re always playing catch-up. We’re getting them to a 
certain level and then over the six weeks, when they’re back in the term it feels like 
you have got to teach them Welsh all over again. (Education workforce) 

 
Long summer holidays, believed some participants in the in-depth discussions, could mean 
more difficulties for vulnerable and disadvantaged learners as they lost the support gained 
in a school setting, for example social interaction, free school meals, learning and emotional 
support and moral guidance. Their general health and wellbeing could therefore be 
compromised, some said. This issue was raised among participants from the education 
workforce, childcare businesses and stakeholders. These learners might rarely leave home, 
they said; so it took a while for them to return to the rhythm of the school year and re-
establish relationships. Some vulnerable learners could be desperate to return to school 
because of issues at home and because they missed the stability and safety of school. It 
should be noted, however, that some participants making these observations did not 
necessarily think that reforming the school year was the answer to the problem.  
 

The six weeks can be a really long time if they’ve got issues at home, and they’ve got 
no support staff to talk to. They’re out on a limb in that respect. Some of the kids 
dread having the six weeks off. (Education workforce) 
 
'Dyn nhw'm 'di bod yn unlle am chwech wsnos. Ac i'r rhai sy'n cael cinio am ddim a 
phethau, ti'm yn gwybod faint o fwyd maen nhw 'di cael yn ystod y gwylia. Ac maen 
nhw'n ysu, 'dyn nhw'm isio cyfadda, ond maen nhw'n falch o gael mynd yn ôl i'r ysgol 
ym mis Medi. (They haven't been anywhere for six weeks. And for those who get free 
lunch and stuff, you don't know how much food they have had during the holiday. 
And they’re desperate, they won’t admit it, but they’re glad to go back to school in 
September.) (Education workforce) 
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A further point made by one stakeholder was that the pandemic had shown that the most 
vulnerable children were being let down during a month and a half away from school. This 
was not only a teaching issue but also in terms of the care, stability, consistency and 
safeguarding elements provided by schools. Summing up the situation for vulnerable 
learners, a participant who worked with children who are unable to attend a mainstream or 
special maintained school described how children who live in poverty had little or no access 
to care, support, guidance, food, available adults, or anything life enriching other than a 
‘roof over their head’, for long periods of time. 
 

There is always a significant spike in juvenile crime and their involvement with youth 
justice over the summer. (Education workforce) 

 
Children with additional learning needs could also be adversely affected by a long summer 
break and lack of structure, remarked some members of the education workforce, 
stakeholders and a few parents. Some stakeholders explained how such learners could find 
it difficult to re-engage after the long summer break as they had missed out on the school-
based support which stopped during school holidays. In some cases, this was believed to be 
a major hindrance in the development of learners. Furthermore, the complexity of some 
children’s additional learning needs meant that they could experience regression over the 
long summer holidays of learning and social skills, stated one stakeholder. A lack of routine 
had a negative impact on children generally, some parents and stakeholders thought, for 
example with a younger child who began to ‘play up’ more as the summer holiday 
progressed. 
 

Her behaviour, she gets a bit stir crazy being bored and inside and waiting for me to 
get back from work. That affects me, I do feel it’s long. (Parent) 
 
My son has Asperger's so from a structure point of view – yeah, he struggles with 
that. But my daughter who hasn't got that need, [the summer break’s] too long for 
her as well. (Parent) 
 
Ac mae'r gwahaniaeth hyd yn oed mwy, i’r rhai sy’n cael prydiau ysgol am ddim. A 
fi'n gweld lot o wahaniaeth gydag anghenion dysgu ychwanegol, enwedig y rhai sydd 
ddim 'di bod yn cymdeithasu gyda phobl dros y gwyliau haf. So ni'n sôn am phethau 
fel ASD [Autism Spectrum Disorder] a stwff fel'na. Yn llythrennol, mae rhai pobl yn 
cwympo reit y ffordd yn ôl. So i'r dysgwyr yna, sai'n meddwl bod o'n rhywbeth positif 
iawn. (And the difference is even greater, for those who get free school meals. And I 
see a lot of difference in those with additional learning needs, especially those who 
haven't been socialising with people over the summer holidays. So we’re talking 
about things like ASD [Autism Spectrum Disorder] and stuff like that. Literally, some 
people are falling all the way back. So for those learners, I don't think it's something 
that’s very positive.) (Education workforce) 
 
From a parental perspective then, with some of the most complex pupils, that 
summer term, it’s a long time to have these pupils at home. In the same way, there’s 
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clear evidence of regression in learning, of social skills, of engagement and so forth. 
(Stakeholder) 

 
The indirect impact of the long summer break was an issue for some nurseries that provided 
Flying Start childcare. Owners explained how they would ‘lose’ the more vulnerable 
children over the school summer break who would be kept at home during that period or 
because the funding available did not cover the entire summer break. They were concerned 
about the welfare of vulnerable children for such an extended period. 
 

They go off the radar, so some children are not being fed. . . . There’s always an issue 
then when they come back with overgrown toenails or they’ve lost weight, things like 
that. That’s where [the current school summer break] affects us. (Business) 

 
Across the different groups of participants, it was acknowledged that the long summer 
break could mean boredom for learners towards the end of the holiday. Trying to find 
things to do with the children was often expensive as well and parents became more reliant 
on screens to occupy their children, explained some participants.  
 

I think the children by week four, five are missing their friends and those interactions, 
and have had enough of mum and dad, as well. Well, mine may just have had 
enough of me! But I think they miss that social interaction of being in school, and a 
lot of them are so routine, as well. (Parent) 
 
I think regardless of learning needs it’s too long generally for kids. There comes a 
time where there's only so many things you can do. It's like they lack structure to 
their day and it just ends up it's just too long. (Parent) 
 

According to one stakeholder, it was reportedly a ‘myth’ that the long summer holidays 
enabled children to mostly play. They commented that, traditionally, there was a focus on 
seasonal play work schemes so recruitment and retention of skilled, qualified playworkers 
was challenging. Also, they said, funding for the sector that supports children during the 
summer break was ad hoc, and reportedly not sufficient, so a quality of service could not be 
guaranteed.  
 
However, as described in 3.2, some participants doubted that the length of a school holiday 
made much difference to the challenges faced by vulnerable learners. They assumed that 
these issues would exist regardless of the length of holiday. In addition, despite agreeing 
that the summer break was too long, some participants were not sure that reorganising the 
school year was the remedy for addressing the issues some learners faced because of the 
long summer break.  
 
5.1.2 Perceived impact on parents / carers 
Almost eight in ten parents / carers (78%) and businesses / managers (76%) in the 
quantitative surveys agreed that The length of the current school summer holiday makes 
childcare difficult for working parents. Seven in ten of the public (70%) also agreed that this 
was the case. Fewer than one in five disagreed. 
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Agreement was lower among the education workforce, however, (at 51%) and lower still 
among learners (at 34%) (see Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6: Summer holiday length and childcare (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) * Learners statement was modified to My parent or carer sometimes finds it 
hard looking after me in the summer holidays because they have to work and scale was Agree a lot to 
Disagree a lot 
 
Challenges with childcare during the long summer break were raised among the different 
research audiences in the in-depth discussions. It was a struggle for some parents to 
organise and pay for it, especially single parents. Whereas childcare could be organised 
satisfactorily for a one-week break, the long summer holiday in the current school year 
proved much more difficult to manage, for some parents, especially with younger children 
who could not be left at home on their own and, added a stakeholder, given reportedly 
widespread in-work poverty in Wales14. 

 
I’m working part-time and we have a business that is tourism-based, so it was a real 
struggle this summer when she finished her Cylch – which is her preschool – and then 
I had six weeks where I was really pressed for childcare. (Parent) 
 
I was in an office. I'm not allowed to take any holidays in July and August. I work for a 
coach holiday company and we're just not able to take the leave. So yeah, I used to 
struggle with child care [before the pandemic]. (Parent) 

 
14 See: 
- https://gov.wales/relative-income-poverty-april-2019-march-2020-html 
- https://gov.wales/most-children-poverty-living-working-households-new-report  
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In England, maybe longer summer holidays do work but given we have a poorer 
population, a greater proportion of people working in lower-paid jobs and on 
benefits, it doesn’t make sense to keep children off for that length of time. 
(Stakeholder) 

 
Building on this point, one business participant in the childcare sector explained that out of 
school clubs during school holidays now had to register with Care and Social Services 
Inspectorate Wales (CSSIW) if the sessions lasted more than two hours15. They explained 
that many options had therefore been reduced to two hours to avoid this requirement 
which made it harder for parents to organise care. 
 
More generally, a stakeholder stressed how learners were in school for 190 days, but most 
working parents worked up to 230 days. So they did not have enough leave to cover the 
school holidays, which put pressure on their childcare arrangements, and caused employers 
difficulties with staffing rotas. 
 
Even when childcare was organised, leaving a child with carers or imposing on relatives for 
so long over the summer created a sense of guilt for a couple of parents. Keeping children 
occupied for such a long time could be a challenge as well.  
 

I tend to feel quite bad in the summer holidays. . . . Obviously I’m on maternity now, 
but usually I work full time – five days and really long hours – so I always feel bad, 
because if she’s at a childminder, I can’t entertain her as much. So by the end, I’m 
glad she’s going back, so that she can get back to school and she’s busy. (Parent) 

 
Having to take a family holiday at the most expensive time of year was an issue, felt some 
parents. In addition, the weather was generally better in June and July versus August, 
commented a few participants, when the bulk of the current summer break was positioned. 
Although having to take holidays at expensive times was highlighted as an issue, it was also 
argued that however school holidays were changed, holiday prices would adjust to reflect 
those changes.  

 
5.1.3 Perceived impact on businesses 
According to a couple of stakeholders in the in-depth discussions, six weeks was too long 
from a small to medium sized business perspective. It was argued that many women who 
run smaller businesses must prioritise childcare during summer holidays as the cost of 
childcare was greater than potential profits. The length of the current summer holiday 
reportedly thwarted potential start-ups and economic growth for these business owners.  
 
In a further example of issues, a tourism business targeted older customers. However, these 
customers reportedly tended to avoid the school summer holidays because of the influx of 
families with young children. If the holidays were more spread out, summed up the 
participant, this part of the market might have more choice for when to take a holiday. 

 
15 See National Minimum Standards for Regulated Childcare for children up to the age of 12 years 
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-06/national-minimum-standards-for-regulated-
childcare.pdf  

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-06/national-minimum-standards-for-regulated-childcare.pdf
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-06/national-minimum-standards-for-regulated-childcare.pdf
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Another tourism business explained that they could not meet the demand over the summer 
school holidays and believed a more spread out school year could provide more options for 
those who wished to stay with them. 
 
5.2 Term lengths and Easter 
 
In the quantitative surveys, most audiences agreed that It would be good to have a more 
consistent pattern of school terms and holidays. Parents / carers and businesses / work 
managers were most likely to want more consistency in the school year, with almost seven 
in ten (68%) of each group agreeing, compared with around one in four (25% and 24% 
respectively) disagreeing. Six in ten of the public (62%) agreed, but agreement was lower 
among the education workforce (at 53%), where disagreement levels were at 41%.  
 
The desire for greater consistency in terms and holiday lengths was not shared by learners, 
however – over half of learners taking part (53%) disagreed that they would like all the 
school terms to be the same length and all school holidays to be the same length (perhaps 
thinking of the school summer holiday here, which most were happy with the length of). 
 
Figure 7: Views on term lengths / holiday lengths - 1 (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) * Learners statement was modified to I’d like all the school terms to be the 
same length and all school holidays to be the same length and scale was Agree a lot to Disagree a lot 
 
Similar responses were evident when asked whether they agreed that ‘Shorter and more 
regular school holidays would be better for children and learners’. Again, agreement was 
high among parents / carers, businesses / managers and the general public (with between 
60% to 69% of each audience agreeing) but opinion was split among teachers and other 
education workers (with 47% agreeing and exactly the same proportion disagreeing). As 
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with the statement above, more learners disagreed than agreed (at 51% disagreeing cf. 39% 
agreeing) that ‘It would be better for school children if we had shorter school holidays but 
had them more often’ (see Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8: Views on term lengths / holiday lengths – 2 (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) * Learners statement was modified to ‘It would be better for school children 
if we had shorter school holidays but had them more often’ and scale was Agree a lot to Disagree a 
lot 
 
5.2.1 Term lengths and variable terms 
In the in-depth discussions, some education workforce participants, stakeholders, parents 
and one or two older learners remarked that current term lengths could feel too long for 
learners and staff, especially the autumn term. It was reportedly harder to get the best out 
of learners as they became more worn out and as behaviour deteriorated (e.g. with a spike 
in exclusion rates), according to some, and the likelihood of ‘friction’ and ‘flashpoints’ with 
learners at school increased. A small number of parents also described how children could 
become run-down and ill towards the end of longer terms. An eight-week term was a long 
time for a three-year-old who has just started in school, highlighted a stakeholder. Another 
explained how the last week of the autumn term in primary school was devoted to fun as 
the children were no longer able to learn by that point, because of fatigue. 
 

Mae'r tymor o fis Medi at Dolig yn rili hir, a dan ni heb gymaint o frêc. Felly dwi'n 
gwybod bod pobl yn licio'r chwech wsnos off, ond ella cymryd un wsnos o'r chwech, 
felly neud o'n bump, a rhoi wsnos yn rhywle arall. (The term from September to 
Christmas is really long, and we don’t have much of a break. Therefore, I know people 
like six weeks off, but maybe take one week out of the six, so make it five, and put a 
week somewhere else.) (Learner) 
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I’m happy with the holidays. It’s just sometimes because of the dates of Easter 
shifting and how it lands on the calendar years, some terms can be up to eight weeks 
long and it’s just long. I find teaching with the little ones, they tend to get tired and I 
get tired as well. Not tired, I don’t know how to explain it. It's just mundane, robotic. 
(Education workforce) 
 
O ran blwyddyn cynta' fi o ddysgu, lle mae popeth mor newydd, a jyst meddwl am 
gadw staff yn y job, o'n i’n sâl gymaint o weithiau -- o'n i'n fine drwy'r tymor cynta'. 
Ond o'n i 'di llosgi fy hunain mas gymaint, erbyn i'r gwyliau ddod, oedd y bythefnos 
cynta', o'n i methu neud e. O'n i methu mwynhau. (In terms of my first year of 
teaching, where everything is so new, and just thinking of keeping staff in the job, I 
was sick so many times - I was fine throughout the first term. But I had burned myself 
out so much, by the time the holidays came, the first two weeks, I couldn't do it. I 
couldn't enjoy it.) (Education workforce) 
 

Also, the one-week half-term breaks in October and February were considered by a small 
number of participants to be too short to recharge batteries for learners and staff. Teachers’ 
and learners’ wellbeing was therefore thought to be affected by the longer terms.  
 
However, a few younger learners disagreed that they felt worn out as they approached the 
end of the autumn term, when the focus group took place. In addition, one or two 
education workforce participants countered that, in every sector of society and in every 
workstream, there are pressure points that have to be accepted. The longer autumn term, 
for example, enabled learners at one school to trial their chosen A level subjects. A 
shortened term would make this approach problematic.  
 

M: No, I’m fine. M: I’m alright. M: Yeah, I’m feeling okay. (Learners) 
 
There are tough terms and there are terms that are exhausting, but if we were to 
change them on the basis of preference, I don’t think that would be educationally 
sound because the rhythm of the year up until qualifications has evolved over time to 
make sure it’s the best system that we’ve got. (Education workforce) 

 
Year 12 participants in one focus group had mixed views on the current length of the 
Christmas break. Some did not think it was long enough to enjoy the festive period but 
some disagreed because they did not want more time off when it was dark and cold. Some 
also wanted Christmas to be shorter or longer depending on when their mock exams were 
scheduled. If they had the exams in January, they wanted Christmas to be longer so they 
would have time to enjoy Christmas and time to revise.  
 

Dwi'n anghytuno hefo rhoi wsnos arall i Dolig achos dan ni'm even yn gallu neud dim 
byd tu allan achos mae hi'n dywyll. So i bobl sydd isio joio'r ha', dach chi rili isio cael 
fatha tymor hirach adeg yna i chi gael bod allan tan 11:00 pan mae hi dal yn ola’. (I 
disagree with having another week at Christmas because we can't even do anything 
outside because it's dark. So for people who want to enjoy the summer, you want to 
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have a longer period then so that you can be out until 11:00 when it's still light.) 
(Learner) 

 
A small number of older learners also felt that the first half of the terms at school after 
Christmas and Easter did not feel very spread out.  
 

Oherwydd dan ni hefo dau wsnos off i Pasg, ac wedyn bron fatha syth ar ôl hynna 
dan ni hefo wsnos arall eto ym mis Mai. Dwi jyst yn meddwl bod y darn yna bach yn 
bunched hefo'i gilydd. (Because we have two weeks off for Easter, and then almost 
immediately after that we have another week in May. I just think that that part is a 
bit bunched together.) (Learner) 

 
Additionally, variable term lengths were thought to create issues, thought some 
participants. For example, there were concerns expressed among stakeholders about losing 
the educational momentum as the variability in term length in the current school year 
resulted in fragmented ‘chunks’ of learning. Term length inconsistency could also mean 
difficulty planning units of work. 
 

We find the longer half-term is really challenging. But actually, we find the short 
terms very challenging too. I don’t think it’s very helpful actually. In some ways, you 
end up doing the same amount of work in less time and there is a lot of pressure in 
the shorter half-terms. I think that's a big disadvantage and something that I would 
be keen to explore in any future model. (Education workforce) 
 
That makes it really difficult for, I think, particularly secondary schools and the 
management of examination groups. Sometimes you can find yourself with the 
exams starting virtually as soon as Easter finishes. So you’ve lost the children for a 
couple of weeks if you like and then you’re straight back into exams. . . . You could 
argue that not all learners have a level playing field year on year going into those 
exams. (Stakeholder) 

 
5.2.2 Easter 
As discussed above in relation to the quantitative survey findings, participants in the in-
depth discussions overall tended not feel it was very important for the school holidays to be 
organised around Easter. Most stakeholders thought it was more important to create even 
terms for learners and school organisations with fixed holiday dates than to have moveable 
holiday dates based on Easter. Scotland was described as being just as ‘culturally Christian’ 
as the rest of UK and managed with fixed dates for the spring break in their school year. It 
was also said that schools successfully celebrated a range of cultural and religious occasions 
without the need to keep to specific holiday dates.  
 

M: Makes no difference to me. M: Nor me. M: I like it around that sort of time only 
really because of the weather. Usually it’s sometimes really nice. (Parent) 
 
We’re an increasingly secular country. If we’re making a massive change, then like 
most other festivals . . . We’ve celebrated Diwali, Chinese New Year, Holocaust 
Memorial Day, Martin Luther King Day, all of those. Would we treat Easter in the 
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same way, and celebrate it in school? It’s more meaningful possibly to children 
because we do it properly, don’t we, we don’t just have the eggs. (Education 
workforce) 
 

It was envisaged among some education workforce participants and stakeholders that a 
fixed holiday date would make it easier for schools to plan as well as help to provide more 
even term lengths for learners. Secondary school teachers would also have more time with 
learners before their exams, some felt. A varying Easter school break, on the other hand, 
meant it was sometimes hard for schools to plan the summer term if Easter was late in the 
year because there was not much time between the end of the holidays and start of exams.  
 

Mae'n anodd weithiau. Chi'n mynd yn ôl, ac mae'r tymor yna mor fyr, yn enwedig yn 
yr ysgol uwchradd, lle mae'r tymor yna yn un o'r mwya' pwysig o ran y dysgwyr, ac 
maen nhw moyn cefnogaeth ni. (It's hard sometimes. You go back, and that term is 
so short, especially in secondary school, where that term is one of the most important 
for learners, and they want our support.) (Education workforce) 
 
My biggest issue is Easter being a moveable feast, I think it’s ridiculous. I think it 
should be a fixed point after the Christmas holidays. And obviously I appreciate it 
means Easter might not always fall in the Easter holidays, but I think overall that 
would be a better. It would make the year more manageable. (Stakeholder) 

 
A few parents remarked it was important for their faith to have a break at that time but felt 
that, on balance, the current Easter bank holidays were sufficient.  

 
I would like it to stay around Easter. It’s part of my faith so I would want to celebrate 
Easter. . . . Actually, as long as I get the Friday and the Monday I think that’s quite a 
nice celebration-y break. (Parent) 
 

A point was made among stakeholders, however, that it would be a great challenge to reach 
a point where certain Christian denominations agreed with other groups on when the 
‘Easter’ school holidays should fall. It was also emphasised that for some faith schools it was 
important to have learners attending in school (until Maundy Thursday) during Holy Week. 
Furthermore, Eastern Christianity calculated the date of Easter differently from the West. It 
was therefore expected that if Easter included school days, Christian children would be 
withdrawn on both Western and Eastern Good Fridays, warned one stakeholder, creating a 
new issue.  
 
The point also emerged among stakeholders that current patterns followed Christian 
festivals and there might be an equality issue there which needed careful consideration 
when making any changes. Differences reportedly already existed between Church schools 
and local education authority schools and the last attempt by an education minister in 
Wales to standardise this aspect reportedly failed.   
 
According to one participant from a faith school, maintaining the current Easter holiday 
approach to dates was a very important part of their curriculum. It was not just religious 
education lessons, it was also woven into the curriculum. They did not want to see this 
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changed. Pre-pandemic, the school would also organise learner visits to Rome during the 
Easter holidays.  
 

We have a reflection at the end of every Friday that’s a Lenten reflection that builds 
towards the celebration of Easter. It would feel like a massive undermining if we’ve 
shaped a curriculum around it, we’ve shaped our acts of collective worship around it 
and we have reflections and celebrations leading towards it, if it was business as 
usual on those days. (Education workforce) 

 
It was also said to be important for many parents with family overseas to travel to see 
family at this important time in the Christian calendar.  
 
In slight contrast, another participant with a faith related role anticipated that there would 
be general understanding among faith schools that the needs of learners should be a 
priority, which might mean that Easter did not always coincide with a school break. 
Additionally, there would always be the bank holidays around Easter and schools would still 
be able to celebrate Easter as they did other religious festivals. However, it was considered 
important to consult faith based organisations widely on this topic. 
 
A few stakeholders felt that there seemed to be a focus on accommodating religious 
holidays such as Christmas and Easter, but that it was important to remember that Wales is 
a multi-cultural society. Additionally, they felt that the focus should be on learners and 
what is best for their learning. Work-arounds, they envisaged, would likely be possible as 
there were with other faith festivals. One older learner agreed and did not think it made 
sense to structure part of the school year around religious festivals.  
 

The numbers of the children and families that would actively be taking part in 
religious services all week I think would be quite small and when we think about 
we’ve got far fewer numbers of children belonging to other faiths but where actually 
religious involvement is proportionately higher so you can work round that just as 
schools work around children’s celebration of festivals like Eid. If there were children 
for whom Holy Week was particularly important to their faith and identity I’m sure 
schools would work around that. (Stakeholder) 

 
Dwi'm yn licio bod o'n mynd hefo'r calendr Cristnogol. Fatha, dwi'n teimlo bod hwnna 
bach yn outdated ac unneccessary rili. Fatha, dwi'm yn deall pam bod ni angan dau 
wsnos yn Pasg. (I don't like that it follows the Christian calendar. I feel like that's a 
little outdated and unnecessary really. So I don't understand why we need two weeks 
at Easter.) (Learner) 

 
Among participants with a business perspective, the comment was made that it was 
important to align the Easter holiday period so everyone had the same ‘fixed Easter break’. 
Bank holidays were important, said a few tourism businesses, as people liked to go away 
over bank holidays because they could use fewer annual leave days. Keeping a moveable 
Easter school break was therefore deemed important for business. It would also mean 
school transport staff could take their Easter break or holiday at the same time as learners 
and their families.  
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Parents with other religious beliefs remarked how their religious festivals tended to fall 
during term time and would, ideally, like to be able to celebrate them with a school holiday. 
There was also reference to the impact that fasting during Ramadan could have on children 
during term time. It was pointed out, however, that Eid fell on different dates each year. 
This participant was not complaining about the issue and appreciated that the school 
allowed her children to take the day off for the festival. 
 

If the children keep their fasting all day and then they come back home – if it falls in 
the holidays – that’s really, really great for them. . . . It is difficult for the children 
[during term time]. It’s very difficult for the children, but they do whatever they can 
do. (Parent) 

 
It was acknowledged among a few stakeholders that the Welsh Government was very good 
at understanding the religious needs across faiths and a calendar was published every year 
of all religious holidays. The Welsh Government was believed to be ahead of the UK in 
understanding the disruptive effects of learners being absent from schools for religious 
observance.  
 
5.3 Additional perceived issues 
 
Further points were occasionally made during the in-depth discussions regarding issues with 
the current school year. A small number of participants, for example, commented that 
broad familiarity with the current school year did not necessarily mean it was fit for 
purpose, particularly as the same structure had been in place for a significant amount of 
time.  
 

I think the thing about working patterns, we know that the current system dates back 
to agricultural patterns. It’s not even just you know the change in this generation, 
we’ve not had large agrarian society for generations and yet we’ve stuck to this 
[model] which is particularly odd. (Stakeholder) 

 
Additional perceived issues by participants raised across the qualitative research and 
engagement are outlined below.  
 
For schools 
• A stakeholder commented that administrative and planning challenges arose for schools 

from the lack of alignment between the financial and academic years. 

For families 
• The Christmas break did not feel long enough to be able to enjoy quality time with the 

family, thought a few parents and education workforce participants, particularly if the 
autumn term finished quite late. 

For businesses 
• The current school year presented staffing issues to a couple of business participants in 

the childcare sector. The majority of staff were also parents, and all wanted to take 
leave at the same time. 
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6. Ideas for an alternative school year in Wales 
 
Key points based on participants’ feedback 
• Despite the apparently reasonably high contentment with the status quo, a majority of 

the public, parents / carers and businesses in the quantitative surveys were in favour of 
making all terms of equal length and shortening the school summer holiday, when asked. 

• More of the education workforce and learners surveyed were against the idea of these 
changes to the school year than were in favour; but headteachers and deputy 
headteachers taking part in the survey were more likely to be in favour than against 
change. 

• Several suggestions put forward involved taking one or two weeks from the six-week 
summer break and adding them to half terms or Christmas. 

• Learners and businesses were more likely to design a year very similar to the current 
year. 

• Parents and stakeholders in the focus groups and interviews tended to suggest four-
week summer breaks. 

• Some education workforce participants in the focus groups suggested more even term 
lengths and a shorter autumn term. 

 
When the public were asked an open question in the Wales Omnibus survey about what 
changes, if any, they would like to see made to the way the school year is structured in 
Wales, any suggestions for changes were made by relatively small proportions. One in three 
(33%) said there was no need for change or answered ‘nothing’, while around one in eight 
(12%) could not comment or did not answer. 
 
The main suggestion from parents, businesses / managers and the general public was to 
shorten the school summer holiday (made by one in eight parents (12%) and almost one in 
ten of the public and businesses / managers - 9%). Around one in twenty of each audience 
(between 4%-6%) suggested spreading holidays out more across the year and also reducing 
holidays to enable more time in school for learning.  
 
In contrast, those working in education were most likely to mention extending half-term 
holidays to two weeks when asked about changes they would like to see to the structure of 
the school year in Wales (suggested by 24% of participants in the education workforce 
survey). As well as a shorter summer holiday, the other main unprompted suggestions made 
by this group were a four-week summer holiday, a longer Christmas break, spreading 
holidays out more across the year and more terms / shorter holidays. All of these were 
suggested by at least around one in ten of education workers who took part. 
 
Learners were the most likely of all audiences surveyed to say ‘nothing’ when asked about 
changes to the school year. 39% of 7 to 18 year olds surveyed answered ‘nothing’ while 
another 9% felt there was no need for any change or felt it should be kept as it was. Where 
suggestions were made, the most common were a shorter summer holiday (mentioned by 
15% of learners), a longer Christmas holiday (11%) and adding a week to half terms (9%). 
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A wide range of other suggestions were made. Those mentioned by 3% or more of each 
audience are shown in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: What changes, if any, would you like to see made to the way the school year is 
structured in Wales (unprompted)? (%) 
 

Main spontaneous suggestions Public Parents 
/ carers 

Businesses / 
managers 

Education 
workforce 

Learners 

2 week half terms / adding a 
week to current half terms 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
24 

 
9 

Shorter summer holiday / less 
time off in summer 

 
9 

 
12 

 
9 

 
18 

 
15 

4 week summer holiday - - - 14 3 
Holidays should be spread out 

more over the year 
 

6 
 

6 
 

5 
 

11 
 

8 
More terms / shorter terms  - - - 9 4 

5 week summer holiday - - - 7 - 
Less holidays / more time in 

school for teaching  
 

5 
 

4 
 

5 
 
- 

 
- 

Better education / better 
teaching  

4 4 4 - - 

Longer school day / earlier start 
/ fit around parents’ working 

day 

 
3 

 
5 

 
3 

 
- 

 
- 

Longer Christmas holiday / extra 
week at Christmas 

 
3 

 
4 

 
4 

 
12 

 
11 

More breaks / holidays 3 3 3 1 7 
Longer Easter holiday / 

additional week at Easter 
 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
3 

 
1 

      

No need to change / fine as it is 12 15 15 11 9 
Nothing / none 21 18 17 21 39 

Don’t know / not answered 12 11 11      5                   4  

      
 
Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) 

 
This section includes examples from focus group participants’ group efforts to design an 
alternative school year, before they were prompted with the different models in section 7 of 
this report. It should be borne in mind that there was sometimes disagreement from a 
group perspective over how the year should look, for example where weeks taken off the 
summer break should go. It should also be remembered that, on balance, some wanted to 
keep the year as it is, so opinions could change or even be contradicted during discussions. 
Consequently, the models they created did not necessarily reflect what everyone wanted to 
happen with the school year by the end of the discussion.  
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Also covered in this section are spontaneous suggestions from stakeholders on changing the 
school year and responses from the surveys to questions and statements regarding aspects 
of the school year that could be changed. Again, it should be remembered that some did not 
wish to see changes to the school year.  
 
6.1 Participants’ spontaneous suggestions for an alternative school year (qualitative 

feedback) 
 
6.1.1 Learners 
Learners’ ideas for an alternative school year were very similar to the current one, but 
some suggested shortening the summer break to five weeks and adding a week at 
Christmas. On reflection, the summer break could become boring, a few felt, and it took a 
while to adjust to the new term. Some older learners suggested an extra week at Christmas 
to address the issue of a long autumn term and, if it was in January, to provide more 
revision time. Some younger learners also wanted a week off around Halloween because it 
was a time of year they really enjoyed while for older learners this would mean a longer 
break during a long term. A few younger learners also thought that perhaps the weeks could 
be slightly more spread out so there was a break to look forward to more regularly. Adding a 
week from the summer break to another reasonably warm time of year was preferred by a 
small number of learners as well.  
 

[Lose one week from the summer break] kind of because I get a bit fuzzy after the 
summer holidays. (Learner) 
 
Maybe the [summer] school holidays could be a bit shorter; then we could have 
more? Like if we had less school holidays, like if we shortened them down then 
maybe we could have more across the months. (Learner) 
 
[Four out of ten for the current school year] because it’s school. . . . I don’t like school. 
. . . I don’t know [what would make it better]. A week [holiday] every month or 
something. (Learner) 
 
[The current school year is] not too bad, I don’t think. I think maybe there could be 
more little breaks and shorter longer ones instead. (Learner) 

 
Some learners reiterated that they wanted to keep the six-week summer break to enjoy the 
good weather, have a proper break after exams with friends and have the opportunity to 
get a job and earn money. The current Christmas break felt long enough as well. Views 
varied on what should happen with Easter. 

 
The diagrams below are examples of alternative school years designed by learners as a 
group in the focus groups. The yellow boxes represent school holidays and green boxes 
denote term time. 
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6.1.2 Education workforce 
Some education workforce participants in the in-depth discussions wanted the half term in 
the autumn to be longer and they wanted Easter to be fixed so the terms were equal in 
length rather than one short and one long term. Terms of similar length and a maximum of 
six weeks before a break would ensure learners remained motivated and did not become 
too tired, a few thought. Even term lengths would also help with school planning. 
Additionally, more even and shorter term lengths would mean teachers were less likely to 
burn out at the end of a term.  
 

I know supply [teacher] demand is much higher when you’ve got a long term because 
they start to burn out. . . . Generally in an eight-week term you’d have a lot of staff 
out on that last week because they’ve just burnt out. (Education workforce) 
 
We should be looking for more shorter terms and regular breaks. I think it’s really 
important to remember that more than half of the children in Wales live in poverty. 
And poverty is hard and is soul destroying and it’s really hard to be able to go to 
school and focus on learning when your basic needs haven’t been met. (Education 
workforce) 
 
Fi'n meddwl bydde'n well i ddisgyblion os bydde pythefnos gyda nhw ym mis Mai a'u 
teuluoedd. Jyst bydd tywydd gwell o amgylch os 'dyn nhw moyn teithio. Ac mae 
arholiadau yn dod 'mlaen, so gallan nhw gael pythefnos. Gallan nhw neud bloc un o 
adolygu, bloc dau o adolygu. (I think it would be better for pupils and their families if 
they had two weeks in May. It’s just that there will be better weather if they want to 
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travel. And exams are on the way, so they can have two weeks. They can do block 
one of revising, block two of revising.) (Education workforce) 

 
Two weeks at Christmas were considered suitable by some education workforce staff but 
with fixed holiday dates. It would make it easier for schools to plan around fixed dates in 
the rest of the year, for example with exams, believed some. 
 

I think it should be set holidays for Easter to make it more viable for planning from an 
office of view. It’s quite stressful cramming things in. (Education workforce) 

 
A few headteachers wanted to see a shorter summer break of four weeks and more regular 
breaks throughout the rest of the year. Some education workforce participants and 
stakeholders felt that any changes would need to consider the impact on: 

• Summer exams. It was deemed essential by a couple of participants for the Welsh 
Government to review exam programmes alongside any change to the school year; 

• Teachers’ conditions given that some teachers would also still be losing the best part of 
one week to cover exam results day. This requirement felt acceptable with a six-week 
summer break but not if it was reduced to a four-week break; 

• Cultural festivals / events like the Urdd Eisteddfod (for Welsh medium schools), and the 
Royal Welsh Show (for rural, farming communities). A suggestion was made that 
perhaps local authorities or clusters could have a discretionary holiday week that they 
could slot in around such cultural events or based on what neighbouring areas did (e.g. 
schools in Monmouthshire where children might have siblings at schools in England); 

• The ‘whole system’ as part of the conversation rather than being selective and focusing 
on holidays and term length. 

I'm actually quite excited about what this might lead to. As a minimum, we've got to 
accept that this discussion needs to happen. . . .  But what I hope is for the workforce 
having a grown-up conversation about it and not taking an immediate reaction 
saying oh no, nobody is touching our holidays. (Education workforce) 

 
(Some teachers were keen to have recorded that they did not have any flexibility with their 
leave so wanted 5-10 days’ flexible leave per year.) 
 
Examples of education workforce participants’ approximate suggestions from the focus 
groups for an alternative school year are illustrated overleaf.  
 

 
 

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
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6.1.3 Parents 
Parents in the focus groups tended to be quite open to the idea of reorganising the school 
year. Their focus was on shortening the summer break, for example taking a week or two 
off to help with childcare and to support learners. Opinions varied on where these weeks 
should be placed. Some wanted a longer Christmas break for more family time given the 
seasonal break normally felt quite rushed; but others disliked this idea because they 
thought the children would become bored with the poor weather and dark evenings. There 
was also reference to possible benefits of having school holiday breaks more regularly to 
ensure learners did not become too tired, especially those in primary school. 
 

I think it would be nice to have a bit more holiday time around Christmas. . . . I just 
think, as a mum, it’s just nice to have time with the children, and I think they’re just 
breaking up a lot closer to Christmas, now. Maybe that suits people, but I just feel 
like, ‘Oh, it’s quick’ – in terms of family time and doing things, it just goes so quick, 
the Christmas holiday just flies by. (Parent) 
 
I think they need that break [shorter terms]. Because it's not just them, it’s us as well. 
Obviously, I've changed from primary school getting up now at half-past six every 
morning. By Friday it kills me, so it must kill them as well. My son has only just 
started high school. . . . By Friday we’re both hanging. (Parent) 
 

A few parents thought moving a week or two from the summer break to half-terms would 
be beneficial. This could be to break up the longer autumn term and reduce the need for 
extended periods of childcare and to provide an alternative to the summer break for a 
family holiday. It could allow for slightly longer spring breaks when the weather was 
improving which could give families better options for a family holiday than in the more 
expensive summer break.  
 

If they could just space out the terms as well: so instead of having six weeks in the 
summer holidays, it would be great if there could be two weeks holidays in February. 
If you could have two weeks in October, so you haven’t got that massive autumn 
term, then; and then you have the two weeks in Christmas as well, then; and four 
weeks is plenty for summer holidays, I think. (Parent) 
 
[Move a week to] when the weather is getting a bit better, and lighter nights and 
things. Going away then may not be as expensive as like July and August. (Parent) 
 

Some focus group participants from Welsh speaking rural communities thought it was 
important for the school holidays to coincide with the Royal Welsh Show (July), National 
Eisteddfod (first week of August) and Eisteddfod yr Urdd (May half term).  

Medi Hyd Tach Rhag Ion Chwe Maw Ebr Mai Meh Gorff Awst

21 2 221 11 1
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Given below are examples of parents’ efforts, as a group (during the focus groups), to design 
an alternative school year.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
6.1.4 Businesses 
Business participants in the focus groups tended to want to keep the school year similar to 
the current structure. However, there was a degree of openness to moving a week from 
the summer to another part of the year (e.g. to when the weather was still good), to 
support learners including vulnerable children. A couple of tourist businesses thought they 
might benefit from the school holidays being more spread out as they had demand at other 
times of year. A retail business thought that two-week half terms might help with planning 
employee annual leave as staff might take main holidays at other times of the year. One or 
two stakeholders commented from a business point of view that the October half term 
would ideally need to cover Halloween as it did now. Businesses needed to ensure economic 
viability and these key income generators, such as Halloween, were deemed vitally 
important as part of the annual 10–12 week tourism trade. 
 

April, May is a beautiful time of year. And there are other beautiful times of year that 
you could spread the holidays out. You’re still going to bring in that revenue. As a 
B&B, we will still be full. But what we’re doing over the summer is we’re losing 
business because . . . we can only accommodate so many people. (Business) 
 
If it wasn’t six weeks, those children that are not being fed or have got issues at 
home, we [as a childcare business] can catch them quicker than waiting for the six 
weeks. So, if things were broken down and maybe there were only three or four 
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weeks in the summer and an extra week for half terms, then that gap is smaller, 
where less damage could be done. (Business) 

 
A further suggestion among businesses included ensuring the summer holidays spanned 
July and August as it was a time when traditionally manufacturers closed. Although the 
practice was thought to be less prevalent, it was still believed to be important for some 
businesses. 
 
Alternative school years developed by businesses in the online focus groups are provided 
below.  
 

 
 

 
 
6.1.5 Stakeholders 
Some stakeholders in the in-depth interviews suggested shortening the six-week summer 
break, with some wanting to replace it with a four-week break. The weeks removed from 
the summer break could still be used to offer activities to learners, suggested one 
stakeholder, such as sports or community / citizenship activities. 
 

Six weeks in the summer is great, but actually we don’t need six weeks in the summer 
anymore because it’s not like all the children are doing the harvest. . . . So I think it 
just needs to be a bit more even. . . . I do think the children value the downtime, but I 
think a month is enough. (Stakeholder) 
 

Some also thought more even length terms would better suit learners and school planning, 
up to a maximum of seven weeks before a school holiday or ten to twelve weeks per term, 
suggested a few. The autumn term was sometimes singled out as one that would benefit 
learners and staff if it was shorter, for example with three weeks at Christmas or a two-
week mid-term break. Some stakeholders proposed fixed dates for the spring break to 
facilitate more even term lengths and make it easier for everyone to plan with certainty. 
However, it was acknowledged that, currently, having the holiday coincide with the bank 
holiday meant working parents having to take less annual leave.  
 

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
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I think it should be fixed. I think it would help leave evenness, evenness is important. I 
think it would make it easier to plan and it’s predictable and everyone would know 
where they were. (Stakeholder) 

 
One more radical suggestion from a stakeholder was to consider beginning the school year 
in the spring because a September start was thought to be based on an agrarian calendar 
and did not align with anything in particular. This would mean adjusting the examination 
year which could result in learners being able to make more of the finer weather in early 
summer and sitting exams when the days were shorter and weather typically worse. This 
suggestion echoed a similar point made by a stakeholder that aligning the school year with 
schools’ financial year would be beneficial from a planning perspective, as well as the leaner 
benefits mentioned above.  
 
6.2 Participants’ responses to changing aspects of the school year  
 
The quantitative surveys tested views on different elements of the school year that could be 
changed. Despite the apparently reasonably high contentment with the status quo, a 
majority of the public in the quantitative survey were in favour of change when asked 
directly if they supported the idea of changes to the structure of the school year in Wales, to 
make all terms of equal length and shorten the school summer holiday. Six in ten of the 
public (60%) were in favour of changes to the school year structure, compared with fewer 
than two in five (17%) against. Of those in favour, 27% were strongly in favour, with another 
34% in favour. Of those against, 9% were strongly against and 8% were against. Another 
22% had no opinion either way.  
 
The views of parents / carers and businesses / managers were very similar to those of the 
Welsh population generally – 62% of parents were in favour of school year changes, as were 
61% of those interviewed who owned businesses or were senior decisions makers or line 
managers at their place of work. 
 
In contrast, more of the education workforce and learners surveyed were against the idea 
of these changes to the school year than were in favour. 46% of those working in the 
education sector were against the changes (compared to 39% in favour) while 52% of 
learners saw the changes as a bad idea (compared to 36% who thought they were a good 
idea). Headteachers and deputy headteachers taking part in the survey were more likely to 
be in favour than against, however (at 47% compared to 43%).  
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Figure 9: Whether in favour or against changes to school year in Wales (%) 

Bases: public (1,000); parents / carers (433); business owners / managers (314); education workforce 
(8,696); learners (3,131) 
* The question wording and response options for Learners were slightly different: What do you think 
of the idea of changing the school year, so that all terms last the same number of weeks and the 
school summer holiday is shorter? Response options were Very good idea to Very bad idea. 

 
The main unprompted reasons given for supporting possible changes to the school year 
structure listed in the figure above (by 5% or more of those in favour of changes) are 
provided in Table 2 overleaf. The three most common reasons given by each audience are 
highlighted. This follow-up open question was not asked of learners. 
 
The primary reasons for supporting change among parents / carers, businesses / managers 
and the public focused on childcare and working parents. 20% of parents said it would make 
childcare easier (as did 16% of businesses and the public) while around 10% of each group 
said it would be better for parents / working parents. Also, around the same proportion of 
each group mentioned they felt it would be beneficial for children’s learning.  
 
Participants working in education who were in favour of changes to the school year 
mentioned that equal length / more balanced terms would be better (17%), that it would be 
more consistent / structured / organised (14%) and that they considered the current six-
week holiday to be too long (11%). 
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Table 2: Reasons for being in favour of changes to the school year (unprompted) (%) 
 

 Public Parents / 
carers 

Businesses / 
managers 

Education 
workforce 

     
Equal length terms / more balanced 

terms would be better 
 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
17 

Better / easier for childcare / reduce 
childcare problems 

 
16 

 
20 

 
16 

 
5 

Better / easier for parents / working 
parents 

 
11 

 
8 

 
10 

 
3 

Better for children’s learning / 
beneficial to children 

 
8 

 
10 

 
11 

 
5 

Six-week summer holiday is too long  
8 

 
9 

 
7 

 
11 

More consistent / structured / 
organised 

 
8 

 
9 

 
7 

 
14 

Good idea 7 8 9 3 
Holidays should be spread out more 

over the year / more frequent breaks 
 

6 
 

4 
 

4 
 

9 

Better / easier for everyone 6 4 4 1 

Makes sense / more practical / 
sensible 

 
6 

 
4 

 
6 

 
3 

Better /more suitable for children 5 5 3 7 

Children get bored / fed up / nothing 
to do 

 
5 

 
6 

 
3 

 
- 

Long time to be out of school / 
disruptive to education 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
8 

Half terms should be 2 weeks - - - 7 

 
Bases – those in favour of changes to the current school year: public (482); parents / carers (230); 
business owners / managers (154); education workforce (3,421) 
Note: This question was not included in the learners’ survey 

 
The predominant reason given by businesses / managers, the public and parents / carers 
surveyed who were against changes to the school year was that they felt they were not 
needed – 32%, 28% and 25% of these groups respectively said things were fine as they were. 
Other reasons often focused on the six-week summer holiday, with those opposed for 
example saying that they did not like the idea of shortening the summer holiday, that 
children deserved a long summer break and that they took their family holidays in the 
summer.  
 
Participants in the education workforce survey were most likely to be against changes 
because they felt teachers needed six weeks in the summer to rest / recharge / prepare for 
the new academic year (26%). 18% of those opposed said they felt children needed a long 
break, while 15% felt there was no need for change. 
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The reasons mentioned by 5% or more of those against changes to the school year structure 
are provided in Table 3 below.  
 
Table 3: Reasons for being against changes to the school year (unprompted) (%) 
 

 Public Parents / 
carers 

Businesses / 
managers 

Education 
workforce 

     
No need for change / fine as it is 28 25 32 15 

Don’t think it’s a good idea to 
shorten summer holiday 

 
10 

 
13 

 
7 

 
2 

Take family holidays in summer / 
visit family 

 
8 

 
7 

 
2 

 
6 

Children deserve a long break / look 
forward to it 

 
8 

 
6 

 
1 

 
2 

Long summer holiday is good for 
children’s health / wellbeing 

 
7 

 
3 

 
1 

 
4 

Chance for children to enjoy summer 
/ good weather 

 
6 

 
4 

 
4 

 
6 

Children need time to play / be 
children 

 
6 

 
3 

 
3 

 
4 

Teachers need six weeks to rest / 
recharge / prepare for next year 

 
6 

 
6 

 
6 

 
26 

Need enough time to rest / recharge 5 4 2 5 

Children need a long break / proper 
holiday 

 
5 

 
4 

 
8 

 
18 

Enjoy having my children at home / 
having family time 

 
4 

 
4 

 
1 

 
14 

Teachers work in shorter breaks so 
need a long break 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
12 

Summer is a better time for holidays 
/ Winter is not good for holidays 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
9 

For teachers’ mental health and 
well-being / avoid burn-out 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
7 

 
Bases – those against changes to the current school year: public (165); parents / carers (78); business 
owners / managers (61); education workforce (3,990)  
Note: This question was not included in the learners’ survey 
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7. Reactions to alternative school year models 
 
Key points based on participants’ feedback 
• Over six in ten of the education workforce and just over half the learners surveyed opted 

for change, choosing one of the three alternatives tested.  

• However, a sizeable minority of the education workforce and learners opted to keep the 
school year unchanged after seeing the alternative models. 

• The most popular new option was Model B (five broadly equal terms of around seven to 
eight weeks and a four-week summer break instead of six). This was the preferred option 
for around one in three participants working in the education sector and around one in 
four 7 to 18 year old participants in education. 

• Over half the participants working in education felt Model B would be better than the 
current school year structure, as did just over a third of learners. 

• The proportions choosing Models A (five-week summer break) and Model C (terms of 
around six to seven weeks with three weeks in the summer) as their preferred options 
were much lower. 

 
Those who responded to the education workforce and learners open link online surveys 
were shown three different alternative school year models and asked whether each 
alternative would be better than, no different to, or worse than, the current school year. 
Participants in the focus groups, stakeholder interviews and stakeholder events were shown 
the same three models and asked for their reactions. The order in which all participant 
groups saw the models was rotated to avoid order bias.  
 
The models were described as examples of what an alternative school year could look like, 
and it was stressed that they were not a statement of Welsh Government policy. 
 
The three models are summarised below. In each diagram, the green boxes denote term 
time and the yellow boxes denote school holidays. Each year would still have 190 teaching 
days.  
 
Model A has three school terms of about 13 weeks. Each term has a one-week break 
halfway through. The autumn term is shorter than the current one. There is a five-week 
summer break instead of six weeks.  
 

 
 

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2 1 2 22 1111
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Model B has five school terms of about seven to eight weeks. There is a four-week summer 
break instead of six weeks. There is a three-week winter break instead of two weeks. There 
are two-week breaks in October, February / March and May. 
 

 
 
 
Model C has six school terms lasting about six to seven weeks. Each school holiday is about 
two weeks long except in the summer which is a three-week break. 
 

 
 
7.1 Overall school year model preferences 
 
After seeing all three possible alternatives and having been reminded of the current school 
year system, participants in the open link education workforce and learners surveys were 
asked what their preference would be going forward. They could choose either keeping the 
school year as is or opt for one of the three possible alternatives presented. 
 
A sizeable minority of both the education workforce (32%) and learners (41%) opted to 
keep the school year unchanged. However, over six in ten of the education workforce (63%) 
and just over half the learners surveyed (51%) opted for change, choosing one of the three 
alternatives. Headteachers and deputy headteachers surveyed were more likely to be in 
favour of change than heads of department / heads of year and teachers – only 27% of 
heads wanted to keep the school year as is, compared with 39% of heads of department / 
heads of year and 34% of teachers. 
 
The most popular new option was Model B (five broadly equal terms of around seven to 
eight weeks and a four-week summer break instead of six). This was the preferred option for 
around one in three (32%) participants working in the education sector and around one in 
four (23%) 7 to 18 year old participants in education. The proportions choosing Models A 
and Model C as their preferred options were much lower (at 18% and 13% of the education 
workforce and 16% and 12% of learners respectively). 
 
Almost one in ten learners (9%) had no preference or answered ‘don’t know’, as did one in 
twenty (5%) of the education workforce (see Figure 10). 
 

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
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Figure 10: Preference for structure of school year going forward (%) 

Bases: education workforce (8,696); learners (3,131) 
 
 By the end of the online focus group discussions and stakeholder interviews, there was 
some interest in considering change among the different groups but more so among 
parents, headteachers and stakeholders.  
 

They've got so many weeks in school where they’re working really, really hard. Then 
they’ve got a two-week break. Then they haven't got the six weeks to be bored, it 
costs a fortune [in childcare], and everything else. (Parent) 

 
Personally, I still like the idea of the long six weeks off. Maybe that’s selfish. I've 
definitely thought more about how the vulnerable kids might struggle. Having more 
community engagement would be good, but that doesn’t happen right now. Having a 
shorter summer and longer half terms would definitely help. (Education workforce) 
 

Learners and business participants and some education workforce participants in the focus 
groups and a few stakeholders tended to want to keep the school year as it is, having 
discussed it in some depth and seen alternative models.  
 

We are all struggling with the question - what is the overall priority here? Education, 
the economy? Why are we looking at making changes? In which case, none of the 
options ABC are better than what we already have. (Stakeholder) 

 
Of the alternative models, option B (four-week summer) was the more popular in the in-
depth discussions, as found in the quantitative surveys (among audiences where the 
alternatives were presented): 

• Young people tended to still favour the current model, but some chose model A (five-
week summer break) with a week moved to Christmas; 
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• Parents mostly chose model B (four-week summer);  

• The education workforce were broadly split between keeping the current school year, or 
choosing an alternative (model B or A); 

• Businesses tended to stay with the current model, but a few opted for A or B; 

• Stakeholders in the in-depth interviews mainly preferred model B. 
 
7.2 Reactions to the three alternative models  
 
7.2.1 Model A: five-week summer break, shorter autumn term 
In the quantitative surveys, almost half the education workforce participants (45%) believed 
that Model A was better than the current school year structure. Around one in three (34%) 
felt it was worse and the remaining two in ten (19%) that it was no different.  
 
Learners’ views were divided – 28% felt it was better than the existing school year, 25% 
worse and 26% no different (see Figure 11 below). 
 
Figure 11: Views on Alternative A (%) 

Bases: education workforce (8,696); learners (3,131)  
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Better = aggregate of Much better / better; Worse = aggregate of Much worse / worse (for 
Education Workforce survey); Learners asked Better / Worse 
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Overview 
Below is a summary of the perceived benefits and drawbacks of model A given by 
participants in the in-depth discussions.  
 

Model A perceived benefits Model A perceived drawbacks 

• It is closest to the current school year so 
more positively received among those 
wanting to keep the existing structure. 

• It offers a good opportunity for staff to 
refresh and revive. 

• The teaching profession is still attractive 
with a long summer break.  

• There is limited impact on the current 
academic year and common exam 
timetables are not affected. 

• It will begin to reduce learning loss. 
• The autumn term is shorter, benefiting 

learners and staff. 
• Three weeks at Christmas is attractive to 

some families; it could also mean more 
visits to tourist attractions. 

• It will not make much difference (e.g. to 
long summer break concerns) and is not 
worth the effort implementing. 

• The extra week at Christmas means more 
time indoors for children and will be 
detrimental to vulnerable learners. 

• The impact on external and non-exam 
assessments could disadvantage Wales 
learners versus others in the UK. 

• It is not viable for some tourism 
businesses to lose a highly profitable 
week in the summer. 

• There is a lack of evidence to support this 
model. 
 

 
Perceived benefits of model A  
Of the three options, learners in the in-depth discussions tended to prefer model A as it was 
closest to what they had suggested spontaneously, the summer break was still quite long 
and because they were not so keen on models B and C. A small number wanted to see half-
term coincide with Halloween.  
 

Dwi'n tueddu i hoffi mwy o amsar off yn yr ha' pan mae 'na jyst lot mwy o bethau 
fedrwch chi neud hefo'ch amsar rili, yn enwedig fatha cael wsnos off pan mae hi'n 
bwrw glaw ym mis Chwefror. (I tend to like more time off in the summer when there's 
just a lot more things you can do with your time really, especially like when you have 
a week off when it's raining in February.) (Learner) 
 
I’d say about an eight [out of ten], but I think it’d be better if the October one was 
more near the end so that it was a week over Halloween. (Learner) 

 
Some stakeholders thought that shortening the summer break to five weeks could reduce 
the element of regression that many learners were believed to suffer and ensure 
educational and learning impetus. A further possible learner benefit, added another 
stakeholder, was that this reduction in the length of summer holiday supported better 
transition for learners from one school year to another, especially for early years and from 
primary to secondary. 
 
Some parents also liked this option as it shortened the autumn term. Additionally, a few 
parents with children at primary school liked the idea of a three-week break at Christmas 
but would prefer the extra week in January, once the rush of preparing for Christmas had 
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past and to celebrate the New Year. An extra week at Christmas would be more valuable to 
a family than week six of the summer break, thought one education workforce participant 
who was also a parent. The extra week could also make it easier for parents with families 
overseas to visit them at a time when weather conditions were drier, for example in South 
Asia.  
 

I quite like that, the shorter autumn term. I think [my daughter’s] ready to finish. 
(Parent) 
 
I will feel the benefit of that for my family on a break more in December then I feel it 
as a sixth week in August. I think it's as simple as that. (Education workforce) 

 
Furthermore, children and parents would benefit from a five-week summer break as it 
would reduce childcare costs and organisation challenges while still allowing plenty of 
family time, said one stakeholder. 
 
Its similarity to the current school year was considered an advantage by a small number of 
participants because it was familiar. Therefore, such a change should have a limited impact 
on the academic year and on those children who have birthdays in late August or early 
September. According to a stakeholder, the model looked like it could be a manageable 
model from the perspective of those planning and having to deliver commonly timetabled 
exams, while offering a degree of flexibility for Wales-only qualifications. Similarly, added 
another stakeholder, the longer overall terms would allow for better planning rather than 
the seemingly more stop-start structure associated with model B and the four-week 
summer break. 
 

I think that this is doing exactly what I said, taking a week off August putting it in 
December and I think that's an improvement. I don't think it's the optimum but I 
think it's an improvement. . . . I think this might be about as far as staff would be 
happy to go with. (Education workforce) 
 

Additionally, the model would still allow school staff to have a long break to ensure 
teachers recover and reduce risk of burn out, anticipated some stakeholders. The attraction 
to the teaching profession of a long holiday would be largely maintained and would not 
affect recruitment, one or two stakeholders believed.  
 
Focusing on business, it was suggested among stakeholders that the longer winter break 
might provide more opportunities for families to visit tourist attractions in Wales which 
normally struggled to attract visitors during the winter. It could also provide additional 
revenue for hospitality businesses, thought one retail business participant.  
 

Mae llawer yn mynd ymlaen gyda pantos a winter wonderland a male voice choirs yn 
y stryd a phopeth. Fi'n hoffi Nadolig a beth sy'n digwydd ar y stryd fawr ac yn y 
hospitality, so dyna pam mae wythnos bant o'r haf ac un ychwanegol yn Ragfyr, mae 
hwnna'n gweithio i fi. (There's a lot going on with pantos and winter wonderland and 
male voice choirs in the street and everything. I like Christmas and what's happening 
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on the high street and in the hospitality, so that's why a week off summer and an 
extra one in December, that works for me.) (Business) 

 
A further potential benefit noted by a stakeholder was that families with disabled children 
need to plan medical appointments, so a regular school year with consistent holiday 
periods is a positive.  
 
However, some stakeholders and education workforce participants could see no benefits to 
this model at all. The only evidence based benefit, according to a couple of participants, was 
that it would save schools money on winter energy bills because of the extra week’s holiday 
at Christmas. It might also mean spending a little less on supply teachers because 
permanent staff were more likely to be ill around this time with the current model.  
 
Perceived drawbacks of model A 
Some participants in the in-depth discussions felt that just moving one week would not be 
worthwhile because little would change. It would not address concerns about the long 
summer holiday or other perceived current disadvantages of the model already in place, 
added some. Added to this, a few parents thought the terms looked too long for their 
primary school aged children.  
 

So does 'na'm pwynt newid o os ti jyst yn mynd i newid hynna faint ohono fo. (So 
there’s no point changing it if you’re just going to change that much of it.) . . . Fatha, 
mae'r broblem o'r Medi i fatha Rhagfyr, y darn yna, mae'r broblem yna dal yna. (Like, 
the problem is from September to December, that part, that problem’s still there.) 
(Learners) 
 
Dwi'm yn gweld hwnna yn neud llawer o wahaniaeth. A pam newid be s'gennyn ni 
rŵan ta i hynna felly? (I don't see that making much difference. And why change 
what we have now then for that?) (Business) 
 
We don’t see our children for six weeks at a time and for some of our very vulnerable 
pupils from disadvantaged homes that is a very long time. . . . A five-week summer 
break would not address the issue and the autumn term would still be too long. 
(Stakeholder) 
 

Some stakeholders, parents, education workforce participants and business participants did 
not think Christmas was the best place for an extra week, moved from the summer. With 
darker days and cold weather, children were mostly indoors, and it would mean more 
screen time. There would be fewer options for children’s activities and the cost for indoor 
activities with cold or poor weather would be prohibitive for many families. A small number 
of participants suggested that the week taken off the summer could be added to the 
autumn half term. It could help with learners transitioning to secondary school and the 
weather would likely be better than at Christmas so that children could spend more time 
outdoors. 
 

In December the weather’s terrible. Everyone’s inside. I don’t think an extra week off 
then. I think that’s a bad idea. (Business) 
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Furthermore, some education workforce participants argued that three weeks off in 
December would mean primary school learners missing out on all the fun activities and 
build-up to Christmas. Also, three weeks at Christmas was not considered ideal, according to 
some stakeholders, education workforce and business participants: domestic violence, 
stress and money issues could make things worse for vulnerable children. A three-week 
break could be detrimental for children with additional learning needs as well. Reference 
was also made to the need to take fuel poverty into consideration for families with children 
at home for an extra week in the winter.  
 
Changes to the school year in this and other models could, according to a couple of 
stakeholders and education workforce participants, impact on external assessments and 
non-exam assessments. Exam timetables would always need to be considered as well as 
when results would be delivered. Further exploration would be needed into how changes 
would impact university applications, to ensure Welsh learners would not be at a 
disadvantage to their peers in England.   
 
From a business point of view, said one stakeholder, it could exacerbate existing staffing 
pressures that some retailers faced in this busy period. This might outweigh potential 
benefits of more demand. The rationale for this extra week was therefore not clear to some.  
 
For the tourism sector, it was envisaged among a few stakeholders that moving away from 
the model used in England would be extremely difficult to manage from a staffing 
perspective, too. It would make it very challenging for tourism businesses to recruit enough 
staff from the school sector (i.e. older school learners and some school staff who take on 
holiday jobs) for those periods which differ from Wales’s school holidays. They reasoned 
that holidays across the UK must be aligned for the tourism sector especially. 
 
A number of stakeholders and business participants emphasised that the prospect of losing 
one week of the summer holidays, a very profitable time with high footfall for certain types 
of business, is not a viable or sustainable model. An extra week’s holiday in December 
would reportedly not offset these losses. Summer takings subsidised the quieter winter 
months when attractions had limited opening hours. 
 
7.2.2 Model B: five terms of seven to eight weeks, four-week summer break 
In the quantitative surveys, more than half the education workforce participants (54%) 
rated Model B as better than the current school year structure, while nearly four in ten 
(39%) felt it was worse and just 5% felt it was no different. 
 
Learners were less positive about Model B, with more rating it worse than better than the 
current school year (at 43% compared to 35%). 12% felt it was no different (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Views on Alternative B (%) 

Bases: education workforce (8,696); learners (3,131) 
 
Overview  
Below is a summary of the perceived benefits and drawbacks of model B given by 
participants in the in-depth discussions.  
 

Model B perceived benefits Model B perceived drawbacks 

• A shorter summer means a lack of routine is 
less of an issue for younger learners and those 
with additional learning needs. 

• It feels more balanced and spread out, 
suitable for learners generally and vulnerable 
learners. 

• A shorter summer break will reduce learning 
loss.  

• It provides more flexibility on when families 
can take longer holidays. 

• It provides more family time at Christmas. 
• It creates more certainty with school planning, 

and is easier to teach units of work.  
• There is potential for some tourism businesses 

to increase income at other times of year. 
• Two-week breaks create more opportunities 

for staff to recharge their batteries. 
• The childcare sector and holiday clubs could 

benefit from the removal of one-week 
holidays as two weeks would make schemes 
more cost-effective. 

• A shorter summer break does not allow learners 
and education workforce staff to properly switch 
off and revive, affecting wellbeing. 

• Returning in August means school administrative 
issues and creates complexities with university 
admissions and exam results provision. 

• The autumn term is too long for younger learners 
and staff. 

• It will increase holiday prices with a contracted 
summer holiday period. 

• It contracts an essential income period for many 
tourism businesses, severely impacting the 
industry. 

• It creates business staffing issues. 
• The extra week at Christmas means more time 

indoors for children and will be detrimental to 
vulnerable learners. 

• Misalignment with England is identified as a 
problem. 

• There is lack of evidence to support this model. 
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Perceived benefits of model B 
In the in-depth discussions, some parents with children at primary school liked this shorter 
summer break because a lack of routine for their children was sometimes an issue. The way 
in which the remaining weeks were spread out with mainly two-week breaks countered 
some participants’ concerns about the length of the terms. The model felt more ‘balanced’ 
and suitable for learners as well as parents especially for vulnerable learners and children 
with additional learning needs, agreed some stakeholders. Additional provision would still 
be needed to support these learners during the holidays, reminded one stakeholder. 
 

The key thing for me was getting away from the six weeks [for a son with additional 
learning needs]. . . . Option B . . . just seems to have much more balance. (Parent) 
 
I would say this is better for disadvantaged children because they don’t have the long 
break away from school but you would want to see provision in those breaks that’s 
really accessible and high quality. . . . Food and sport wellbeing, arts and crafts. 
(Stakeholder) 

 
Slightly longer breaks across the year could give families more flexibility for when they took 
holidays, a few parents and stakeholders felt. More choice would mean the ability to take 
longer holidays without removing their child from school. It would also allow for more 
family time, a couple of participants believed. It should be easier for parents to plan their 
holiday childcare arrangements, added a stakeholder, although there was an awareness that 
this model could negatively impact on childcare providers as fewer holiday clubs could be 
needed. 
 

Dwi'n eitha' licio hwn yn gyffredinol. Mae o fel 'sa fo'n gwneud mwy o sense i fi o ran 
patrwm bywyd a hyblygrwydd, cymryd gwylie ar amser neis o'r flwyddyn. Ie, dwi'n 
eitha' licio hwn. (I quite like this one, in general. It just kind of makes more sense to 
me in terms of lifestyle and flexibility, to take a holiday at a nice time of year. Yes, I 
quite like this.) (Parent) 

 
Some education workforce and stakeholder participants preferred this model overall 
because the shorter terms would be optimal for learning, the shorter summer would help 
with learning loss and the summer holiday weeks would be mostly in July when the weather 
was expected to be better than August. A small number of education workforce participants 
thought that even length terms would make it easier to teach units of work. Also, the two-
week breaks seemed to be well spread out for better weather, taking trips and could help 
with teacher and learner burnout. The even terms would create more ‘certainty’ for school 
calendar planning as well, they felt. Additionally, a small number of primary education 
workforce participants welcomed the extra week at Christmas as so much work was 
undertaken during the previous weeks.  
 

I think we’ve got a real chance of maximising learning there as well, with those 
regular chunks and not too big a gap. I think that’s basically getting it optimum isn’t 
it, the four-week gap, okay, but it’s not so long they can’t remember . . . That’s the 
issue with the six weeks. (Education workforce) 
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I discussed this with my leadership team and they broadly like this model and I do too 
because I think it does do both things. It does what it needs to in terms of giving us a 
bit more time around Christmas which I think most people would say is valuable. It 
still gives us that four-week period where we definitely got a sense of end and fresh 
start and all those things that I think are really important. And I think it does smooth 
out the term lengths. So I'm quite keen on this. (Education workforce) 
 

More even terms would make things fairer for different cohorts, one stakeholder added, as 
they would no longer be affected by variable term dates, particularly when it came to exam 
preparation. 
 
Starting the new school year in August was not a great concern for one stakeholder because 
the UK weather could be so variable. Plus, added another stakeholder, it could mean 
schools being able to make more of outdoor learning and also learners being happier in 
school because they were more active.  
 
The fixed Easter break was liked by a few older learners because it would give consistency 
and certainty to term lengths rather than the current situation where some terms felt too 
long. It was assumed among participants that schools would still be able to take off bank 
holidays which would add to the appeal of the model and help to break up some of the 
longer terms. The Dutch model, recalled one stakeholder, was quite similar, including fixed 
dates in the spring. The nation and its learners were thought to do quite well when it came 
to wellbeing. 
 

Dwi'n licio bod nhw yn fixed achos hefo sut mae gwylia Pasg a phethau'n gallu 
symud, mae'n gallu achosi problemau lle mae tymor yn either gallu teimlo'n rili hir a 
dragio neu yn rili byr, sydd yn achosi'r tymor nesa' fod yn rili hir. So dwi'n hoffi'r ffaith 
bod nhw yn fixed a bod nhw'n scheduled a ti'n gwybod bod nhw ddim am newid bob 
blwyddyn a bod maint y tymor yn gyson. (I like that they are fixed because with the 
way Easter and things can move, it can cause problems where a term can either feel 
really long and it drags or really short, which causes the next term to be really long. 
So I like the fact that they are fixed and that they are scheduled and you know that 
they don't change every year and that the length of the term is constant.) (Learner) 

 
From an assessment perspective, reference was made among stakeholders to how public 
exams would be held at the end of the school year. This factor, combined with an earlier 
start to the autumn term, should maximise teaching and learning time. The earlier autumn 
term start date would mean staff and learners would be in school when exam results were 
published. It could therefore be easier to provide the required support mechanisms for 
learners, especially those entering higher education.  
 
In a few cases, business participants quite liked the model. It might make it easier to plan 
staff annual leave with more options for employees to take their main holiday throughout 
the year. For tourism, there were opportunities to increase revenue at other times of year 
with the two-week holidays and the summer break would be long enough to benefit 
learners and teachers. (A few still wanted to see five rather than four weeks for the 
summer.) According to one participant with a tourism hospitality business, the two weeks in 
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May could still mean having the same number of customers as during the current six-week 
summer break. However, another tourism business thought the extra week in January 
would benefit the business as visitors would have the opportunity for a winter break – a 
period when they still took plenty of bookings. 
 

I ni, dwi'n meddwl bysa hwnna'n gweithio'n well am fod o'n rhoi mwy o drawstoriad 
o wylia dros y flwyddyn yn lle bod o'n bulk a bod ni'n colli lot o staff am chwech 
wthnos o gyfnod; bod o'n rhoi dipyn bach mwy o hyblygrwydd i staff ni i gael gwylia. 
(For us, I think that works better because it gives us more variety of holidays over the 
year instead of it being one bulk and then losing a lot of staff for six weeks; that gives 
our staff a little more flexibility with holidays.) (Business) 

 
If Wales adopted this model with an earlier start to the summer break in July, it could 
extend the summer season for Welsh tourist attractions, commented a stakeholder.  
 
With all school holidays a minimum of two weeks, anticipated another stakeholder, 
childcare sector and holiday clubs could benefit as it would allow more activities and make 
schemes more cost effective.  
 
Some stakeholders and education workforce participants, however, were unable to identify 
any benefits to this option.  
 
Perceived drawbacks of model B 
Learners in the in-depth discussions were not so keen on model B because of the shorter 
summer holiday. Older learners wanted to preserve the long holiday period as it was the 
main holiday when they did not have to do any school work. Some also did not like the idea 
of returning to school in August when they assumed it would be hot.  
 

Ond hefo’r gwylia arall i gyd, fydd 'na waith i neud, mond hefo pedwar wsnos lle does 
'na ddim gwaith o gwbl, a dwi'n teimlo fatha bod y rhan fwya' bobl, ddim jyst isio 
ond mae pobl angan chwech. (But with all the other holidays, there will be work to 
do, except for four weeks where there is no work at all, and I feel that most people 
don't just want but need six.) (Learner) 
 
I think it’s the summer bit. I think it should be longer, not have school in August 
because of just how hot it is then. (Learner) 
 

Among the education workforce, it was pointed out that one week’s holiday in August did 
not seem enough because it would mean school administrative issues (e.g. contracts are 
terminated at the end of August) and learners returning to education potentially before 
exam results were available. It would be ‘catastrophic’ according to one school 
administrator. Additionally, said a stakeholder, coming back so early in August would create 
complexity regarding the university application process and when results are shared for year 
13 learners, and the tremendous amount of time involved with placing students and 
handling the process. Work would be needed to ensure exam results provision, learners and 
awarding bodies were not adversely affected by this earlier start to the year.  
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Well, I think it will draw up some issues around examinations obviously. Because 
currently the exam results for GCSEs come out in the middle of August so your Year 
11s would already be returning to school for their post-16 or going to college unless 
something changes. (Stakeholder) 

 
From a teacher wellbeing perspective, four weeks was not thought to be long enough, 
thought some as they would not have sufficient time to refresh, when new academic year 
preparation and exam results duties were factored in. If exam results days moved to stay 
within the summer holidays, warned a couple of education workforce participants, teachers 
who were normally in the schools over those days would resent having to give up the same 
proportion of what would now be a shorter summer break. If Wales moved to this model, 
there would need to be discussion on how results days would be managed and the 
implications for teachers who traditionally used up summer holiday to meet these 
requirements. 
 

My issue about this model would be exams and results. I would be less keen if I'm 
honest, again I'm talking from purely from a selfish perspective, to be spending four 
days of my four-week summer being dealing with results. . . . I would be keen then, if 
this model has got some traction, we've got to think about where exams fit into that 
and how results are managed. (Education workforce) 

 
There was also a concern voiced that an eight week first term (August – October) with no 
break would be too long for learners. Similarly, felt a few stakeholders, it would be too long 
for teaching staff resulting in absences, and a need for more supply teachers in school. The 
reduction in the summer school holiday period could cause mental health and wellbeing 
issues for some workforce members, too. Given that there were reportedly already staffing 
issues within the sector, argued one stakeholder, the change could exacerbate these 
problems.  
 
More broadly, according to one education workforce participant, the Welsh Government 
was already thought to have researched this model and not found any evidence to support 
the approach. It seemed counterintuitive to be seeking to shorten the summer break when 
widely ‘admired’ school systems in other countries had longer holidays.  
 
From a lifestyle perspective, some parents and stakeholders were concerned that a shorter 
summer holiday would push up holiday prices as more visitors competed for the same trips. 
A hotelier, for example, did not think people would take holidays in the cooler months as an 
alternative. Families would be left with fewer options for a holiday during the time of the 
year they traditionally wanted one, including overseas. There would be little to do over a 
two-week period in February, expected one stakeholder, and families would be reluctant to 
spend money on activities given it was soon after Christmas.  
 

We could see those prices shooting up even more because we’d have more 
competition of people wanting to go on holidays at exactly the same time. 
(Stakeholder) 
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Some businesses agreed: a shop and Airbnb owner did not think it would spread out 
business over the year. It would simply contract their peak season instead. Furthermore, 
the fixed spring break could mean a less lucrative Easter period for some retailers and also 
the absence of what is traditionally seen as the start of the tourist season. 
 

We would miss the holidays in August. It would hit our business, definitely. (Business) 
 
Some stakeholders echoed the point regarding the impact on tourism. Indeed, one 
stakeholder thought that this model would be a disaster for the tourist industry and would 
lead to many redundancies. ‘This model absolutely terrifies me from a tourism perspective,’ 
and ‘a monumental nightmare’ they exclaimed. Staffing would be very difficult at peak 
times due to the reliance on casual seasonal workers including local sixth form workers who 
would be back in school, and tourists and families from England would still be visiting. The 
summer period currently helped many businesses survive the winter period, they added. 
One participant concluded that ‘Wales would lose approximately 75% of tourist attractions 
with this model’. 
 
Furthermore, condensing tourism demand into two-week blocks rather than having the 
more spread out six-week summer break could create pressures for tourism businesses 
especially from a staffing perspective, forewarned a stakeholder. The two weeks would be 
followed by a quiet period rather than a more extended period where six weeks’ 
employment would be more attractive to seasonal staff.  
 

It’s a lot easier to get that casual labour, for instance, over a six-week block, than it is 
to cut it in to two blocks. So that’s the summer challenge. (Stakeholder) 

 
The summer dates in this model, observed one participant, would mean children were in 
school during the Eisteddfod yr Urdd (last week of May) and children would have to return 
to school straight away after the National Eisteddfod (first week of August). In West Wales, 
said a few participants, many local farming shows are held in August; and this might result in 
increased learner absence from school. 
 
According to a couple of stakeholders working in the childcare sector, and a few parents, 
replacing one-week half terms with two-week breaks would make it harder for parents to 
organise childcare among friends and family. These regular two-week breaks did not appeal 
to one parent who was a farmer because of childcare concerns. There was no-one else to 
help out and they could not take off that amount of time so regularly. 
 
A shortened summer break, according to some businesses, could also lead to staffing issues 
as employees would want the same weeks off given widespread preferences for a main 
summer break. At least with the current choice of six weeks there was more flexibility. 
School transport could experience staffing issues as well if employees wanted to take time 
off in August, added one stakeholder. Furthermore, stated another participant, the spring 
fixed break outside of Easter would cause staffing issues in situations where staff 
traditionally used the public holidays to boost their annual holiday entitlement for longer 
breaks around Easter. A final observation made regarding staffing was that the longer 
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beginning of May break would not allow university students to work in the tourism industry 
as it would clash with their term times. 
 
The same issues highlighted regarding three weeks at Christmas for model A were applied 
to model B: learners spending more time indoors when the weather was not so great, and 
the impact on vulnerable learners and those with additional learning needs. 
 

Hwnna 'di'r adeg anodda i deuluoedd a, ti'n gwybod, domestic violence a'r stress pres 
a bob dim. So 'sa cael tair wsnos adra mewn cartra anodd yn ofnadwy, bysa? (That’s 
the hardest time for families and, you know, domestic violence and the financial 
stress and everything. So having three weeks off in a difficult home would be terrible, 
wouldn’t it?) (Education workforce) 

 
Further concerns voiced among stakeholders included the following: 

• The four-week summer break would make effective delivery of interventions and support 
to families more difficult for the social care sector; 

• Being concerned over what the impact would be of the misalignment with England, 
especially for those schools on the borders. 

 
7.2.3 Model C: six terms of six to seven weeks, three-week summer break 
Response to Model C among the education workforce and learners in the quantitative 
surveys was largely negative, with around six in ten of each audience believing that this 
alternative was worse than the current school year structure (at 64% and 58% respectively).  
 
The proportion saying C was better was smaller than for either of the other two models (at 
31% of the education workforce and 26% of learners) (see Figure 13).  
 
Figure 13: Views on Alternative C (%) 

Bases: education workforce (8,696); learners (3,131)  
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Overview 
Below is a summary of the perceived benefits and drawbacks of model C given by 
participants in the in-depth discussions.  
 

Model C perceived benefits Model C perceived drawbacks 

• It provides greater consistency across the 
school year benefitting learning, 
especially for younger learners, 
vulnerable children and those with 
additional learning needs. 

• It reduces learning loss.  
• It gives learners a break to look forward 

to more often.  
• Regular breaks mean less risk of teacher 

and learner burnout. 
• It offers more opportunity for family time 

and to book holidays at different times of 
year. 

• It has potential business benefits e.g. it 
creates opportunity for micro-tourism 
businesses and an even spread of holidays 
is better from a business planning 
perspective. 
 

• The summer break is too short and will 
adversely affect teacher and learner 
wellbeing. 

• Over the summer, learners will not be 
able to spend as much time with friends, 
completely forget about school and earn 
money over an extended period.  

• There is nothing for older learners to look 
forward to without revision / school work 
pressures.  

• Too many of the holiday weeks are during 
poor weather periods and darker 
evenings, affecting learner wellbeing and 
physical activity opportunities. 

• It feels too regimented and monotonous, 
affecting wellbeing. 

• There is not enough time for transition 
from one academic year to the next and a 
fresh start. 

• It creates a high risk of teachers leaving 
the profession. 

• There are concerns regarding 
misalignment with UK timetabling 
arrangements for examinations - learners 
in Wales may be disadvantaged. 

• It will be more challenging for parents to 
organise childcare so regularly. 

• The short summer break will significantly 
reduce tourism business income and 
threaten business viability. 

• The short summer break will be an issue 
for some childcare providers who offer 
holiday clubs. 

• It will increase holiday prices with a 
contracted summer holiday period. 

• There is a lack of evidence to support this 
model. 

 
Perceived benefits of model C 
In the in-depth discussions, some participants among parents, stakeholders, the education 
workforce and one or two businesses suggested that the model would provide greater 
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consistency throughout the year. This design, along with the short summer break, could 
benefit children with additional learning needs and more vulnerable learners, a few 
believed. A more evenly spread out model would also give learners something to look 
forward to on a more regular basis. A version of this model with a four-week summer break 
appealed to some headteachers.  
 

I like that one . . . because in December you have two [weeks] and then in October 
two. It’s all equal. . . . Most of the months you have at least half of the month off. 
(Learner) 
 
I think that there should just be three [weeks] around summer and three around 
December then the rest like two or one weeks at Easter and then the rest just get put 
around evenly. (Learner) 
 
Children with special needs – they need consistency, they need routine, and I think 
two-two-two is just nice and consistent, and they know that they’ve only got two 
weeks off and then a school term and then another two weeks off. (Parent) 
 

One parent was torn as she envisaged this model working well for one child with a disability 
but not for her other children.  
 

Mae un ferch gyda fi gyda salwch. Iddi hi, bydde hwn yn absolutely ffantastig achos 
bydde fe'n rhoi'r pythefnos i ffwrdd i ddod dros y salwch a mynd yn ôl mewn i'r ysgol 
eto, ble mae hi'n colli dipyn o amser i ffwrdd o'r ysgol nawr. A'r peth yw, bydde hwn 
yn rhoi yr amser iddi hi ddod dros yr ysgol a chael amser i ganolbwyntio wedyn yn yr 
ysgol. Gydag un ferch, bydde hwn yn absolutely ffantastig, ond i'r ddwy ferch arall, 
bydde fe ddim. (I have one daughter with an illness. For her, this would be absolutely 
fantastic because it would give her two weeks off to recover from the illness and go 
back to school again, whereas she’s off school quite a bit now. And the thing is, this 
would give her the time to get over school and then have time to concentrate in 
school. With one daughter, this would be absolutely fantastic, but for the other two 
daughters, it wouldn't be.) (Learner) 

 
Some stakeholders and a few education workforce participants also believed that the 
regular breaks throughout the year would mean less risk of burnout and less chance of 
learning loss. From a Welsh Language provision perspective, thought a couple of 
participants, the opportunity to retain Welsh language learning would be much greater than 
the current system where learners struggled to remember the learning from the previous 
term if the parents were non-Welsh speaking. Also from a Welsh language perspective, a 
stakeholder liked the two-week Whitsun break as it would likely coincide with the Urdd 
Eisteddfod. Most staff at the school spent a week at the Urdd and needed an extra week as 
a result.   
 

I would like the four-week holiday in August. But it is better, smaller focus chunks 
would suit my learners better. I think there’s a lot less chance of running out of steam 
and people all keeling over, the kids, the staff, sometimes even parents. (Education 
workforce) 
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A further learner focused point made by one stakeholder was that the seasonal impact of 
the weather on the activity of children would need to be considered. It would be key to 
ensure sufficient levels of investment in the activity offer, and that the range and quality of 
the offer for all children was adequate. Another stakeholder added that this model would 
be better for children and young people to be physically active, with longer half-term 
breaks.  
 
From a family perspective, mentioned a few stakeholders, two-week breaks would allow 
enough time to relax and have family time, and more opportunity to book holidays, but not 
too long for children to get out of the habit of learning. Also, the increased number of bank 
holidays during term time would allow for more long weekends. 
 
A number of points emerged regarding businesses. According to a few stakeholders, the 
shorter summer and more evenly spread remaining holidays could support a micro-tourism 
businesses like holiday lets. It would reduce current pressures on staff during the ‘manic’ 
summer season. Tourist businesses (e.g. larger employers) that did not rely on young 
employees (15-18 years old) could benefit from this model as it would spread the work and 
allow more time for training. Also, surmised one stakeholder, with the climate becoming 
warmer, there would be benefits for some tourism attractions, including the benefit of 
different timings across the year as it extended the demand through the year.  
 
Perceived drawbacks of model C 
Participants in the in-depth discussions often disliked how short the summer break was – 
learners and education workforce staff would miss the six weeks. Some of the latter simply 
could not imagine it and expected that such a reduced break would affect the education 
workforce’s wellbeing. Year 12 learners especially disliked this model as the short summer 
break would not allow them to do the things they wanted to: spend time with friends, have 
a proper break from school work and be able to get a summer job over an extended period.  
 

Mae hynna jyst yn appaling. Mae o'n tynnu'r joy o'r ha' i gyd o'na. (That’s just 
appalling. It takes all the joy out of the summer.) . . . Might as well bod yn ysgol 
trwy'r flwyddyn i gyd. (Might as well be in school throughout the whole year.) 
(Learners) 
 
Oherwydd bod 'na ddim hyblygrwydd yn y swydd, mae cael y chwech wsnos 'na, 
hwnna ydi'r bonus . . . Ond fedri di neud be ti isio mewn chwech wsnos neu mewn 
mis, fedri? Mae tair wsnos wedyn yn cyfyngu chdi, dydi, yn fy marn i. (Because there 
is no flexibility in the job, having those six weeks, that's the bonus . . . But you can do 
what you want in six weeks or in a month, can’t you? Three weeks on the other hand 
limits you, doesn’t it, in my opinion.) (Education workforce) 
 
It’s nice to have a long holiday in August to switch off. I don’t know if three would be 
enough to recharge the batteries.(Education workforce) 
 

It also felt too regimented and monotonous - some older learners commented that they 
would feel like ‘robots’ while some stakeholders described it as lacking variation, ‘formulaic’ 
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and likened it to a ‘treadmill’ with little opportunity to switch off. Also, the short summer 
break did not allow enough time for a fresh start to the school year and ‘reset’ which 
reportedly energised staff and learners, while the shorter terms, surmised a few education 
workforce participants, might not be long enough to make real progress with learners. 
Having to keep building and sustaining learner and staff energy and motivation so regularly 
would be very difficult, thought one education workforce participant. Continuity would be 
damaged with such regular two-week breaks. More fundamentally, a stakeholder remarked 
that the model would not necessarily solve the issues faced by vulnerable and 
disadvantaged learners. It felt ‘simplistic’ to believe that it would have this effect. 
 

F: We don’t really like that one. M: It’s too much of a two, two, two, two, three. Too 
much of a boring rhythm. (Learner) 
 
Dwi'n gweld on eitha' monotonous. Mae o jyst yn teimlo'r un peth a jyst bod o fatha 
factory. Ti'n teimlo fatha robot yn mynd i ysgol bob dydd eniwe. Mae hynna jyst yn 
neud o'n waeth. (I find it quite monotonous. It just feels the same and just like a 
factory. You feel like a robot going to school every day anyway. That just makes it 
worse.) (Learner) 
 
I actually think that provides genuine issues with continuity apart from anything else, 
and I’ve spoken about the fact that it is beneficial for staff and pupils to recalibrate 
and have that perspective. But, from a teaching and learning perspective, the 
frequency of two-week breaks is problematic because we’re all about maintaining a 
certain level of energy, a certain level of motivation. (Education workforce) 

 
According to a few stakeholders and education workforce participants, the model also 
presented a high risk of teachers leaving the profession. Staffing levels were already 
thought to be impacted and teacher retention and recruitment problems could be 
exacerbated. The summer break would not be long enough for teachers to have a complete 
break, especially if they were still required to be in school for exam results duties. The 
model, some reiterated having seen the other models, would mean teachers would end up 
working during more of their holidays across the year.  
 

Gyda phythefnos off yn fwy aml, dwi'n mynd i fod falle'n fwy tueddol o weithio yn 
ystod y pythefnosau yna na beth ydw i dros yr haf oherwydd mae'r haf falle yn switch 
off i fi. Ond yn ystod mis Hydref, Rhagfyr, Chwefror ac Ebrill, dwi'n gwybod mae'r 
flwyddyn dal mor brysur, ac mae gennych chi gymaint i neud. (With two weeks off 
more often, I'm going to tend to work during those two weeks more than I am over 
the summer because the summer is when I switch off. But during October, December, 
February and April, I know the year is still so busy, and you have so much to do.) 
(Education workforce) 
 

Additionally, there would be nothing for older learners to look forward to. The six-week 
summer break is what keeps them going through the exam period and is the ‘reward’ at the 
end, explained some year 12 learners. Some stakeholders echoed this point, believing that 
learners need a long enough break in between school years to mark their progression from 
one year to the next. 
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Dwi'n teimlo hefyd yn hanner tymor ola' 'na, ti yn gweithio'n galad, a mae o werth o 
er mwyn y gwylia ha'. Yn fan'na, ti'm rili yn ennill dim byd. (I also feel that, in that last 
half term, you're working hard, and it's worth it for the summer holidays. There, you 
don’t really gain anything.) (Learner) 
 

Some parents, business participants education workforce participants and stakeholders 
questioned the need for so many two-week breaks at times of the year when children would 
spend less time outside. It was thought by a few that this could affect their health and 
wellbeing, whereas with the current six-week summer break, children had more 
opportunity to be outdoors. 
 

I think the holidays should be based around the drier seasons so they can actually be 
out of the house rather than be stuck in 24 hours when it’s actually raining and stuff. 
(Parent) 
 

Regarding exam organisation, highlighted a couple of stakeholders, the model would create 
complexity and potential unintended consequences for learners. A wide range of 
qualifications, including BTECs, are included in the current UK common timetabling 
arrangements for exams. There are far fewer Wales-only qualifications. As England is 
unlikely to change the school year arrangements, the common timetabling arrangement 
that currently exists could be problematic, and learners in Wales could be disadvantaged. 
The way in which exams fitted into any change and the likely impacts would need to be 
evaluated before any decision was made on changes. There was a very strong view among 
stakeholders that it was essential the UK regions worked together and aligned calendars. It 
was also pointed out that the tertiary colleges general contract of employment states the 
requirement of four consecutive weeks’ leave which would need review. 
 
There were strong levels of concern among participants linked to the tourism sector 
because of there being such a short summer break and replacing a profit making week with 
a loss making week over Christmas. It would affect revenues at an important time of the 
year for some tourism businesses which relied on warm weather visitors. Most tourist 
attractions would be ‘on the rocks’ according to one participant. There would be no 
opportunity for businesses to re-invest; they would, at best, break even and many would 
fold, warned one stakeholder. More thought and consideration was felt to be needed for 
Wales’s second largest industry. The point was made that there would also be a significant 
impact on young people who were seeking a career in the industry.  
 

F: It’s not long enough when the weather’s nice. . . . F: There’s too many two-weekers 
when there’s nothing to do. . . . F: Places are shut. . . . F: It’s raining. (Business) 

 
Furthermore, the ‘dislocation’ of the tourism season would mean employers having to try to 
organise cover even more regularly than at present. Plus there would be no peak time for 
tourist attractions and staffing shortages could make it very difficult to cover demand from 
other visitors from the UK and beyond. Employers in general would find it difficult to 
manage staffing from a continuity point of view, anticipated a few participants, and it would 
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create demand pressures among staff for annual leave during the three-week summer 
break. 
 
A few stakeholders focused their concern on childcare provision. The argument was that the 
short summer holiday could be detrimental to childcare providers who offered holiday clubs 
and could mean closure of some provisions. A three-week summer break would be a barrier, 
making it difficult to recruit staff. In turn, this would probably have a negative impact on the 
range and type of opportunities and experiences available to learners and parents. As with 
option B, it could be very difficult, especially for single parent families, to organise informal 
childcare for two-week periods versus the current one-week half terms. Childcare 
challenges were also mentioned among parents, with a two-week break to organise never 
far away.  
 

You think January, then they’re off again for February, they’re back in for March, off 
again. It’ll be constant. (Parent) 

 
The potential for higher prices for family holidays in the short three-week summer break 
was also mentioned among participants, which could impact more on families in deprived 
communities. Furthermore, a three-week holiday in the summer household might 
encourage parents to take children out of school during term time. Benefits that many 
families enjoyed from the longer summer break would be lost (e.g. visiting family overseas).  
 
A small number of parents commented that very few of the holidays in model C seemed to 
include the bank holidays or any of Wales’s key cultural events, apart from the National 
Eisteddfod. They thought it would use up working parents’ annual leave more quickly than 
at present.  
 

Y broblem dwi'n gweld hefyd yw, mae patrwm 'ma, neu byddwn i'n meddwl y rhan 
fwya' o batrymau tebyg, mae'n colli bron pob un ŵyl banc. Felly mae'r pwynt oedd 
rhywun 'di neud ynglŷn â gallu cael wthnos hir off tra dim ond yn cael tridiau o wylie, 
mae fe'n colli y gwylie i gyd heblaw am y Steddfod Genedlaethol. Mae fe jyst i weld 
yn batrwm sydd ddim yn ffitio gyda'r ffordd 'yn ni'n ymddwyn o gwbl. (The problem I 
also see is, there is a pattern here, or I should think most similar patterns, it misses 
almost every bank holiday. So the point someone just made about being able to have 
a long week off while only using three days of leave, it misses all the holidays except 
the National Eisteddfod. It just seems to be a pattern that doesn't fit the way we 
behave at all.) (Parent) 
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Appendix A – stakeholder event messages to the Minister 
 
At the end of the stakeholder online events, participants were encouraged to post a 
‘message to the Minister’ about the subject of reforming the school year. This section also 
includes questions that participants felt were important to ask. The individual points made 
are provided below and broadly organised by theme. These themes are also recorded in the 
main report.  
 
Give clear evidence on why change is needed 
• What is the problem we are trying to solve? Is this change for change’s sake? The 

current school year is culturally embedded in the life of families and communities in 
Wales. Change will result in turmoil. Struggling to identify a significantly persuasive 
argument for change. 

• Reflect and explain clearly why any changes are being suggested. What is the rationale? 

• Generally, none of the models ABC are really any more attractive to the participants in 
comparison to what we already have in place. 

• I firmly believe that we shouldn’t change the school calendar or school day to suit the 
needs of parents.  

• Be cognisant of the far-reaching implications of any changes to the school year, not just 
for schools, but for parents, employers and for other sectors including childcare 
providers who will face staff recruitment and retention challenges, resulting in more 
limited provision for parents. 

• Life is not consistent, and we need to be careful that consistency is not become the 
driver as opposed to the needs of children, parents and education.  

• For context: model B would tie us with South Korea who currently have the shortest 
summer break in the world. Those countries, like Portugal and USA, who have the 
longest summer breaks use summer school and summer camps to overcome the 
learning loss for the poorest students. 

 
Change is needed to better support learners 
• Change needs to be considered as the current long summer holidays mean that young 

people are losing learning (especially younger children and those at Welsh medium 
schools). The loss of school-based support during holidays for more vulnerable and 
disadvantaged children has a significant impact on both their health and wellbeing, 
while a more even spread of holidays would allow both families and staff to have 
valuable time to relax and recover without loss of learning momentum. 

• The educational system is meant to be equitable. Marginalised groups are suffering 
disproportionately with the current system so any move to a more equitable model 
would be very beneficial. 

• Any changes radical or otherwise remember that it is the pupils who find learning most 
difficult that should be at the forefront of any changes and should advantage them 
better than we are currently doing. Put learners first.  
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• We must acknowledge the 30% (or so) children who live in poverty/ deprivation and any 
change to the school year must help these children overcome the barriers and support 
their learning journey. 

• Ensure close working between education and childcare providers so that there is e.g.  
access to school sites during holidays for sufficient childcare and wellbeing of children is 
prioritised. 

 
Childcare focus 
• Make sure changes to the school year align with changes to the childcare sector. 
 
Learners and education workforce focus 
• Wellbeing of staff and children is fundamental. 

• Will any changes to the school year also be enacted in sixth form colleges / FEIs? If not, 
progression routes from schools to FE will be more difficult to plan. 

• We should consider a more radical approach to the way we work. Recruitment is a 
problem despite the generous holiday provision at present. We are concerned about 
leaders’ workload – what about offering a 5 day well-being period for members of the 
profession to be taken as an additional offering to the annual leave provision? 

 
Other actions needed to better support learners  
• There is an opportunity here for stakeholders and providers to develop an out of school 

learning strategy over the long summer period.  

• Consistency of this model C is better than others but changing the term dates alone 
won’t make a huge impact. We need to focus on other ways to improve learning 
outcomes in Wales other than tinkering with the school year. 

 
Change preferences 
• The Secondary sector favours the two-week half term idea although the 3 week 

Christmas break isn’t as relevant as it is to the Primary sector.  

• Getting an additional week prior to November examinations (Secondary and Tertiary 
settings) would be useful; not to have May half-term could be useful to ensure that 
learners had support in school and contact time prior to examinations.  

• A reduction in the summer break to five weeks was acceptable [to business owners] and 
a suggestion of increasing the fixed Easter period to 3 weeks was felt a workable option.  

• Where the 4 week break falls mainly outside of August, this could be an issue. Could 
each holiday break move on a couple of weeks? Please reconsider the extra week in 
January and move it to Spring. 

 
Strong concerns regarding tourism 
• Some models are disastrous for the tourism industry. 80% of tourism income comes 

from UK visitors and they are not going to come to Wales in December through to 
February. If these plans go ahead without due consultation with tourism, there will be a 
massive impact on young people’s employment opportunities and the rural economy. 
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• The Tourism sector would be severely impacted with the alternative models as their 
main seasonal employees (15 to 18 years old) would not be available to cover the 
summer jobs for those continuing to visit during traditional, extended holiday period. 
Increase in demand for holidays over shorter break would be unmanageable and 
become prohibitively expensive for many. Key tourist attraction times would be 
significantly affected, and insufficient income could be generated for many businesses to 
be viable. 

• Understand the negative impact any potential changes to the school year, in particular a 
shorter summer break, will have on the tourism sector in Wales. 

• From a tourism perspective, maintain a longer summer holiday break. 
 
Business impact 
• A reduction in the summer break to five weeks was acceptable [to business owners] and 

a suggestion of increasing the fixed Easter period to three weeks was felt a workable 
option. 

• The fixing of regular school terms dates would benefit business planning and shorter 
holidays would aid SMEs, especially for women. However, care needs to be considered 
for the viability of childcare/holiday clubs during reduced school holidays. 

 
Ensure no additional workload for schools 
• No matter what the agreed model is, I would like the minister to consider summer 

holiday provision without additional workload for schools. SHEP is invaluable for 
disadvantaged children but there is a lot of work involved for schools that results in very 
few schools signing up. 

 
Ensure important cultural factors accounted for 
• Many factors impact these decisions – need to consider all of these and how it will affect 

Wales’ cultural festivals e.g. the Urdd Eisteddfod, the Royal Welsh Show and the 
National Eisteddfod. Are we considering these factors in our deliberations about a 
reformed school year?  

 
Implications for exams and non-alignment with England 
• We must consider the whole picture i.e. implication on examinations schedule and 

results etc.  

• Please be aware of the impact of any potential changes to the school year on learners in 
Wales, especially if the school year is not aligned with that in England/the rest of the UK, 
and the impact this will have on learning and qualifications. 

• Welsh pupils’ preparation and performance in external assessments and exams must not 
be negatively impacted by changes to the school year when compared to our English 
neighbours, especially with regard to entry into Higher Education. 

• Ensure learners in Wales are not disadvantaged if changes to the school year do not 
align with that in England. (Secondary school headteacher) 

• If we move the examination times away from other regions of the UK, while WJEC would 
be willing to change dates, it is unlikely that other, non-Wales based examination boards 
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would be prepared to go to the expense of supporting different exam schedules. This 
would limit learner choice for qualifications. There would be major issues if we were not 
to be aligned with other school calendars around the UK. 

• Strong view that it is absolutely essential that the UK regions work together and align 
calendars. 

• Schools bordering with England and the families of the children attending those schools 
face added problems as regards childcare etc. Consistency is vital. Wales is not an island 
and these differences were highlighted greatly during the pandemic period.  

• Crucial that border considerations are taken into account. Many of our staff live in 
Shropshire and children educated. 

 
Implications for teacher attraction and retention 
• A real concern about how this change to impact recruitment and retention of staff which 

is already challenging; the current ‘calendar’ is why some have joined the profession so 
beware. 

 
Timing 
• Good opportunity now to reform the holidays with the new curriculum. 
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Appendix B – quantitative survey questionnaires and focus group topic 
guides 
 

Learners survey questionnaire 
 

Arolwg Blwyddyn Ysgol yng Nghymru / School Year in Wales survey  
 
Mae'r arolwg hwn ar gyfer plant 7-18 oed 
Hoffwn glywed barn pobl ifanc am y flwyddyn ysgol a sut mae tymhorau a gwyliau’r ysgol wedi’u rhannu 
Mae'r holiadur hwn yn cael ei gynnal ar gyfer Llywodraeth Cymru 
Maent yn awyddus i sicrhau bod safbwyntiau pobl ifanc yn cael eu hystyried 
 
This survey is for people aged 7 to 18 
We want to find out what they think of the school year and how the school terms and holidays are spread 
out 
It’s being carried out for the Welsh Government 
They want to make sure that young people’s views are heard 

 
A1. Ym mha iaith hoffech chi ateb yr holiadur / Which language would you like to do the survey in? 
 English / Saesneg 
 Welsh / Cymraeg 

 
S2. How old are you? 
 6 or under 
 7 – 11 
 12-15 
 16-18 
 19 and over  

 
Please ask a parent or carer to answer the next few questions. 
 
S1. Are you the parent or guardian of this child aged 7 to 15? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
S1a. Are you the parent or guardian of a child aged 7 to 18? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
S2. What’s your name?  
Write in 

 
S3. And what’s your relationship to the child? 
 Parent 
 Grandparent 
 Guardian 
 Other 
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S4. In which local authority do you live?  
Select one 
 Blaenau Gwent  Neath Port Talbot 
 Bridgend  Newport 
 Caerphilly  Pembrokeshire 
 Cardiff  Powys 
 Carmarthenshire  Rhondda Cynon Taf 
 Ceredigion  Swansea 
 Conwy  Torfaen 
 Denbighshire  Vale of Glamorgan 
 Flintshire  Wrexham 
 Gwynedd  Ynys Môn 
 Merthyr Tydfil  Outside Wales  
 Monmouthshire   

 
S5. Which of the following best describes the occupation or status of the MAIN INCOME EARNER in 
your household? If the main income earner is retired, please use the previous occupation / status.  
Please choose one. 
 
 Higher managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. established doctor, solicitor, board director 

in a large organisation (200+ employees), top level civil servant / public service employee) 
 Intermediate managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. newly qualified (under 3 years) 

doctor, solicitor, board director in a small organisation, middle manager in a large organisation, 
principal officer in the civil service / local government, teacher, accountant) 

 Supervisory or clerical / junior managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. office worker, 
student doctor, foreman with 25+ employees, salesperson, policeman, nurse, secretary, self-
employed) 

 Skilled manual worker (e.g. skilled bricklayer, carpenter, electrician, plumber, painter, bus / 
ambulance driver, HGV/train driver, AA patrolman, mechanic) 

 Semi or unskilled manual work (e.g. manual workers, all apprentices in skilled trades, caretaker, 
park keeper, non-HGV driver, shop assistant, pub / bar worker, factory worker, receptionist, 
labourer) 

 Full time education/student  
 Unemployed or on other benefits 
 Carer 
 Homemaker 

 
S6. Do you give your consent for your child to take part in this survey? 
 Yes – I give my consent 
 No – I do not give my consent  

 
 Please hand back to your child. If your child is aged 7 – 11, you might want to help them with the 
questions. 
It will take around 10 minutes to answer these questions. 
 Everything you tell us will be kept confidential, which means that nobody will know what answers 
you have given. 
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 Beaufort Research Privacy Notice 
 What is a Privacy Notice? A Privacy Notice tells you what personal data Beaufort Research would like to 
collect about you, how we use it and what you can about it.  

 
 Who are we? Beaufort Research is a market research company that isn’t connected to the Welsh 
Government. We have been asked by the Welsh Government to carry out this research for them. They 
are in charge of education in Wales. 
 We will be collecting information only for research and not for any other reasons. We sometimes call 
the information we collect ‘data’. Any information you give us in the survey, such as your age and ethnic 
background, will be combined with information from other people we interview. We will report the 
results based on everybody who takes part and your own answers won’t be linked to you. 
 Who will see your data? We follow the rules of Data Protection Law. We will keep the information about 
you and your data safe, protected, and locked. Only the Beaufort researchers will see this personal data. 
We will delete your personal information 3 months after the project ends. 
 What do we do with the data we collect? We write a report for the Welsh Government which will put 
together the views of a range of different groups of people taking part in the research. The Welsh 
Government may publish the report on their website. We make sure there is no personal information in 
the report. 
 Your rights 
Under the law about data protection, you are able: 
● To ask to see the personal data Beaufort Research has about you 
● To tell us to change anything that might be wrong in that data 
● To tell us not to use the data or only use parts of it 
● To ask for your data to be deleted earlier than the 3 months mentioned above.  
 If you want to do any of these things you can email us at dataprotection@beaufortresearch.co.uk or 
write to us at Beaufort Research, 2 Museum Place, Cardiff CF10 3BG. 
 
If you’re not happy with our answer or want to complain, you can contact the Information 
Commissioner’s Office (ICO). The ICO is in charge of making sure all organisations look after people’s 
data properly. 

 
Please tick this box to say that you would like to take part in the survey   Yes 

 
Which of these pictures includes trees? 
 q A & C 
 q C & D 
 q A & B 
 q A & D  

 
 This research is about the school year. School year means how the school holidays and school terms 
are spread out over the year.  

 
Q1. How happy are you with how the school year terms and holidays are spread out at the moment?  
 
Very happy   Happy   Unhappy   Very unhappy  I’m not sure 
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Q2. Why are you unhappy with the way the school year is set out 
at the moment?  
Write in 

 
Q3. Are there any changes you’d like made to the school year and 
how the terms and holidays are spread out?  
Write in 

 
Q4. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following things about the school year and 
school holidays.  
 Agree 

a lot 
Agree Disa- 

gree 
Disagree a 
lot 

Doesn’t 
apply to me 

I'm not sure 

I’m quite happy with the school year as it is       
I’d like all the school terms to be the same 
length and all school holidays to be the same 
length 

      

It’s time the school year was changed to fit 
in better with people’s lives nowadays 

      

My parent or carer sometimes finds it hard 
looking after me in the summer holidays 
because they have to work 

      

All school holidays should be 2 weeks long       
It would be better for school children if we 
had shorter school holidays but had them 
more often  

      

 
Q5. At the moment the school summer holiday lasts for 6 weeks. Is that…?  
Choose one 
 
 Too short  
 Fine as it is  
 Too long 

 
Q6. Why do you think it’s too short?  
Write in 

 
Q7. Why do you think it’s too long?  
Write in 

 
Q8. What do you think of the idea of changing the school year, so that all terms last the same number 
of weeks, and the school summer holiday is shorter? 
 
Very good idea Good idea Bad idea Very bad idea I’m not sure 
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Q9. If the school year was changed so that all terms lasted the same number of weeks, the Easter 
Bank Holiday weekend might be during school term-time. What do you think of this?  
Choose one 
 
 I would prefer Easter to be during a school holiday 
 I don’t mind either way 
 I would prefer Easter to be during school term time 
 I’m not sure 

 
 Now we’d like to know what you think about some different ways that the school year could be in 
future. This picture shows what the school year in Wales looks like now, with term times and 
holidays. 
 190 teaching days 
 Easter Day is always during the Easter school holidays break 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Q10. The picture below shows another way that the school year could be in future. It has 3 long terms 
all about the same length with a 5 week summer break. 
 190 days at school 
 Each term has a 1 week break halfway through  
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Idea X 
 Do you think this different school year would be better, worse or no different to the school year we 
have now?  
  Better 
  No different 
  Worse 
  I'm not sure 

 
 Q11. The picture below shows another idea for the school year. It has 5 shorter terms all the same 
length with a 4 week summer break. 
 190 days at school 
 Winter and Easter breaks are always the same dates 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Idea J 
 Do you think this different school year would be better, worse or no different to the school year we 
have now?  
  Better 
  No different 
  Worse 
  I'm not sure 

 
 Q12. The picture below shows another idea for the school year. It has 6 short terms all about the 
same length. Each school holiday is about 2 weeks long except in the summer which is a 3 week 
break. 
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 190 days at school 
 Winter and Easter breaks are always the same dates 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Idea T 
 Do you think this different school year would be better, worse or no different to the school year we 
have now?  
  Better 
  No different 
  Worse 
  I'm not sure 

 
Q13. You’ve seen 3 different ideas for the school year. You’ve also seen how the school year looks 
now. Which one do you think would be best to have?  
 
Please remember that they all have the same number of school days and holidays.  
Choose one 
 Choice X: has 3 school terms of about 13 weeks. Each term has a 1 week break halfway through. 

The autumn term is shorter than what we have now. There is a 5 week summer break instead of 6 
weeks.  

 Choice J: has 5 school terms of about 7 to 8 weeks. There is a 4 week summer break instead of 6 
weeks. 

 Choice T: has 6 school terms lasting about 6 to 7 weeks. Each school holiday is about 2 weeks long 
except in the summer which is a 3 week break. 

 Keep the school year as it is with 3 terms of about 10 weeks. Each term has a 1 week break 
halfway through. There is a 6 week summer break. 

 Don’t mind / I’m not sure 
 

Q14. Why do you think this one is best?  
Write in 

 
Q15. If the school year was changed in this way, what difference (if any) do you think this would 
make to the following people? 
 Make it better 

for them 
Make no 
difference to 
them 

Make it 
worse for 
them 

I'm not sure 

Learners generally      
Children in nursery and primary schools     
Children in secondary school and sixth 
form / further education 

    

Parents and carers of children     
Businesses with workers who have 
children in school 

    

Teachers, teaching assistants and 
people working in schools and further 
education colleges  
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 Lastly a few questions about you, so that we can break results down by different ages, by where 
people live and so on. 

 
Q16. Which of the following do you go to? 
 School  
 Sixth form college  
 Further education college 
 University or other higher education facility 
 Not in education 

 
Q17. Which school year are you in? 
 Year 2 
 Year 3 
 Year 4 
 Year 5 
 Year 6 
 Year 7 
 Year 8 
 Year 9 
 Year 10 
 Year 11 
 Year 12 
 Year 13 

 
Q19. Which of these best describes your gender? 
 Boy / Male 
 Girl / Female 
 Other, write in below if you wish 
 I don’t want to say 
Other, please specify if you wish 

 
Q20. What is your ethnic group?  
 White – Welsh, English, Scottish, Northern Irish or British 
 White - Irish 
 White – Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
 White - Roma 
 Any other White background 
 Mixed or Multiple - White and Black Caribbean  
 Mixed or Multiple – White and Black African 
 Mixed or Multiple – White and Asian 
 Any other Mixed or Multiple background  
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Indian 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British – Bangladeshi 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Pakistani 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Chinese 
 Any other Asian background 
 Black, Black Welsh or Black British - Caribbean 
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 Black, Black Welsh or Black British - African 
 Any other Black, Black Welsh, Black British, Caribbean or African background 
 Other ethnic group – Arab 
 Any other ethnic group 
 Prefer not to say 

 
Q21. In which local authority do you live?  
 Blaenau Gwent 
 Bridgend 
 Caerphilly 
 Cardiff 
 Carmarthenshire 
 Ceredigion 
 Conwy 
 Denbighshire 
 Flintshire 
 Gwynedd 
 Merthyr Tydfil 
 Monmouthshire 
 Neath Port Talbot 
 Newport 
 Pembrokeshire 
 Powys 
 Rhondda Cynon Taf 
 Swansea 
 Torfaen 
 Vale of Glamorgan 
 Wrexham 
 Ynys Môn 
 Outside Wales  

 
Q22. Which of the following best describes the occupation or status of the MAIN INCOME EARNER in 
your household? If the main income earner is retired, please use the previous occupation / status.  
Please choose one. 
 
 Higher managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. established doctor, solicitor, board 

director in a large organisation (200+ employees), top level civil servant / public service employee) 
 Intermediate managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. newly qualified (under 3 years) 

doctor, solicitor, board director in a small organisation, middle manager in a large organisation, 
principal officer in the civil service / local government, teacher, accountant) 

 Supervisory or clerical / junior managerial / professional / administrative (e.g. office worker, 
student doctor, foreman with 25+ employees, salesperson, policeman, nurse, secretary, self-
employed) 

 Skilled manual worker (e.g. skilled bricklayer, carpenter, electrician, plumber, painter, bus / 
ambulance driver, HGV/train driver, AA patrolman, mechanic) 
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 Semi or unskilled manual work (e.g. manual workers, all apprentices in skilled trades, caretaker, 
park keeper, non-HGV driver, shop assistant, pub / bar worker, factory worker, receptionist, 
labourer) 

 Full time education/student  
 Unemployed or on other benefits 
 Carer 
 Homemaker 

 
  
Thanks for your help. Your views are really important and will be very useful to the Welsh Government 
in deciding what to do about the shape of the school year in Wales. 
 
Please click on the [tick] below to complete the survey. 
 

 

Education workforce questionnaire 
 

 Arolwg Blwyddyn Ysgol yng Nghymru / School Year in Wales survey  
 Mae Llywodraeth Cymru yn awyddus i glywed safbwyntiau athrawon a'r gweithlu addysg ynghylch y 
calendr ysgol. Bydd y canlyniadau yn sail i'r drafodaeth yn ymwneud â strwythur y flwyddyn ysgol yn y 
dyfodol yng Nghymru. 

 
 The Welsh Government is keen to find out teachers' and the education workforce's views on the school 
calendar. The results will inform the discussion on the future structure of the school year in Wales. 
  
Ym mha iaith hoffech chi ateb yr holiadur / Which language would you prefer for the survey? 
 
English / Saesneg 
Welsh / Cymraeg 

 
 Bydd yr holiadur yn cymryd oddeutu 10 munud i'w gwblhau. Bydd y wybodaeth a roddwch yn cael ei 
chadw'n gwbl gyfrinachol. 

 
 The survey will take around 10 minutes to complete. All the information you provide will be kept strictly 
confidential. 

 
 Do you currently work in the education sector? 
 Yes 
 No 
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 Beaufort Research Privacy Notice 
Beaufort Research is an independent market and social research business based in Cardiff. We will be 
collecting information in the survey purely for research purposes. Any information such as age, gender and 
ethnicity will be combined with other people we interview so that research findings can be reported 
among aggregated groups (e.g. 35-54s, men, etc.). Your answers to questions will not be personally 
identifiable. 
 
All details are stored securely on our servers and can only be accessed by Beaufort staff involved in 
research projects. Your details are not shared with any other organisation. 
 
Any personally identifiable data will be held for a maximum of 3 months after the end of the project but if 
you wish these to be removed from our systems at any time, you can email 
dataprotection@beaufortresearch.co.uk informing us of this. In addition, you have the right to: 
 -  Access any data we hold on you. 
-  Rectify any inaccuracies in data we hold on you. 
-  Limit any processing of data we hold on you. 
 
This can also be done by emailing dataprotection@beaufortresearch.co.uk or by writing to us at Beaufort 
Research, 2 Museum Place, Cardiff CF10 3BG. 
 
If you are not satisfied with Beaufort’s response, or believe we are not processing your personal data in 
accordance with the law, you can make a complaint to the Information Commissioner’s Office, Make a 
complaint - ICO 

 
  Please confirm you are willing to take part Yes 

 
Which of these pictures includes palm trees? 
A & C 
C & D 
A & B 
A & D  

 
 As you know, the school year in Wales is currently structured around 3 terms:  
 the winter term, running from September to December 
 the spring term, running from January to March/April (depending on when Easter falls)  
 the summer term, running from April to mid-July. 

 
 During each term there is a week’s holiday at half-term. At the end of the winter and spring terms (at 
Christmas and Easter) there is a 2 week holiday and at the end of the summer term there is a 6 week 
holiday. 

 
Q1. How appropriate do you think the current school year structure is for people’s lives nowadays? 
Very appropriate 
Fairly appropriate 
Not very appropriate  
Not at all appropriate 
Don’t know / not applicable / not relevant to me 
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Q2. Why do you say that?  
Write in 

 
Q3a. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the current school year supports learner progression 
and attainment and addresses disadvantage? 
Agree strongly 
Agree 
Disagree 
Disagree strongly 
Don’t know 

 
Q3b. What changes, if any, would you like to see made to the way the school year is structured in 
Wales?   
Write in 

 
Q4. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the current school 
year and school holidays? 
 Agree 

strongly 
Agree Disa-

gree 
Disagree 
strongly 

Not 
applicable 

Don't 
know 

I’d prefer to see all parts of Wales having 
exactly the same school holidays and term 
dates 

      

I’m quite happy with the school year as it is       
It would be good to have a more consistent 
pattern of school terms and holidays, rather 
than terms and holidays of varying lengths 

      

It’s time the school year was changed to 
reflect modern lives 

      

The length of the current school summer 
holiday makes childcare difficult for working 
parents 

      

All school holidays should be 2 weeks long       
Shorter and more regular school holidays 
would be better for children and learners  

      

Shorter and more regular school holidays 
would be better for the school workforce  

      

 
Q5. Which of the following best sums up your view on the current 6 week school summer holiday?  
 It should be much shorter  
 It should be slightly shorter 
 It’s fine as it is 
 It should be slightly longer 
 It should be much longer 

 
Q6. Why do you say that?  
Write in 
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Q7. Why do you say that?  
Write in 

 
Q8. Would you be in favour of the idea of changes to the structure of the school year in Wales, to make 
all terms of equal length and to shorten the school summer holiday?  
 Strongly in favour of the idea 
 In favour of the idea 
 No opinion either way 
 Against the idea 
 Strongly against the idea 

 
Q9. Why do you say that?  
Write in 

 
Q10. Why do you say that?  
Write in 

 
Q11. If there were changes to the school year so that terms were of an even length, the Easter Bank 
Holiday weekend might fall during term-time. What’s your view on this?  
 I would prefer Easter to fall during a school holiday 
 No opinion either way 
 I would prefer Easter to fall during school term time 

 
 Now we’d like your views on some possible alternatives to the current school year. This visual 
summarises the current situation with term times and holidays in Wales. 
 190 teaching days 
 Easter (date varies from 22 March – 25 April) always falls within the Easter school holidays break 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Q12. One possible alternative structure for the school year might involve 3 equal length (long) terms 
with a 5 week summer break. 
 190 teaching days 
 1 week half-term for each term 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Alternative X 
What’s your view on this possible alternative structure for the school year in Wales – would it be better, 
worse or no different to the current school year in your opinion?  
 Much better  
 A little better 
 No different 
 A little worse 
 Much worse 
 Don’t know 
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 Q13. One possible alternative structure for the school year might involve 5 equal length terms with a 4 
week summer break. 
 190 teaching days 
 Winter and Easter breaks are fixed dates 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Alternative J 
 What’s your view on this possible alternative structure for the school year in Wales – would it be better, 
worse or no different to the current school year in your opinion?  
  Much better  
  A little better 
  No different 
  A little worse 
  Much worse 
  Don’t know 

 
 Q14. One possible alternative structure for the school year might involve 6 broadly equal terms, with 
school holidays about 2 weeks long except for 3 weeks in the summer. 
 190 teaching days 
 Winter and Easter breaks are fixed dates 
 In the diagram, green is term time, yellow is school holiday weeks 

 
 Alternative T 
 What’s your view on this possible alternative structure for the school year in Wales – would it be better, 
worse or no different to the current school year in your opinion?  
  Much better  
  A little better 
  No different 
  A little worse 
  Much worse 
  Don’t know 

 
Q15. Having seen 3 possible alternatives to the pattern of the school year as well as the current pattern, 
what would be your preference going forward?  
 Alternative X: 3 broadly equal terms of about 13 weeks with 1 week half-term for each - 5 week 

summer break instead of 6 and a shorter autumn term 
 Alternative J: 5 broadly equal terms of about 7 to 8 weeks - 4 week summer break instead of 6 
 Alternative T: 6 broadly equal terms of about 6 to 7 weeks - all school holidays about 2 weeks except 

for 3 weeks in the summer  
 Keep the school year as it is  
 No preference / don’t know 

 
Q16. Why is this your preference?  
Write in 
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Q17. If the school year was changed in this way, how do you think this would affect the following types 
of people (if at all)? 
 Make it better 

for them 
Make no 

difference to 
them 

Make it 
worse for 

them 

Don't know 

Learners generally      
Children in nursery and primary schools     
Children in secondary school and sixth form 
/ further education 

    

Parents and carers of children     
Employers with workers who have children 
of school age 

    

Teachers, education professionals and 
people working in schools and further 
education  

    

 
 Lastly a few questions about you, for analysis purposes. 

 
Q18. Which one of these best describes your current position?  
 Headteacher / deputy headteacher / assistant head teacher 
 Head of department or head of year 
 Teacher 
 Teaching assistant 
 Other 
 Please specify 

 
Q19. How long have you been working in the education sector?  
 1-2 years  
 3-5 years  
 6-10 years  
 11-20 years  
 21-30 years 
 31 or more years 

 
Q20. What age children do you work with?  
Select all that apply 
 Pre-school age 
 Nursery or primary school age 
 Secondary school age 
 Sixth form / FE college age (16-18)  

 
Q21. Do any of the following apply to you?  
Select all that apply 
 I work with learners with Additional Learning Needs 
 I work in a special school 
 I work in a Pupil Referral Unit 
 None of these 
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Q22. In which local authority do you work? 
 Blaenau Gwent 
 Bridgend 
 Caerphilly 
 Cardiff 
 Carmarthenshire 
 Ceredigion 
 Conwy 
 Denbighshire 
 Flintshire 
 Gwynedd 
 Merthyr Tydfil 
 Monmouthshire 
 Neath Port Talbot 
 Newport 
 Pembrokeshire 
 Powys 
 Rhondda Cynon Taf 
 Swansea 
 Torfaen 
 Vale of Glamorgan 
 Wrexham 
 Ynys Môn 
 Outside Wales  

 
Q23. Which of these best describes your gender? 
 Male 
 Female 
 Other, write in below if you wish 
 Prefer not to say 
 Other, please specify if you wish 

 
Q24. Which age group do you fall into?  
 16-24 
 25-34 
 35-44 
 45-54 
 55-64 
 65+ 
 Prefer not to say 

 
Q25. What is your ethnic group? 
 White – Welsh, English, Scottish, Northern Irish or British 
 White - Irish 
 White – Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
 White - Roma 
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 Any other White background 
 Mixed or Multiple - White and Black Caribbean  
 Mixed or Multiple – White and Black African 
 Mixed or Multiple – White and Asian 
 Any other Mixed or Multiple background  
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Indian 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British – Bangladeshi 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Pakistani 
 Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian British - Chinese 
 Any other Asian background 
 Black, Black Welsh or Black British - Caribbean 
 Black, Black Welsh or Black British - African 
 Any other Black, Black Welsh, Black British, Caribbean or African background 
 Other ethnic group – Arab 
 Any other ethnic group 
 Prefer not to say 

 
 Thank you for your help. Your views are important to us and will help shape Welsh Government policies in 
this area. 
 
Please click on the [tick] below to complete the survey. 

 

Beaufort Wales Omnibus quantitative survey questions for the general public 
including parents / carers and businesses 
 
Now some questions about the school year. At the moment, the school year in 
Wales is structured around three terms:  
 

• the winter term, running from September to December 

• the spring term, running from January to March/April (depending on when Easter 
falls)  

• the summer term, running from April to mid-July. 
 

During each term there is a week’s holiday at half-term. At the end of the winter and 
spring terms (at Christmas and Easter) there is a two week holiday and at the end of the 
summer term there is a six week holiday. 
 
Q1. How appropriate do you think the current school year structure is for people’s lives 

nowadays? 
 
 Very appropriate 
 Fairly appropriate 
 Not very appropriate – Ask Q2 
 Not at all appropriate – Ask Q2 
 
 Don’t know / not applicable / not relevant to me 
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If not very / not at all appropriate 
Q2. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
Ask all 
Q3. How well does the current pattern of the school year fit with your family or work 

commitments? 
 
 Very well 
 Fairly well 
 Not very well – Ask Q4 
 Not at all well – Ask Q4 
 
 Don’t know / not applicable / not relevant to me 
 
If not very / not at all well 
Q4. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
Ask all 
Q5. What changes, if any, would you like to see made to the way the school year is 

structured in Wales? Write in 
 
 _______________________________________________ 
 
Q6. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the 

current school year and school holidays? 
 

 Randomise order of 
statements 

Agree 
strongly 

Agree Disagree Disagree 
strongly 

Not 
applic 

Don’t 
know 

 I’d prefer to see all parts of 
Wales having exactly the 
same school holidays and 
term dates 

      

 I’m quite happy with the 
school year as it is 

      

 It would be good to have a 
more consistent pattern of 
school terms and holidays, 
rather than terms and 
holidays of varying lengths 

      

 It’s time the school year was 
changed to reflect modern 
lives 
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 The length of the current 
school summer holiday 
makes childcare difficult for 
working parents 

      

 All school holidays should be 
two weeks long 

      

 Shorter and more regular 
school holidays would be 
better for children and 
learners  

      

 
Q7. Which of the following best sums up your view on the current six week school 

summer holiday? Select one 
(Scale to be inverted between interviews) 

 
 It should be much shorter    - Ask Q8 

It should be slightly shorter   - Ask Q8 
It’s fine as it is    - Go to Q10 
It should be slightly longer   - Ask Q9 
It should be much longer   - Ask Q9 

 
If shorter 
Q8. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
If longer 
Q9. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
Ask all 
Q10. Would you be in favour of the idea of changes to the structure of the school year in 

Wales, to make all terms of equal length and to shorten the school summer 
holiday? Select one 
(Scale to be inverted between interviews) 

 
 Strongly in favour of the idea - Ask Q11 
 In favour of the idea   - Ask Q11 
 No opinion either way  - Go to Q13 
 Against the idea   - Ask Q12 
 Strongly against the idea  - Ask Q12 
 
If in favour 
Q11. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
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If against 
Q12. Why do you say that? Write in 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
Ask all 
Q13. If there were changes to the school year so that terms were of an even length, the 

Easter Bank Holiday weekend might fall during term-time. What’s your view on 
this? Select one 

 (Scale to be inverted between interviews) 
 
 I would prefer Easter to fall during a school holiday 
 No opinion either way 
 I would prefer Easter to fall during school term time 
 
Q14. If there were changes to the school year so that terms were of an even length and 

the summer holiday was shorter, how do you think this would affect the following 
types of people (if at all)? 

 

  Make it 
better for 

them 

Make no 
difference 
to them 

Make it 
worse for 

them 

Don’t 
know 

 Learners generally      

 Children in nursery and 
primary schools 

    

 Children in secondary 
school and sixth form / 
further education 

    

 Parents and carers of 
children 

    

 Employers with workers 
who have children of 
school age 

    

 Teachers, education 
professionals and people 
working in schools and 
further education  

    

 
CLASSIFICATION 
 
Ask all 
Q15. Are you a parent, guardian or regular carer of a child or young person aged 18 and 

under? Select one 
 
 Yes – parent 
 Yes – guardian 
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 Yes – carer (grandparent) 
 Yes – carer (other) 
 No 
 
If yes at Q15 
Q16. What age child / children do you have or care for? Select all that apply 
 
 Pre-school age 
 Nursery or primary school age 
 Secondary school age 
 Sixth form / FE college age (16-18)  - Ask Q17 
 
If sixth form / FE college age  
Q17. Are they still in full-time education? 
 
 Yes 
 No 
Ask if working full time / part-time / self-employed 
Q18. Which of the following, if any, apply to you? Select all that apply 
 I’m a business owner  
 I’m a senior decision maker in my place of work 

I’m a line manager or supervisor of other workers in my place of work 
I’m a teacher, other education professional or work in a school or further education 
college 
 
None of these 

 

Learners focus groups topic guide 
 
A. Introductions (10 mins) 
 
1. Thank participants for attending. Introduce self and Beaufort Research. 
 
2. Explain aim of the research: this research is about the school year. School year 

means how the school holidays and school terms are spread out over the year. So at 
the moment, for example, you have a long summer break, two weeks break in the 
winter and at Easter; and then 1 week half terms. We want to find out if you like this 
way of spreading out the term time and holidays, or if there are different ways of 
spreading them out that would help you get on better in school and life.  
 
What you tell me in this chat will help the Welsh Government plan what to do with 
the school year in the future.  

 
3. As people who do focus groups, we have to follow very strict rules about how we do 

them. We don’t tell anyone else that we’ve asked you to take part and we don’t put 
anyone’s names in the report we write for the Welsh Government telling them what 
we’ve found out.  
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 I’d like to make a recording of our chat. This is just for us at Beaufort Research to 
use. It means we don’t miss anything you say. We sent you and your parent or carer 
something called a Privacy Notice. This document tells you how we protect your 
personal information like your name and parents’ phone number.  

 The chat will last up to one hour. There are no right or wrong answers. It’s fine if you 
have a different opinion to someone else in the group – we want to hear it! It’s also 
fine if you can’t always think of things to say. If you feel you need to stop for any 
reason, that’s absolutely fine and you don’t need to tell me why.  

 
4. Participant introductions: 

• First name 

• Favourite subject at school 

• Who else is at home 

 
B. Views on the current school year (15 mins) 

 
Share slide 1 – current school year 
5.  Let’s look first at the school year we have at the moment. I’m going to show you how 

the school year is spread out just as a reminder. We have the 12 months, beginning 
with September because that’s when the school year starts. The green parts are 
when you’re at school and the yellow boxes are the weeks where you have a holiday. 
There are 3 terms of about 10 weeks each (but this can vary by a few weeks). The 
law says there must be 190 teaching days in the year which we have here.  

 
Talk through each term / holiday. Is there anything I’ve said that isn’t very clear?  

 
Share slide 2 – scoring visual 
6. Next, please can you all think of a score out of 10 to sum up how happy you are with 

the way the school terms and holidays are spread out at the moment over the year? 
10 out of 10 means you’re completely happy with it, the school terms feel the right 
length to you, and you don’t want to change how the holidays are spread out. If you 
give a score of 1, it means you really don’t like how the terms and holidays are 
spread out. 

 
Can we go round the group to see what scores you’ve given it? It doesn’t matter if 
you’re not sure. Ask each participant for a score but don’t press if any are uncertain 

 
7. Those who have given higher scores (e.g. 7+), why are you happy or fairly happy with 

the school year as it is? Probe whatever emerges including, as appropriate: 

• What do you like about how the terms and holidays are spread out?  

• What’s good about having 6 weeks’ school holidays in the summer? 

• Is there anything else you like about the school year? 
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8. Those who have given lower scores (e.g. 1-6), why are you not so happy with the 
school year as it is? Probe whatever emerges including, as appropriate: 

• What do you not like about how the terms and holidays are spread out?  

• What’s not so good about having 6 weeks’ school holidays in the summer? 

• What would you prefer? 
 
9. Do you think other people in your family are happy with the school year we have at 

the moment, or do you think they might not be so keen on it? Probe 

• Do you agree or disagree with that? Probe 
 

10. I’m now going to show you some positive and negative things that other people 
have said about the school year. I’d like you to tell me if you agree or disagree with 
them; or of course if you’re not sure, we need to know that, too. 

 
Share slides 3/4 – advantages / disadvantages 
11. (Show and read advantages first) First of all, are there any in this list that you agree 

with? May have already discussed some of them. Probe as appropriate, e.g.: 

• Why do you agree with that point?  

• Are there any here that you think are really important? Why is that?  

• Are there any here that you don’t agree with? Why is that? 
 
12. So at this point, have any of you changed your opinion on the current school year 

and if you think it’s fine as it is or not? Probe any changes and why 

• Do you think it’s important for the Welsh Government to see if there are better 
ways of organising the school year, or not? Prompt 

o Do you think changing the school year could improve how you get on at 
school and your wellbeing or do you think it probably wouldn’t make a 
difference? Probe  

 
C. Spontaneous suggestions for alternative model (10-15 mins) 

 
13.  For this next part of the chat we’re going to discuss how you would like the school 

year to look – so what would work best for you, to help you get on best at school 
and have good mental health and wellbeing?  

 
 Also, it’s fine if you have different opinions from others in the group. We need to 

hear them! 
 
Share screen slide 5 – participants’ model 
 So here’s our school year. The green shows you the term time, and we need to put 

the yellow school holiday weeks onto the year. We still need to include the 190 
teaching days, which leaves around 12-13 weeks’ holiday. 
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Shall we begin with the summer break – how many weeks’ holiday do you think 
would suit school learners best? Probe 

• How should the rest of the holiday weeks be spread out? Depending how 
talkative participants are, move next to the winter break – probe reasons for 
choices 

• What would you think if all school holidays were the same length spread across 
the year? E.g. 2 weeks each? 

 
14. What do you think is the right number of weeks for a term that would help you get 

on best with your learning? Probe including: 

• Should the school terms all be the same length or are you not sure about that? 

• Should there be more but shorter school terms or are you not so sure? 
 
15. How important is it to you that there are school breaks at Easter? (Other than the 

Bank Holidays) Why? Probe 
 
16. How close can we get to designing a school year that you all agree on? 

• Looking at what we have, how can you see it helping learners? 

• Can you see anything with this design that might not be so good for learners? 
 
D. Reactions to alternative models (20-25 mins) 

 
17.  For the final part of the discussion, I’m going to show you three different ways the 

school year could be organised, and I’d like to hear what you think of each. Also, 
please remember that the Welsh Government hasn’t decided if any of these ways 
should be used. They are just examples to show how the year could be different. 
We’re interested in your opinions to help the Welsh Government with their thinking 
about it all. At the end we’ll look at them all together for any final comments.  

 
 Rotate order of introduction across the 3 groups: 
 Group 1: ABC; Group 2: BCA; Group 3: CAB 
 
Share screen slide 6/7/8 as per rotation. Start at appropriate question. 
 
18. Model A:  

- This version has 3 more or less equal terms of around 13 weeks 

- There’s a 5 week summer break instead of the 6 weeks we have now 

- It begins in September and runs to the end of July 

- There are still 190 teaching days  
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• Can you see any advantages for yourselves with this structure? 
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o Who else might this one be good for? E.g. other learners, others in your family 
or teachers? 

• Are there any problems you can think of with this one?  

o Can you think of anyone else who might find this one a problem? E.g. other 
learners, others in your family or teachers? 

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how happy you’d be with it? 
 
19. Model B:  

- This version has 5 mainly equal terms with a 4 week summer break 

- The school year begins in early to mid-August and ends in late July 

- The winter and Easter breaks are now the same dates every year 

- There are still 190 teaching days 
 
What do you think of this one? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• Can you see any advantages for yourselves with this one? 

o Who else might this one be good for? E.g. other learners, others in your family 
or teachers? 

• Are there any problems you can think of with this one?  

o Can you think of anyone else who might find this one a problem? E.g. other 
learners, others in your family or teachers? 

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how happy you’d be with it?  
 
20. Model C:  

- This version has equal terms throughout the year with all breaks lasting for 2 weeks except 
3 weeks in the summer. It’s called a ‘year round’ model 

- The school year begins in late August and ends in late or early August, with 2 weeks in-
between 

- There are still 190 teaching days, but there could be more with this approach if learners 
needed more 

 
What do you think of this one? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• Can you see any advantages for yourselves with this idea? 

o Who else might this one be good for? E.g. other learners, others in your family 
or teachers? 

• Are there any problems you can think of with this one?  

o Can you think of anyone else who might find this one a problem? E.g. other 
learners, others in your family or teachers? 

• Can you see any issues for people whose religious faith might be important to them, for 
example Easter may not fall within a school holiday period? Probe sensitively:  
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o Might this be difficult for any of you?  

• It’s thought that this one might solve the problem of learners over a longer summer 
break forgetting what they’ve already learned. Also learners might not be so worn out 
towards the end of terms because the terms are shorter. What do you think?  

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how happy you’d be with it?  
 
Show slide 9 – current school year and alternatives together 
21. Finally, here are the 3 we’ve just discussed plus the year we have at the moment. 

Now that we’ve discussed them, what are you left thinking about the school year? 
Probe each: 

• Has your opinion on the school year changed any more, now we’ve nearly 
finished the discussion? Probe for each person 

 
Show slide 10 – sentence completion 

• Let’s imagine now that you are the First Minister in Wales, Mark Drakeford, and 
you are in charge of what happens with the school year. What would you do? 
Probe keep? Change? If so, confirm how and why 

o If you had to choose one, which of these 4 would you prefer for you? Ask 
each participant 

• Which do you think staff working in schools would prefer? 

• And which do you think would suit businesses in Wales best?  
 
22.  We’ve come to the end of the discussion - is there anything else you’d like to say? 

You can always email me afterwards if there are more points you’d like to make.  
 
Thank and close  
 

Parents / carers focus groups topic guide 
 
A. Introductions (10 mins) 
 
1. Thank participants for attending. Introduce self and Beaufort Research. 
 
2. Explain aim of the research: we want to find out what you think of the current school 

year, so how the terms and school holidays are spread out and how it could be 
improved to better suit you and your children’s lives. Your feedback will help the 
Welsh Government’s thinking on this topic and feed into further consultation and 
policy development. 

 
3. Explain MRS Code of Conduct: reassure about confidentiality and explain digital 

recording – to aid Beaufort’s analysis. Ensure participants have received the privacy 
notice. Establish any need for breaks, explain researcher contact details are available 
for any further queries / comments. Last 60-75 minutes.  
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4. Participant introductions: 

• First name 

• Who’s in the household  

• Number of children and ages / school year 

 
B. Views on the current school year (20 mins) 

 
5.  Let’s focus first on the way the current school year is structured. Please can you all 

think of a score out of 10 to sum up how satisfied you are with the way the school 
terms and holidays are spread out at the moment over the year? 10 out of 10 means 
you’re completely satisfied, and the school year suits you, your children, and your 
lives through to a score of 1 which means it doesn’t at all suit you and your family. 

 
Can we go round the group to see what scores you’ve given it? Ask each participant 
for a score 

 
6. Start with majority scores whether higher, neutral, or lower and probe reasons for 

scores. Ensure perceived advantages / disadvantages are covered: 

• Tell me why you gave it a score of [x]? 

• In what ways does the current school year suit: 

o You personally? 

o Your child / children? 

o Your family? 

• In what ways doesn’t the current school year suit: 

o You personally? 

o Your child / children? 

o Your family? 

 
Share screen slide 1 – current school year 
7. Let’s remind ourselves of how the current school year is organised. So there are 3 

broadly similar terms of about 10 weeks (but this can vary by a few weeks). It 
provides the statutory 190 teaching days.  
 
Looking at this diagram, are there any further advantages or disadvantages you can 
think of to do with the way the current school year is organised and how it impacts 
you / your children? 

Share screen slide 2 – advantages / disadvantages 
8. I’m going to show you some potential advantages and disadvantages that are linked 

to the current school year (may have already discussed some of them). I’m 
wondering which if any you think are important? Probe reactions to list including; 

• What makes this factor important to you?  
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• Are there any here that might not be important to you, but you think could well 
affect other people? 

 
9. So at this point, has anyone changed their opinion on the current school year and 

how suitable it is? Probe any changes and why 

• How important do you think it is for the Welsh Government to see if there are 
more appropriate ways of organising the school year to better support learners’ 
learning and wellbeing; and reflect how people’s lives and routines are changing?  

 
C. Spontaneous suggestions for alternative model (20 mins) 

 
10.  For this next part of the discussion we’re going to discuss how you would like the 

school year to look – so what would work best for you, your child / children and 
family? Please do bear in mind what you think would best support your child’s / 
children’s learning and their wellbeing, as well as what would suit your family lives.  

 
 Also, it’s fine if you have different preferences from others in the group. We need to 

hear them! 
 
Share screen slide 3 – participants’ model 
 So here’s our school year. The green represents term time, and we need to position 

the yellow school holiday weeks onto the year. We still need to include the statutory 
190 teaching days, which leaves around 12-13 weeks’ holiday. 

 
Tell me what you’d like to see happen? Probe whatever is suggested, move the 
holiday weeks around according to what is suggested and to prompt debate e.g.: 

• Shall we begin with the summer break – what would suit you and your child / 
children best here? Probe 

o Should the holiday weeks be more spread out or not? 

o Should all school holidays be the same length spread across the year or 
not? 
 

11. What do you think is an appropriate term length for learners? Probe including: 

• Should they all be the same length or not? 

• Should there be more but shorter terms or not? 
 
12. How important is it to you that there are school breaks at Easter? (Other than the 

Bank Holidays) Why? Probe 
 
13. How close can we get to a model that everyone accepts? 

• Looking at what we have, how can you see it benefitting learners? 

• Could there be any issues for learners with this alternative? 
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D. Reactions to alternative models (25 mins) 

 
14.  For the final part of the discussion, I’m going to show you three different ways the 

school year could be organised, and I’d like to hear what you think of each. Also, 
please remember that the Welsh Government hasn’t decided if any of these models 
should be developed. They are just examples to show how the year could be 
different. We’re interested in what you make of them to help the Welsh 
Government with their thinking about it all. At the end we’ll look at them all 
together for any final comments.  

 
 Rotate order of introduction across the 3 groups: 
 Group 4: ABC; Group 5: BCA; Group 6: CAB 
 
Share screen slide 4/5/6 as per rotation. Start at appropriate question. 
 
15. Model A:  

- This version has 3 broadly equal terms of around 13 weeks 

- There’s a 5 week summer break instead of the 6 weeks we have now 

- It begins in September and runs to the end of July 

- It still supports 190 teaching days.  
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for yourselves / your child / children / family 
with this structure? 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 

• What if any drawbacks could there be for you / your child / family?  

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how it would suit you and your 
children?  

 
16. Model B:  

- This version has 5 broadly equal terms with a 4 week summer break 

- The academic year begins in early to mid-August and ends in late July 

- The winter and Easter breaks are now fixed dates 

- It still supports 190 teaching days 
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for yourselves / your child / children / family 
with this structure? 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 
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• What if any drawbacks could there be for you / your child / family?  

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• Can you see any issues for people whose religious faith might be important to 
them, for example Easter may not fall within a school holiday period? Probe 
sensitively:  

o Can anyone relate to this concern?  

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how it would suit you and your 
children?  

 
17. Model C:  

- This version has equal terms throughout the year with all breaks lasting for 2 weeks, 
except 3 in the summer. It’s called a ‘year round’ model 

- The academic year begins in late August and ends in late or early August, with 3 weeks in-
between 

- It still supports 190 teaching days, but this could be increased with this approach 
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for yourselves / your child / children / family 
with this structure? 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 

• What if any drawbacks could there be for you / your child / family?  

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• Can you see any issues for people whose religious faith might be important to 
them, for example Easter may not fall within a school holiday period? Probe 
sensitively:  

o Can anyone relate to this concern?  

• It’s thought that this approach might solve the issue of learners over a longer 
summer break forgetting what they’ve already learned. Also learners might not 
be so worn out towards the end of terms because the terms are shorter. What 
are your thoughts on this?  

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how it would suit you and your 
children?  

 
Show slide 7 – current school year and alternatives together 
18. Finally, here are the 3 we’ve just discussed plus the year we have now. Now that 

we’ve discussed them, what are you left thinking about the school year? Probe 
each: 

• Has your opinion on this topic changed further, now we’ve nearly finished the 
discussion? Probe for each person 
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• If you had to choose one, which of these 4 approaches would you prefer for you 
and your child / children? Ask each participant 

• Which do you think would be best for school learners to support their learning 
and wellbeing?  

• Which do you think people working in schools would prefer? 

• And which do you think would suit businesses in Wales best?  
 
19.  We’ve come to the end of the discussion - is there anything else you’d like to add? 

You can always email us afterwards if there are more points you’d like to make.  
 
Thank and close  
 

Education workforce, businesses, and stakeholders focus group topic guide 
 
A. Introductions (10 mins) 
 
1. Thank participants for attending. Introduce self and Beaufort Research. 
 
2. Explain aim of the research: we want to find out what you think of the current school 

year, so how the terms and school holidays are spread out and how, if at all, it could 
be improved to better suit learners, education workforce staff, businesses and family 
lives. Your feedback will help the Welsh Government’s thinking on this topic and 
feed into further consultation and policy development. 

 
3. Explain MRS Code of Conduct: reassure about confidentiality and explain digital 

recording – to aid Beaufort’s analysis. Ensure participants have received the privacy 
notice. Establish any need for breaks, explain researcher contact details are available 
for any further queries / comments. Last 60-75 minutes.  

 
4. Participant introductions: 

• First name 

• Briefly: position in organisation / role 

 
B. Views on the current school year (20 mins) 

 
5.  Let’s focus first on the way the current school year is structured. Please can you all 

think of a score out of 10 to sum up how satisfied you are with the way the school 
terms and holidays are spread out at the moment over the year? 10 out of 10 means 
you’re completely satisfied with it, through to a score of 1 which means you’re 
completely dissatisfied with it. 

 
Can we go round the group to see what scores you’ve given it? Ask each participant 
for a score 
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6. Start with majority scores whether higher, neutral, or lower and probe reasons for 
scores. Ensure perceived advantages / disadvantages are covered: 

• Tell me why you gave it a score of [x]? 

• In what ways does the current school year suit (tailor as appropriate): 

o You personally? 

o Learners? 

o Your organisation / business / members / families? 

• In what ways doesn’t the current school year suit: 

o You personally? 

o Learners? 

o Your organisation / business / members / families? 

 
Share screen slide 1 – current school year 
7. Let’s remind ourselves of how the current school year is organised. So there are 3 

broadly similar terms of about 10 weeks (but this can vary by a few weeks). It 
provides the statutory 190 teaching days.  
 
Looking at this diagram, are there any further advantages or disadvantages you can 
think of to do with the way the current school year is organised? 

Share screen slide 2 – advantages / disadvantages 
8. I’m going to show you some potential advantages and disadvantages that are linked 

to the current school year (may have already discussed some of them). I’m 
wondering which if any you think are important? Probe reactions to list including; 

• What makes this factor important to you?  

• Are there any here that might not be important to you, but you think could well 
affect other people? 

• Are there any you disagree with?  
 
9. So at this point, has anyone’s opinion shifted on the current school year and how 

suitable it is? Probe any changes and why 

• How important do you think it is for the Welsh Government to see if there are 
more appropriate ways of organising the school year to better support learners’ 
learning and wellbeing; and reflect how people’s lives and routines are changing?  

 
C. Spontaneous suggestions for alternative model (20 mins) 

10.  For this next part of the discussion we’re going to discuss how you would like the 
school year to look. Please do bear in mind what you think would best support 
learners, as well as what would suit you / your school / organisation / members / 
business.  
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 Also, it’s fine if you have different preferences from others in the group. We need to 
hear them! 

 
Share screen slide 3 – participants’ model 
 So here’s our school year. The green represents term time, and we need to position 

the yellow school holiday weeks onto the year. We still need to include the statutory 
190 teaching days, which leaves around 13 weeks’ holiday. 

 
Tell me what you’d like to see happen? Probe whatever is suggested, move the 
holiday weeks around according to what is suggested and to prompt debate e.g.: 

• Shall we begin with the summer break – what would work best and why? Probe 

o Should the holiday weeks be more spread out or not? 

o Should all school holidays be the same length spread across the year or 
not? 

11. What do you think is an appropriate term length for learners? Probe including: 

• Should they all be the same length or not? 

• Should there be more but shorter terms or not? 
 
12. How important is it to you that there are school breaks at Easter? (Other than the 

Bank Holidays) Why? Probe 
 
13. How close can we get to a model that everyone accepts? 

• Looking at what we have, how can you see it benefitting learners? 

• Could there be any issues for learners with this alternative? 
 
D. Reactions to alternative models (25 mins) 
 
14.  For the final part of the discussion, I’m going to show you three different ways the 

school year could be organised, and I’d like to hear what you think of each. Also, 
please remember that the Welsh Government hasn’t decided if any of these models 
should be developed. They are just examples to show how the year could be 
different. At the end we’ll look at them all together for any final comments.  

 
The models show different distributions of the 190 teaching days that are set in 
regulations. There is no proposal to change these regulations or total teaching days. 

 
 Rotate order of introduction across the 3 groups: 
 Group 7: ABC; Group 8: BCA; Group 9: CAB 

Group 10: ACB; group 11: CBA 
Interview 12: ABC; 13: BCA; 14: CAB; 15: ACB; 16; BAC; 17; CBA; 18: ABC; 19; BCA; 20; 
CAB; 21: ACB 
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Share screen slide 4/5/6 as per rotation. Start at appropriate question. 
 
15. Model A:  

- This version has 3 broadly equal terms of around 13 weeks with 1 week’s half term dividing 
each term 

- There’s a 5 week summer break instead of the 6 weeks we have now 

- It begins in September and runs to the end of July 

- It still supports 190 teaching days.  
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for this structure? 

o Probe who would benefit from it and why 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 

• What if any drawbacks could there be?  

o Probe who it would be a drawback for and why 

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how satisfied you’d be with this 
approach?  

 
16. Model B:  

- This version has 5 broadly equal terms with a 4 week summer break 

- The academic year begins in early to mid-August and ends in late July 

- The winter and Easter breaks are now fixed dates 

- It still supports 190 teaching days 
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for this structure? 

o Probe who would benefit from it and why 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 

• What if any drawbacks could there be?  

o Probe who it would be a drawback for and why 

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• Can you see any issues for people whose religious faith might be important to 
them, for example Easter may not fall within a school holiday period? Probe 
sensitively:  

o Can anyone relate to this concern?  
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• What score would you give it out of 10 for how satisfied you’d be with this 
approach?  

 
17. Model C:  

- This version has equal terms throughout the year with all breaks lasting for 2 weeks, 
except 3 in the summer. It’s called a ‘year round’ model 

- The academic year begins in late August and ends in late or early August, with 3 weeks in-
between 

- It still supports 190 teaching days 
 
What do you think of this approach? Probe whatever emerges including: 

• What if any advantages do you see for this structure? 

o Probe who would benefit from it and why 

o Who else in society might benefit from this structure? 

• What if any drawbacks could there be?  

o Probe who it would be a drawback for and why 

o Who else in society might be at a disadvantage with this structure? 

• Can you see any issues for people whose religious faith might be important to 
them, for example Easter may not fall within a school holiday period? Probe 
sensitively:  

o Can anyone relate to this concern?  

• It’s thought that this approach might solve the issue of learners over a longer 
summer break forgetting what they’ve already learned. Also learners might not 
be so worn out towards the end of terms because the terms are shorter. What 
are your thoughts on this?  

• What score would you give it out of 10 for how satisfied you’d be with this 
approach?  

 
Show slide 7 – current school year and alternatives together 
18. Finally, here are the 3 we’ve just discussed plus the year we have now, at the top. 

Now that we’ve discussed them, what are you left thinking about the school year? 
Probe each: 

• Has your opinion on this topic changed further, now we’ve nearly finished the 
discussion? Probe for each person 

• If you had to choose one, which of these 4 approaches would you prefer? Ask 
each participant, check why 

• Which do you think would be best for school learners to support their learning 
and wellbeing?  

• Which do you think the education workforce as a whole would prefer? 

• And which do you think would suit businesses in Wales best?  
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19.  We’ve come to the end of the discussion - is there anything else you’d like to add? 

You can always email us afterwards if there are more points you’d like to make.  
 
Thank and close  
 


